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ABSTRACT 

COMMUNITY AND IDENTITY IN NINETEENTH CENTURY MONTREAL: 

THE FOLJNDING OF SAINT PATRICK'S CHURCH 

Gillian I. Leitch 
University of Onawa. 1999 

Supervisor: 
Prof. Chad Gat'tleld 

In 18 17 Montreal's Catholic Church, under the direction of the Seminary of Saint 

Sulpice, gantrd English-language services to its Irish congrqation. From that time on, the Irish 

of Montreal enjoyed services separate frorn the French Canadians. This separation was 

emphasized with the oprning of Saint Patrick3 Church in 1847, purpose-built for the Irish 

Cathol ics of Montreal. 

This thirty ycar period, undentudied in relation to the city's Irish population, marks the 

timc whcn the Irish of Montreal became a cornmunity, forging its idcntity within and without the 

Catholic Church. This identity was developd outside the Catholic Church through social 

organizations that attracted the rthnic lrish excl usively, such as the Hibernian Benevolent and 

Saint Patrick Societies, founded during this period. Cultural celebrations, notably those 

surrounding Saint Patrick's Day, were occasions where the cornmunity could share their 

traditions and celebrate their Irish heritage. These secular activities were not organized by the 

Roman Catholic Church in Montreal, but the Church was very involved. The Saint Patrick's 

Society included the clergy within its executive, while the cathedra1 of Wtre Dame hosted the 

multi-denominational service held in honour of Saint Patrick. 

The interaction of the Irish Catholics and the Catholic Church is the primary focus of this 

thesis, as the community expressed itself within the institution ofien. Once the Irish began 



receiving services as a separate congegation, it began to act as a unit to press the Church 

authorities for changes. The lnsh asked the Serninary of Saint Sulpice (and the Bishop of 

Montreal) for an enlargement of its church facilities in 1826, 1830, 1 833, 1839 and 181 1. Each 

request was made as a result of the Irish organizing themselves, appointing a leadership. and 

expressing the community's desires. 

The petition of 1 84 1 led to the decision by the Seminary of Saint Sulpice to build a new 

church for the Irish Catholics, dedicated to Ireland's patron Saint, Patrick. The Irish orsanized 

ihemselves, as ihc church permitted, into a fund-raising body, which, while not complciely 

successful in its financial goals, was effective in expressing the community's urgent need for the 

church. The cornmittee formed by the Irish interacted with the Seminary often, and this 

interaction demonstrated both the Irish community's identity, and the Seminary's attitudes 

towards it. 

Consulted for the thesis were archives at Saint Patrick's Church, the Seminary of Saint 

Sui pice, and the Archdiocese of Montreal. Newspapers and Pansh generated histories 

supplemented the primary research. Generated from these sources, in order to trace the 

participation of the members of the Irish community, was a Data Appendix. This Appendix 

demonstrates the participation and inter-relations of the Irish within the C hurch and the secular 

Irish societies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In order to commemorate the 150" anniversary of the Famine migration in 1997, a series 

of celebrations were undertaken in Quebec City under the banner of an "Irish ~ummer."' The 

impact of the migration and the suffering and death of many of its participants, defines the 

famine image of the Irish who chose to stay in Quebec. Indeed, it is as if those of the Famine era 

were the only Irish who came to Quebec. The popular media has latched on to an image of the 

poor starving lrish immigrant.' Similarly, historians dwell on the pst-famine-era Irish, and 

otten ignore the history of the Irish who came to Lower Canada in larger nurnbers between 18 15 

and 1 846. This fascination for the "victim" obscures the history of the majonty of the Quebec 

Irish, who had settled there before 1847. 

One exception to this approach is the work of G.R.C. Keep, who in an article on the post- 

famine population, suggested that the pre-famine Irish comrnunity made a smooth adjustment to 

life in Montreal p~ssible.~ In this view, the institutions founded by the early Irish comrnunity 

facilitated this adjustment. Chief among these institutions was Saint Patrick's Church, which 

opened its doon in 1847. 

Since 'rhe Irish are pariicularly identifiable through their religious life," an examination 

of their church in Montreal is an ideal laboratory for examining Irish cornmunity life in the early 

I Rhéal Séguin, "Me of Death Finally a Mernorial, "Globe (Toronto Edition), 17 March 1997, 
A2 & A7. 

For an exampie set Lynn Johnston's cartoon, Appendix 2. 

3 G.R.C. Keep, "The Irish Adjument in Montrd " in çao39inn Historieai Review 3 1 # 1 (1950): 40. & . 
G.R.C. Keep, 'The Lrish Immigration to  Montreal: 1847-1867." ( MA, McMl University, Montreal. 1948). 2. 



nineteenth century.' In Montreal, the Irish Catholics formed a "double minor@.'* Among the 

Anglophones the Protestants formed the majority, while among the Catholics the Francophones 

formrd the majority.' The Church's role was more than just religious, "it was a vital social 

centrr for its community as well."" Within these contexts, the Catholic Church played a cornplex 

role not only as a place of worship, but also as a centrai institution in a diverse cornmunity. A 

study of the Church touches al1 levels of the lnsh and Catholic communities; ordinary 

parishioner. church wardens, çomrnuniiy leaders, priests. Superior, and Bishop. 

In 18 17, Irish Catholics in Montreal beçan to receive religious services separately. 

through an Anglophone priest. This step was the beynning of a relationship which eveniually 

led to the building of a dedicated English-lanpuap church in 1847. The thirty year interval 

between thrse two dates was rnarked by an intense interaction between Church otlicials and the 

largcr community . During these yean the congreegation rnoved to largcr facilities, which wcrc 

then renovated. Later, the cornmunity petitioned the Seminary of Saint Sulpice, the  

ecclesiastical ûuthority in Montreal, for lager and different facilities. Along the way special 

masses were celebrated, and social networks were formed. 

The choices and acts of the lrish community leaders and the Roman Catholic Church 

officiais in the Seminary of Saint Sulpice and, to a lesser degree, the Bishop of Montreal, reflect 

the attitudes each had towards one another, and of themselves. These attitudes were evident in 

4 Keep "The Irish Immigration", 3.  

5 John S. Moir. '"The Problem of a Double Minority: Some Reflections on the Development of the Engiish- 
Speaking Catholic Church in Canada in the Nineteenth Century " in Histoire Sociale- Social Histow 7 (April 1971): 
53-67. 

Ci Edward R Kantowicr, "Ethnicity " in Encyclo~edia of Amencan Social Historv, Cayton Gom & 
Williams, ed., (New York: Charies Scribner's Sons, 1993). 457. 



the organization of the Irish community in pressing for their needs within the Church, and the 

Church's role within the Irish community's organizations. 

This thesis examines the creation of Saint Patrick's Church as a way of gaining a better 

understanding of the development of the Irish Catholic comrnunity in Montreal fiorn 181 7 to 

1847. The study examines the interaction of the Catholic Church leaders and the lrish 

community leaders in the context of population growth, social development, and power 

struggles. Special attention is paid to the factors which led to the suppon of both the Irish 

comrnunity and the Roman Catholic Church leaders in the establishment of Saint Patrick's 

Church. What were the motivations for the separation of the Anglophone Catholics from the 

Francophone Catholics? Was the Cathoiic Church responding to the needs of its Irish memben, 

or was it attempting to separate the two language groups? Did the Irish Catholics act as a 

cohesive unit, or did they mereiy define themselves as Irish because outside groups defined them 

that way? 

1.2 Established Studies 

The questions at the foundation of the building of Saint Patrick's Church have not yet 

been adequately addressed despite the fact that the Irish in Canada have been the subject of 

many historical rnonographs in the last two decades.' Many works have k e n  written about the 

Famine immigration, including the recent additions spurred by the celebration of its 150" 

amiversary in 1997. The year of 1847 often serves as a focus for the discussion of Irish 

7 Its popularity as a topic was remarked upon Geraid Stortz as king a "gowth industry." Gerald J. Stortz, 
"The Irish in Canada: an Update " in [mmiPration Historv N e w s l a  XWI #2 (1985): 8. 



emigration and settlcment. 

While most studies examine the Irish from the late 1840s, there is some literature on the 

çarlier period of Irish emigation to Canada. Saint Patrick's Church has had one book and a few 

articles written on aspects of its history. Saint Patrick's of Montreai- the Bioma~hv of a Basilica 

was witten by joumalist Alan Hustak. It is not a scholarly approach to history, but rather, as the 

author explains. a -'highly subjective layman's account of the church where 1 have worshiped off 

and on for 30 yrars."' The author ailudes to having used primary sources from Saint Patrick's 

and othrr Church archives. but they are never directly cited. Quotes abound in the trxt, but their 

origins are unclear. Footnotes are used only to list the names of the members of listed 

organizations. 

Arnong the schoiarly articles written on Saint Patrick's is that by Luc Noppen, on the 

church's historical and cultural sibgnificancc. The article concentrates on Saint Patrick's physical 

c haractrristics: including i ts location, size, style and decoration.' Another article by Grnld 

Beny, Bishop of Halifa~, highlights the dismembement of the parish of Notre Dame in 1866, 

and its effect on Saint Patrick's Church. "' 

Histories of Montreal's Irish community share the tendency to concentrate on the latter 

half of the nineteenth century. In addition to Keep's research on Montreal's Irish, D.C. Lyne's 

8 Alan Hustak, Bint Patrick's of Montreal- the B i o m h v  of a Basilica (Montreai: Vehicule Press, 1998) 
9. 

9 Luc Noppen, "Église Saint-Patrick " in Les Chemins de la Mémoire Monuments et Sites Historiaues de 
guébec, Jean Lavoie, dir., (Québec: La Commission des Biens Culturels, 1991 ), 72-74. 

Gerald Berry, "A Criticai Penod in Saint Patrick's Parkh, Montreal, 1866- 1874" in Canadian Catholic 
Historical Association RenoQ XI, ( 1944), 1 1 7- 128. 



1960 thesis used Montreal as a microcosm of Canadian Irish communities, and concentrated on 

the ten year period prior to Confederation." Similady, D.S. Cross examined the Irish in 

Montreal fiom 1 867 to 1 896. " 

Histories of Quebec's Catholic Church do not ofien take into account the presencr of the 

English language minority. Such is the case with Histoire du Catholicisme OuébCcois V. 11 

Rrveil et Consolidation. 1840- 1898 by Nive Voisine and Philippe Sylvian. This work does not 

rvrn mention the strain caused by the Famine victims to the Church's charitable institutions, let 

alone the challenge presentrd by the presencr of non-French Catholics to the prevailing 

Ul tramontanisrn of the period. " 

Grnenl church histories do offer more information, such as Construire une Egiise au 

Ouébec- L'Architecture Reliaieuse avant 1939. This work discusses Saint Patrick's Church in 

relationship to othcr church buildings of thc time, and highlights the decisions made about its 

physical attributes in relation to the circumstances of construction. '' 

In Ronald Rudin's The Forlrotten nuebecers the Irish are included as a part of the 

Quebec Anglophone cornmunity." However, the Irish, who made up roughly half of Quebec's 

' ' Donald Colman Lyne. Yïw lrrsh il, the Prowicr of ï a t ~ d a  ai the Decade I.raJing to (~o~#d~rntro,<' 
(MA Thesis, McGill University, Montreal, 1 960). 

" Dorothy Suzanne Cross. .'The Irish in Montreal. 1867- 1896. ' * M A  Thesis. McGill University. Montreal. 
1 969). 

" Philippe Sylvain & Nive Voisine. &g - . . 
I t ~ ~ i d a t i ~ n ~  

1 840- 1898, Nive Voisine, ed.. (Les   dit ions du Boréal. 199 1 ). 

14 Raymonde Gauthier. Construire une Égfise au Québec- L'Architecture Relimeuse avant 1939. 
(Montreal: Libre Expression, 1994). 

l5 Ronald Rudin The Forpotten Ouebecers: A Historv of En~ l i sh -Syak in~  Ouebec l759-i98O, (Quebec: 
Institut Québécois de Recherche sur la Culture, 1985). 



Anglophone population in the nineteenth century, merit only an occasional mention in the book. 

Saint Patrick's is not ignored completely in relation to histories of Montreal or the 

Province of Quebec, nor are the Irish in the relation to the history of Canada. However, when it 

cornes to the Irish in Quebec, and specifically the Irish Catholics of Montreal there is very linle 

winen. Moreover, what has been written about Saint Patrick's is fraught with difficulties. The 

rstablished research is one-sided and simplistic, especially with respect to the relations between 

the French Canadians and the Irish Catholics. When describing Irish-French Canadian relations 

Rudin emphasizes hostili ty based primanly on economic rivalry, although he does note 

occurrences of intermamage and various acts of charity. l 6  Rudin uses the founding of Saint 

Patrick's as an example of poor ethnic relations with the church. "The battle for the 

establishment of an English-Catholic parish was even more arduous [in Montreal] since the 

opponent was Bishop Bourget."17 Rudin leaves the details of this "battle" to the imagination. 

Alan Hustak also regarded the founding of Saint Patrick's in a negative light. He 

believed that the church was built, and the cornmunity used, in order to further the rivalry 

between the Seminary and the Bishop. "Because of their sheer numbers, the English-speaking 

Roman Catholics were used as convenient pawns in the power strugle between Joseph-Vincent 

Quiblier, . . . and his rival, . . . archbishop in Quebec City, Bernard Claude Parent."" The closer 

threat to the Seminary was the Bishop of Montreal, and Saint Patrick's was "a supersymbolic 

[sic] gesture to establish the Sulpicians as the ovewhelming presence in Montreal's Catholic 

l6 Ibid, 110-111. 

l7 Ibid, 1 13. 

'' Hustak, 18. 



comrnunity. ""' 

In his history of the Seminary of Saint Sulpice, Brian Young depicts Saint Patrick's 

church as a part of the obligation of the Serninary. "Heavy immigration, clerical pressure for 

dismrmberment of the Parish, and demands for ethnic and suburban church facilities led to the 

Srminary's sponsorship of Saint ~atrick's.""' These sources do not agree, nor do they truly 

daborate on the complexity of the situation. 

The pri mary sources available tu researc hers to examine the circumstances of Saint 

Patrick's construction are rarel y ci ted. Only Brian Young and Raymonde Gauthier cite primary 

sources. in some cases even secondaiy sources are not cited. For a topic which "is potentially a 

very rewarding topic of study", according to Donald Akenson, this is unsatisfactory." 

1.3 Sourccs 

The focus of research for this thesis was on the Catholic Church of Montreal o f  the 

period between 1 8 17- 1 847. In addition to the National Archives of Canada which holds copies 

of some of the Bishop of Montreal's correspondence for the relevant period, four church 

archives were consul ted: Saint Patrick's Basilics, the Fabrique of Notre Dame, the Seminary of 

Saint Sulpice, and the Archdiocese of Montreal. These archives are rich in information on the 

Irish cornmunity, its actions within the Church, and the Catholic Church's actions and responses 

19 lbid, 22. 

20 ity: The Seminaty Q Brian Young In Its Coqmate C a ~ a c  f Montreal as a Business institution 1 8 f 6- 1876, 
(Montreal & Kingston: McGiIl-Queen' s University Press, 1 986)- I 60. 

" Donald Haman Akmson, The Irish Diasmra- A Primer, (Toronto: P.D. Meany CO Inc. & Belfm: the 
lnstitute of Irish Studies, Queen's University of Belfast, 1993), 266. 



to the congregation. Generai information, not necessarily related to the immediate topic, but 

relevant as it concemed the position of these respective groups and as a part of Monneal society, 

was also available from these repositories. 

Since the founding of the Church Saint Patrick's Parish and the Catholic Church of 

Montreal have published anecdotal histones which have described the history and features of 

Saint Patrick's Church, and of related institutions. They serve in this thesis as both primary and 

secondary sources, depending on the date and content of the passages, and the historical question 

being considered. As secondary sources, the anecdotal histories provide opinions of the authors 

on issues addressed in the thesis. Since the opinions are not explicitly connected to any pnmary 

sources, caution must be exercised when using this material. To sorne extent, the authon' 

opinions can be checked for consistency through companson of the various histories, kerping in 

mind the author and the purpose of each publication. In the case of the details of the 

cornmunity's worship in the early yean, these histories provide the only available evidence. 

The anecdotal histories also provide information about the Irish community as it existed 

in Montreal, at the time of its publication. The memories the community has of its history are a 

distinct but related topic to the history itself. These memories are shaped both by the details of 

the time, and by later events. The relations between the Church and the lrish community shaped 

the image of their history at the point of the vanous publication dates of the anecdotal histones. 

The community's changing identity is reflected in the changing perceptions of the founding of 

their Mother church. The anecdotal histories illustrate how intimately the pst and the present 

are intertwined. 

There are three types of anecdotal histories used in this thesis. The first type includes the 



souvenir brochures which have been produced over this century by Saint Patrick's for the 

purpose of commemorating an important anniversary, or to inform interested visitors of the 

significancr of the church's physical characteristics. The earliest was a pamphlet printed in 

I f  

19 17 on the occasion of Saint Patrick's seventieth anniversa-.-- The hundredth anniversary in 

1947 l i kewise produced a souvenir.'' It was wrinen by one of the Church's pricsts. Grrald 

McShanr. with a mrmber of the congregation, John Loye. The year 1967 saw another souvenir 

booklrt. wrinen by Robert ~ipscombe." The rnost recent endeavour was published in 1996." 

Each of these booklets give a short history of the church. but the emphasis is on the physical 

attractions of Saint Patrick's. There are larp glossy photographs of the church in al1 but the first 

booklet. Stained glass windows and anwork are the primary focus. 

The four pamphlets produced by the conyegation to publicize and promote the 

community's religious organizations and members make up the second type of parish-genented 

history. In 1 866 the Irish congregation published a statement conceming the dismemberment of 

the Pansh of Notre Dame, of which Saint Patrick's was then a part.'b This statement provides a 

history of the community in relation to the legalities of Saint Patrick's establishment, in order to 

support the community's stance. 

'' " 1847 = 70"' Anniversary Number = 1917" in St. Patrick's Messas I I .  # 7, 17 March 19 17 

'' John Loye & Gerald J. McShane, The S t o n  of One Hundred Years- St . Patrick's Church Montreal 1 847- 
1947, (Montreal: Plow & Watters Itd, 1947). 

24 Robert Lipscombe, The Stow of Old St. Patrick's Montreal C a n a h  (Montreal: Helio Gravure Lnc. 
1967). 

25 Patricia Miilet, Montreal- St . Patrick's Basilica, (Montreal: St. Patrick's Basilica, 1996). 

26 Saint Patrick's Congreyation Cornmittee, The Case of St. Patrick's Conar~a t ion  as to the Erection of th$ 
New Canonical Pansh of St . Patrick's Montreal, (Montreal: John Lovell, 1866). 



The Golden Jubilee of the Saint Patrick's Total Abstinence and Benevolent Society was 

commemorated by a publication in its honour in 1890.~' Included in the history of the Society 

were descriptions of Montreal's Irish Catholic community. Another golden jubilee in 1887. that 

of two of Saint Patrick's priests (Toupin and Dowd), was commemorated with a ~arnphlet.'~ 

Yet another golden jubilee, that of the Saint Patrick's Orphan Asylurn, in 1902 merited a 

pamphlet. and a re-telling of the Irish comrnunity's history.lg 

The final type of anecdotal history was generated &y the Catholic Church: the Seminary 

of Saint Sulpice and the Diocese of Montreal. Works of this type include a history of the 

Diocese. wrinen under the auspices of Montreal's Archbishop, Paul   ruche si.^' Olivier 

Maurault. a member of the Sulpician order, wrote many histories concerning Montreal's 

Catholics. including one on the Irish." The 300" anniversary of the Seminary was 

comrnemorated with a book edited by Maurault." 

Saint Patrick's Church does not have a fomal archives, but does possess some 

27 r of the Golden Jubilee o f  St. Patnck's Total Abstinence & Benevolent Societv 1840- 1890, 
(Montrai: Dominion Illustrated Co, 1890). 

28 J.J. Curran, ed., Golden JubiIee of the Reverend Fathers Dowd and Tou~in with Historical Sketch of Irish 
Communie of Montreal, (Montreal: John LoveIl& Son, 1887). 

29 J.J. Cu- cd.. Golden of St. P d  s O ~ g h a n A m l u m ,  of F b  hwd- 1 

Quidivan with Bionra~hies and Illustrations, (Montreal: Catholic Institution for DeafMutes, 1902). 

. . . . ntreal a la fin du dix-neuvieme$&cl~ (Montreal: Eusèbe Senécai & Cie, 1900). 

" Olivier Maurault. Copp~egaron 1- de Montrd , . 
. Comected handwritten copy belonging to 

Gdd McShane. c. 1922. SPA. Olivier Maurault. J.e V i e  de . -  - 
. - * (Montréai: Seminary of Saint 

Sulpice, 1925). Olivier Maurault, Le- Hi- de I Enlise No-e de Montreal, T e  ' (Montreai Br New 

York: Louis Carrier & Cie, Les Éditions du Mercure, 19-29) 

32 Olivier Maurault, Le Trois t-S- (Montreai: Dcvou] 194 1). 
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documents relating to its early history. The most important source obtained at Saint Patrick's 

church was a Minute Book of the cornmittee staned by the irish cornmunity in January 184 1 to 

push for the construction of Saint Patrick's. The date 184 1 is embossed on its spine, but the 

minutes were kept until 1844. Its value cornes both from its actual contents, and an analysis of 

the Frequency of meetings. 

The other contemporary document at Saint Patrick's Basilica is a diary of church 

services. The Church lore anributes it to Father John Joseph Connolly, who was the first pnest 

at Saini Patrick's, but who also served the community at the Recollet. That this dia- is actually 

by Connolly is  unclear. The entries are written in several different hands, and the year it begins 

in, 1840, was actually one year before Connolly's ordination. The diary lists the banns read at 

services, special events held, and announcements made from the pulpit. It ends in Drcernber 

I 844, but providcs the dctûils of the service, and the information that the Church disseminatcd to 

its Irish congegation. 

Later material was also available from the dismemberment of the Pansh in 1866, and the 

dispute over the assigning of the construction debt to the congegation in 1884. These papers 

belonged to Father Patrick Dowd, who used the information contained therein to support the 

Saint Patrick's congregation's position in these disputes. Included within this collection are the 

reminiscences of three of the Parish's memben in 1884, which provide an insight into the events 

surrounding the building of Saint Patrick's church. These three men were asked by Dowd to 

recall these events in order to establish a specific argument, which therefore colours their 

writings. Time can also dim recollections; these men were adults in the 1840s, thirty-three years 

later they were seniors. Interestinply, and as an example of this, the remarks made by Thomas 
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Hewitt about the comrnittee meetings in 184 1, do not accord with Minutes of these meetings 

The Seminan, of Saint Sul picr was responsible for the spiritual wel fare of al1 Catholics 

in Montreal, and as such perated a geat deal of paper in its administrative capacity. The 

Archives contain relevant documents which range in date from 1822, whrn the Semina- 

received permission to hoid a reiigious service for Saint Patrick's Day, to 1884, and the dispute 

with the congreegation over the church's debt. Theses documents provide information 

conceming the relationship betwern the Irish and the Seminary, and the relationship of the 

Seminary with the Bishop. The most important document at the Seminary is the three versions 

of a prtition dated 1833, frorn the Irish congegation at the Recollet. One of these petitions 

included the sipatures of 590 members of the congegation. Correspondence, financial 

accounting, and architectural drawings complete the Serninary's Archive collection for this 

period. 

A petition dated 1826 was discovered at the Archives of the Fabrique of Notre Dame. 

This is now the eariiest known petition of the Irish community. The Fabrique's archives aiso 

contain a complete set of the deliberations of the Fabrique, the assemblies of the church 

wardens. The church wardens, hereafter refened to by their French name, Maguil l iers, because 

of its usase in the sources, met several times a year to discuss church business. This business 

included church construction projects, renovations, distribution of Masses. and other 

administrative matters. The paperwork generated by the actual construction of Saint Patrick's is 

held at the Fabrique. These include the pay sheets for the construction workers, and receipts for 

work done by these workers and by the architect. The pay sheets date fiom 1843 to 1845. 

The Archives of the Archdiocese of Montreal hold the correspondence between the 
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Bishop and various people, including other priests, seminarians. and ofticials in Rome. These 

letten date from the early 1820s to the 1880s. The bulk of the file labelled "Serninary of Saint 

Sulpicr 1843-70" contains matters of disageement between the two authorities over the Irish 

population and Saint Patrick Church. 

Addi tional evidence on the Irish community was gathered through three Montreal 

newspapers: the Montreal Gazette published continuously during the period of study, 18 17 to 

1847: the Irish Vindicator and Canadian Advertiser, which kgan publishing in 1878, and 

became the Vindicator and Canadian Advertiser in 1833, and which is extant to 1837: and the 

Montreal Tnnscn~t  and Comrncrcial Advertiser which began publishing in 1836, and continued 

publishing throughout the period of study. Beyond providing a secular perspective on church- 

related rvents and issues, newspapen also provided evidence on the Irish community 's social 

activitics. Each of these papers reported on the meetings of lrish social organizations, and on 

events such as the annual Saint Patrick's Day celebrations. 

1.4 Data Appendi x 

In an effort to study the mernben of the Irish community, a Data Appendix was created, 

listing 349 members of the lrish community. This list does not name every lrish man or woman 

in Montreal, but rathcr, lists those who actively participated in one form or another in the 

activities of the community. Only one woman is narned in the Data Appendix, that of Miss Gibb 

who made a significant contribution to Saint Patrick's building fund. The names have been 

gathered fiom the primay sources. The Irish associated societies were regularly featured in the 

newspapers. The names of the members of the Executives were often published. The names of 
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those in the cornmittees' mernbers who made representations to the Seminary and Bishop were 

incl uded in the Data Appndix. 

The petition of 1833 posed a problem. The witing of the namrs was not always legiblr. 

The namrs which appear in the Data Appendix for the 1833 petition, are only those which also 

appear in other sources as well. The same criterion was usrd to contirm the names which 

appeared on the long list of small donations made to the building fund." Each name had to have 

tïrst appeared in anothrr capacity, in other sources to appear in the Data Apprndix. 

The Data Appendix dernonstrates the variety of interests held by the Irish community in 

Montreal. It also demonstrates the inter-relationship of these societies and the Catholic Church. 

33 Stx Appendix 4. 



CHAPTER 3 
SETTING THE STAGE 

2.1 Montreal 

Fonerly speaking, Montreal was founded in 1642 by Paul de Chomedy de Maisonneuve 

on behalf of the Société de Notre-Dame de Montréal. This society and thus Montreal ( then 

knowvn as Ville-Marie), were esiablished to evangelize the Native peoples in New   rance. y The 

missionary socirty collapsed in the l65Os, but the settlement at Ville-Marie did not. Its religious 

purpose was replaced by more srcular activities. 

Montreal prospered as a commercial centre. The fur trade was responsible for much of 

this success. Montreal's geogaphic location was another factor. Downstream, on the Saint 

Lawrence River, it proved to be convenient for both the merchants and the fur trappers. The port 

of Montreal, cvcn bcfore improvements made in the nineteenth century, allowcd tradc goods to 

amve in the spring from France, and to leave with the previous year's furs." 

The conquest of New France by the British in 1759-60 chançed the cultural and political 

life of Montreal, but not its role as a commercial centre. The most obvious sign of British 

dominion over New France, now known as Quebec, was the influx of British immigrants. The 

colony was no longer only French and Catholic in orientation. The British were not a 

heteropnous group, being composed of English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish nationalities, and 

several Protestant denominations along with Roman Catholics. These groups would alter the 

Y Robert Prevost, Montréal A Historv, tram By Elizabeth Mwller & Robert Chodos, (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1993). 

35 J.I .  Cooper, Montreal: The Storv of 300 Yearg (Monireal: L'Imprimerie de Lamirande, 1942). 35-6. 



city's political, cultural and religious life. 

2.2 Montreal's Irish 

There is rvidence to s u g e s t  that there were Irish in New France prior to the Conquest. 

This early lrish community came to the colony through the mercenaries hired by the French 

A m y ,  and British colonial captives, the result of the frequent skirmishes between the twvo 

colonial powers. and who chose to remain in New  rance.'" It was afier  the Conquest. that the 

[rish settled in more significant n u r n b e r ~ . ' ~  

Statistics for the period are very sketchy. The early census questions were not specific 

rnough to determine accurately the specific population groups in Montreal. Raoul Blanchard in 

his study of French Canada used a mix of statistical methods in ordrr  to overcorne thesr 

problcms and to depict Montreal's Irish population growth in Montreal over a hundrcd year 

period. The population for 1830 came from a count made by Talbot. The  1830's number came 

from the count made of Montreal's Catholic population, subtracting the number of French from 

the total number o f  Catholics. assuming that al1 Anglophone Catholics were Irish. I 844 and  

185 1's numbers came from censuses taken, using the number of lrish bom, and adding to it half 

of the native bom Anglophone population, on the assumption that they were Irish. IR 

36 Heléne Grenier, "Les étrangers sous la régime fronçais " in Les marhaux. les exclus. et l'autre au 
Canada aux XVll e et XVlll e siecb, André Lachance, ed.. (1 9%). 2 16. Through the naturalization records and the 
fiancisized names, the lrish and other non-French appear in the colony. The Irish such as Teague Cornelius O'Brien 
became a part of the French Canadian population, adopting French soundiny names such as Tec Corneille Aubry. 

37 The term Irish us& in this thesis, unless otherwise stated, refers to both those of Irish birth and Irish 
descent, and those of al1 reiigious denominations. 

'' Raoul Blanchard. L'ouest du Canada Francais Vol. 1 "Montrial et sa rémon", (Montrial: Librairie 
Beauchemin Ltée, 1953)- 257 & 9. See Chart 1. 
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Source: Blanchard. 257-259 

These numbers make assumptions about the ethnicity of the native bom English- 

speaking population and the religion of the lrish population in Montreal. If anything, t hese 

statistics underestirnate Montreal's lrish population. Regardless. they provide a convincing 

picture of rapid gowth. The number of lrish passing through Montreal, especially in the later 

part of this study, was quite large. The Irish arriving in the port of Quebec far outnumbered 

other immigrant groups.'" Thus Blanchard concluded that "la prééminence britannique qui 

affecte Montréal entre 1 820 et 187 1 est avant tout une affaire irlandai~e."'~' 

39 See Chart 2.  

40 Blanchard, 259. 



Immigrant Amvais in the Pon of 
Quebec, 1829- 1845 
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Source: Ravmond Body. Les Irlandais et le canal Lachine- La yrève de 1843, (Ottawa: Les Editions Lrmrac Inc. 
1980). 18. 

2.3 The Seminary of Saint-Sulpice 

The order of priests known as the Society of Saint-Sulpice, known also as the Sulpicians, 

was integal to Montreal's economic and religious Iife. Described by historian J .I .  Cooper as 

**the master builders of Montreal" the Sulpicians assumed a dual role as Seigneur and pastor.'" 

In 1663 they were granted the Seigeury of the Island of Montreal, and another one further up 

the river. Another gant in 1717 down river, made the Seminary a major landowner."' 

The Sulpicians' wealth came from other sources besides land. Their members oflen 

came from wealthy families, and because they were not obliged to tum this wealth over to the 

4 1 Cooper, 24. 

42 Young, 7. 
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order, they were fke to spend it as they chose. Many, both in the Pans Mother House, and in 

Montreal, contnbuted funds to the enrichment of the Montreal mission. These financial 

contributions, coupled with the careful management of their seigneurial revenues, aided the 

Montreal Sulpicians in their work in ~ontreal.'" 

The Sulpicians controlled the church within its seigneurial boundaries, even after the 

appointment of a Bishop in 1674. Trusted by successive Bishops in Quebec City, they were 

never visited by the Bishops' representatives as other regions were." AAer the British Conquest, 

the Seminary found itself in a precarious position. The Quebec Act of 1774 guaranteed the 

Catholics the freedom to worship, but the properties held by the Seminary were not protected. 

The Pans Mother House t m e d  over the properties held in New France to the Montreal 

Seminary in 1775, but the Seminary itself was not recognized as a secular institution, so its 

ability to operate as a property owner was compromised. 

The Seminary continued to act, despite its dificulties in both its capacity of landowner, 

rnaintaining and irnproving its properties, and as Curé of Montreal, seeing to Montreal's spiritual 

needs and training priests. To accomplish these varied tasks, the Seminary developed an 

administrative structure. The head of the Seminary was its Superior. The Superior was elected 

for five year tenns by its Assembly of Twelve. The Assembly was made up of members of the 

Seminary who were elected by their fellow assemblpen for life terms. It met a few times a 

year for extraordinary business. The Consulting Council had four memben, elected by the 

" Prévost. 172. 

SJ . . 'établissement de la D . -  - Lucien Lemieux, L remme ~rovince ecclesiasti~ au Canada 1788- 1844, (Ottawa: 
Éditions Fides, 1 %8), 1 43. 
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Assembly, and met regularly for decisions of ordinary business. The Supenor presided over both 

the Assembly and the Council.'l~uring the period under study, the post of Supenor was held by 

three French-bom men: Jean-Henri-Auguste Roux, Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, and Pierre-Louis 

Billaudele. 

The Fabrique of Notre-Dame was the Parish Council of Notre Dame. It met several 

times a year to discuss the spending of Pansh funds on churches and schoois. It was made up of 

members of the congregation, elected to the post by other Marguilliers. The Fabrique was 

theoretically separate fiom the Seminary, but it was highly influenced by the wishes of the 

Sernir~ary.'~ The Supenor attended the meetings of the Fabrique. A fùrther exercise of control 

over the Fabrique was through the Procurator of the Seminary, its treasurer, who also acted as 

treasurer for the Fabrique. He held the power to veto any of the expenses approved by the 

Fabrique.'17 

'" Young. 13. 

Richard Chabot, Le Cure de v e  et la contmion locale au Ouibeç (de 1791 aux troubles dg 
1837-381, (Montreal: Humbise HMH, Ltée, 1975), 42 &77. 

" Young, 24. 



MAP 1 

Montreal 18 15 

Sources: Based on joseph Bouchette Map which appears on p 79, Jean Claude Robet, Atlas Historique dc Montreal, 
(Montreal: b dit ions Libre Expression. 1994). L'sing scale of map in Mark H. Choko. The Maior Squares of 
Montreal, trans by Kathe Ross, (Montreat: Meridian Press. 1990). 23 
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CHAPTER 3 
EVENTS 

3 .  1817 
In 1 8 17, Father Richards, one of the pnests of the 

Serninary of Saint Sulpice. and a convert to the faith, 
leaming that a few Catholics, speaking Engl ish were to be 
found in the city, sent them word to assemble on a certain 
Sunday in the Bonsecoun, and that he would address them 
in thrir own Ianguagr. He found the numbers so small that 
an adjournment was made to the Sacristy, where he 
delivered his instruction."' 

The beginnings of the Irish Catholic community are thus described in one of the many 

anecdotal histones writter! alter the fact, by members of the community and by the Montreal 

Catholic Church about Saint Patrick's. These histones offer the only currently available 

description of that community pior to the 1820s. There are no records in the Church archives 

which either support or question these descriptions. 

These anecdotal histories are problematic, in as rnuch as their sources of information are 

not indtcated. What is clear is that the date of 18 17, and the sunounding nanative, are taken as 

"truth" by the present-day Irish community, and by twentieth-century historians."' The story of 

the 'discovery' of the Irish varies somewhat among the various histories, but the main elernents 

are similar. 

The year 18 17 is used as the key date in ail but one of these histories. One nineteenth 

century history uses the date of 18 15 as the time when "the Irish were first assembled by 

48 Goiden J u b i l e  o f  St. Patrick's Omhan Amluq, 103. 

"Y J.I. Cooper's history of Montreai refers to the story of the Irish worshiping at the Bonsecours under 
Father Richards until the 1830s. Montreal- the S t o y  70. Hustak in his history of Saint Patrick's also mentions the 
srnall number of faitfil who met at the Bonsecours. Hustak, 18. 



themselves, as a people, in the little church of potre Dame de] Bonsecours by the lamented 

Father ~ i c  hards."" However, other sources indicate that the year 1 8 1 5 was most li kely not 

correct, as Father Richards did not join the Seminaiy of Saint Sulpice as a priest until February 

of 18 17." 1 8 17 is also set as the date when the Irish in Quebec City fint began to receive 

Engiish services.'' Thus, in the absence of primary evidence indicating othenvise, the year 18 17 

stands as beginning of Engiish language services. 

The story of the founding of English services is also problematic concerning the priest 

responsible for the Irish congregation, Father Richards. He is an enigmatic figure in the histories 

of the community, and his story is tinged with religious romanticism. According to Robert 

Lipscombe, Richards came to Montreai, an Amencan Methodist preacher, filled with a great 

desire to convert the Gentlemen of the Seminary." This mission was abandoned whrn he 

converted to Roman Catholicism. He became a priest, and retumed to the Seminary as a 

mem ber of the order. He served with the Seminary until his death fiom typhus in 1 847. caught 

while tending the Famine Irish in the fever sheds of Montreal. The mystery about Father 

Richards concerns his life before his arriva1 in Montreal in 1807. Two places of birth are given 

for him: Baltimore and Alexandria, Virginia. " There is further confusion with Father Richards' 

50 19. See Map 1 for locations of Catholic Worship in 18 15. 

- .  
5 1  Henry Gaultier, La Conlpapnie Saint-Suinice au C a n a  (Montreai: Séminaire Saint-Sulpice, 19 12). 85. 

52 MaTianna O'Gdlagher. Saint Patrice de OuCbec . , . .  - la construction d une g&se et I'imnl~tation d'une 
paroisse. tram Guy Dore, (Quebec: La Société Historique de Québec, 1979), 30. 

" Lipscombe, 3 

Y Baltimore: Gaultier La C m e .  . .. 85. Alexandria: Lipcombe, 4. 



name. He is known in the histories as Father Richards, Jackson John Richards and John Richard 

~ackson. " He siyed documents discovered at the Church archives simpl y as Richard.'" 

The confusion over Father Richards makes his role in the discovery of the Irish 

congregation suspect. The histories wrote of the presence of the Irish Catholics among the 

French Canadians as if it  was a discovery, but did Father Richards Jlscover the Irish or was he 

made aware of them. and given them into his care by the Seminary. Richards had only just 

retumrd to Montrral after his ordination, and thus would not have had special knowlrdge of the 

population of the city and the needs of the lrish community. Priests already serving the 

Catholics in Montreal would most likrly have been aware of the small English-speaking 

population worshipping in their churches. Having an English speaking priest join their order 

might have Ird the Sulpicians to assigp the lrish at the Bonsecours to Richards' care. The credit 

of discovcring thc Irish might just be an addition to thc many storics associatcd with this wcll- 

liked. and religiously-devout priest who died in his service to this community. His life as well as 

his death was as a perfect devout Catholic, serving Cod with the ultimate sacri tice. 

The early reliçious life of the Irish Catholics of Montreal is only evident through these 

secondary sources. It is hard to ascertain the size of the population from them. The general 

consensus is that the English-speaking Catholics, generally referred to as Irish, as the majority of 

them were, numbered between 30 to 50 people. Many authors use the Montreai Directories of 

55 Fr. Richards: mong othert- Patncia Miller. John J. Richards: Les orëtres de Saint-Sulpice au C a n e  
grandes filpires de leur histoire (Ste-Foy: Les Presses de I'Université Laval, 1992). 270. John R. Jackson: McShane 
& Loye, 5 .  

56 For example: 3 1 mai 1843, "Supplique de la Fabrique pour batir la htur [sic] église de S. Patricen, 
90 1.145, 843, AC AM. 



the p e n d  to detemine the numbers of Irish Catholics. This population is hard to separate fiom 

the Irish Protestants who also made their home in Montreal. According to G.R.C. Keep, an 18 19 

directoiy lists -'74 obviously Irish names."" However, a farnily name is not an indication of 

religion. Moreover, many names which occur in Ireland such as Martin are also names familiar 

in other countries, and they therefore make the determination of ethnicity diffi~ult.'~ 

Evidence of a population of the Insh Catholics at the time cornes from a request made by 

an Irishman narned Ryan? He wrote to the Fabrique of Notre Dame in February 18 19 to ask 

permission from them to rent one of the houses attached to the Recollet Church. His aim was to 

establish "a respectable classical academy and as a Roman Catholic he looks [ed] entirely to the 

French gentlemen for patronage and support."* 

Whether this request was approved or not is unclear fiom the Fabrique's minutes. Mr. 

Ryan's request does indicate that an Irish (or English-speaking) Catholic population, requested 

that a school be established in church facilities. Mr. Ryan must have had expectations of a 

viable student body to open a school. His religion played a part in his appeal to the Fabrique; it 

is not unlikely that it was also important to the school, especiaily as he looked to the French 

gentlemen for patronage. 

57 Keep, "The Irish Immigration ", 49. 

Directories werenot consulted for this thesis because of this difficulty. 

59 The assumption that he was Irish was made on the basis of his name, which is one of  the twelve most . . * .  common suniames in Ireland. Edward MacLysaght, -es- T- Names.- (Dublin: Allen 
Figgis, 1972)- 29. 

60 Mr. Ryan, Montreai, 1 1 F&niary 1819, to the Fabrique of Notre Dame de Montréal, Boite 3, Chemise 
4, m. 



ILLUSTRATION I 

Chapelle Bonsecours 
c. 1880 

Notre-Dame-de-Bonsecours as it would have looked when the Irish worshipped there in the early nineteenth centuy. 
Source: C 24183. PAC. From Les Veilles ~vi ises  de la grovince de Québec. 1647- 1800, (Quebec, 1925). 30 
National Library of Canada. 



3.2 t 820s 

The 1820s were a time of intense growth and change for Montreal. The city's population 

was growing rapidly, including the Irish Catholics. The Catholic church had to deal with this 

increase. Their flock was burgeoning, out-growing the facilities and personnel of the Seminary. 

The Catholic church was also undergoing great change as well. This change was because of the 

increasing numbers, and the changing attitudes of the clergy. 

In 1800, Montreal's population was estirnated at 9000 perrons." This number grew to 

around 10 000 in 1 81 9.62 Through the decade the Irish (determined by place of binh) tripled 

from 1 O00 in 1 820 to 3000 in 1 830.~~ This significant increase was a result of the ever- 

increasing immigration to British Nonh Amenca. Montreal, with its role as a commercial 

centre, was a magnet for those who chose not to, or were unable to work in agiculture. 

Within the heart of this commercial and population gowth there was the Seminary of 

Saint Sulpice. It had yet to settle its legal status with regards to its Seigneurial holdings, staying 

in what must have seemed like a perpetual legal lirnbo. The Seminary's role as religious master 

of Montreal's Catholic community was unchailenged until 1820. It was in that year that the 

Bishop of Quebec, Joseph-Octave Plessis received permission from the Pope to divide the 

responsibilities within his See to faci litate its administration. The Sulpician Jean-Jacques 

Lartigue was appointed as his awciliary and Bishop of Telmesse ( in partibus). His pnnci ple 

6' PrCYOa, 197. 

62 lbid 2 14. 

63 Robm Grace, The Ir& in Ouebec- An I m r ~ o r i o p r a p h v  . . 
, (Institut Québécois de 

Recherche sur la Culture, 1993), 64. See Chart 1. 



responsibility was for the Montreal region. 

To the Sulpicians, this appointment was a direct threat to their authority. No longer were 

they to be left to their own judgement conceming the religious life of Montreal. This new 

Bishop wouid be able to over-rule decisions that before were made by them. That Lartigue was 

a Sulpician did not matter to the Seminary since it was his position that was a threat to the 

Seminary's power. 

The Seminary of Saint Sulpice and the Fabrique of Notre Dame fought the Bishop at 

every tum. One of the areas of conflict with the newly appointed Bishop was over the use of the 

church of Notre Dame. As Notre Dame was the largest Catholic church in Montreal, the Bishop 

believed it to be the perfect place to establish himself, and oversee Montreal's religious affairs. 

The Marguilliers of Notre Dame did not feel the same way, so the episcopal throne was 

removed from the church while Lartigue was away." In justiQing this act, the Fabrique's lawyer 

O'Sullivan cited the change that the chair would sipi@ to the church. The chair would make 

the church a cathedral, and such a change without the approval of the Marguilliers acting as the 

ownen, on behalf of the prishionen, was illegal.65 It was aiso a highly significant and public 

act- the removing the Bishop's chair from Notre Dame, since the congregation could not fail to 

notice its absence. 

The actions of the Fabrique and the many letters written to Rome conceming the 

appointment indicate that the Sulpicians would have prefened that Lartigue choose a parish 

61 Léon Pouliot. Monseiplieur [sriinue et son ternos tome 1 Les années.de o r m t i o n  f 1 799- 1 840,. 
(Montréai: Éditions Beauchemin, 1955). 57. 

'' 182 1, 'Uémoire de Mr. O' Sullivan avocat son opinion air consultation du Marguilliers LaRocque, air 
l'ingérence de Lartigue dans la Fabrique de Notre-Dame ", 90 1.0 19, 82 1-2, AC AM. 



south of the Saint Lawrence, outside of Montreal, for the seat of the bishopric." Were he to stay 

in Montreal, it would appear that the Suipicians were less powerful, and not in charge of the 

Montreal ~arish." The Bishop rather than residing in the Sulpician's Seminary, stayed at the 

Hôtel ~ieu."' The Bishop, however, did wish to reside in Montreal and he was equally desirous 

to cstablish there his episcopal seat. Without the cooperation of the Sulpicians, the use of any of 

the three existing Catholic churches was out of the question. Thus began the building of a new 

Catholic church in Montreal- the Bishop's Cathedral. 

The cornerstones for Saint-Jacques-le-majeur were laid and blessed in May 1823, and the 

church was opened in September 1825. It was a large building with room for around 3000 

worshippen." Only a year after the Bishop had begun his church, the Sulpicians began 

construction of a new Notre Dame to repiace the existing one, built in 1672. The new Notre 

Dame was considerably larger than Lartigue's Saint Jacques Cathedral, rneasuring 3 198 square 

metres to Saint Jacques' 1 100 square rnetres." Despite this massive difference in size, Notre 

Dame was only 500 seats larger in capacity." 

66 During the 1820s and into the 1830s. supporters of the Seminary wrote to anyone of authonty in the 
Catholic Church, fiom the Bishop of  Quebec to Rome itself, against Bishop Lartigue. The Bishop's supporters did 
likewise. A whole file at the Archdiocese of Montreal is devoted to cornplaints from those in the Seminary's camp 
made against the Bishop fiom 1820- 1 835. To judge by the language used by the letter writers. the struggle for 
ecclesiastical power in Montreal was fierce and divisive. 901 .Of 9, ACAM. 

" ibid. S c  Map 2. 

69 Prévost, 3 12, 

Measurements for St. Jacques are from Prévost 212. Notre Dame's fiom Gauthier. 233. Sr. laques= 50 
m x 22 m; Notre Darne= 256 ft (78.0288 rn) x 136 ft (41 -45 m). Square meterage deterniid by multiplying the 
length by the width. 

" Notre Dame Basilica Pamphlet. nd. Young lins the church's capacity at 4968. page 160. 



The spate of church building could be seen simply as fulfilling the needs of the Catholics 

of Montreal. The city's growing population was served by only three churches: Notre Dame, the 

Bonsecours Chapel. and the Recollet church of Saint Helen's. These churches were becoming 

insufficient for the numbers of Catholics of Montreal." However, the short period of time 

between the laying of the two churches? cornentones must also be seen as a pan of the conflict 

between the Seminary and the Bishop. The proximity of the two events were not coincidental. 

The massive size of Notre Dame church, compared to the Cathedral of Saint Jacques must also 

be seen as a pan of the battle with the Bishop. That its size should be alrnost three times that of 

the Bishop's Cathedral, is a statement of the Sulpicians determination to dominate Montreal's 

religious life. 

The conflict between the Seminary and the Bishop caused a great deal of diffculty for 

the Bishop in carrying out the tasks set out for him by his Bishop. In 1826 he wrote to his 

bishop. Bernard Claude Panet to explain his progress on fùnd-raising for the Seminary at 

Nicolet, but that there was great difficulty involved because of the Seminary's influence.'' The 

conflict between the two Montreal ecclesiastical authorities obviously had significant 

consequences for the work of both the Bishop and of the Seminary. 

But what of the Irish community? While disagreements were going on between the 

Bishop and the Seminary, the Irish Catholics were practising their faith at the Bonsecours, under 

73 '*Quant à la souscription pour Nicolet, je la mettrai en vogue autant qu'il serra [sic] en mon pouvoir: mais 
aux (sic] l'opposition que le Séminaire de Montréal a toujours eu pour cet établissement, vous avez peu de choses a 
attendre de notre ville, et meme de plusieurs campagnes dont les curés sont sous son influence." Lartigue a Panet, 25 
novembre, 1826. RLL 4, p. 180, ACAM. 
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the Reverend Father "Richards". The Irish shared their church, known to the community as the 

'-~osco"''' with the French Canadians. This sharing of facilities was described by the J. J. Curran 

in 1907, as sornewhat undesirable because 'las usual, in like cases, a litile friction occasionally 

arose between the two classes."'' This is the only source which States that there was discord 

between the two groups during this pend. Incidents of fnction between the two groups which 

occurred later on in the nineteenth century, could have influenced the author's view of Irish- 

French Canadian relations. 

The pressures of having two different congregations in one church must have been an 

inconvenience to both groups. Worshiping at the Bonsecours Chapel was described as a "double 

inconvenicnce of being too small and too distant for those living west of Place ~ ' ~ n n e s . " ' '  

Bonsecours was and is a small church, and as the two churches of Notre Dame and Saint Jacques 

were under construction through most of the decade, the Roman Catholics of Montreal were yet 

to benefit from the expanded facilities. The Bonsecours had been renovated in 18 16 to 

accommadate two new galleries for its increasing congregation, but the population was 

essentially still using churches buiit to meet the needs of the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth century." These churches despite sorne alterations over the years, were not meant to 

deal with such a large population, one that was still growing. 

74 Robert Rurnilly, Histoire de Montréal, (Montreal: Fides. 1970), 143. 

75 
1 Galden Jub'lee of St. Patrick's m a n  AmIuq 105. 

'' ibid. 

" J-M.. Leleu, Histoire de Notrc-Damde-Bonsecours a Montréai, (Montreal: Cadieux & Derorne, 1900), 
5 1 .  IIlustration 1. 



The second inconvenience of distance for the Irish population was also significant. 

While the community by later accounts appears to have been fond of the "Bosco", it was situated 

quite a distance frorn where the majority of the population lived. '* Montreal in the 1820s was 

still in area with farmland, and this farmland sunounded the concentration of population. Its 

urban core was not that large, and snaddled the Island's shoreline. For the Ibsh. as for othen, 

choosing to live in Montreal proper, meant choosing a profession other than agriculture. In the 

case of Montreal, the lrish were associated with the work of a labourer79. They found this work 

in the burseoning industries, and most noticeably on the Lachine Canal which was under 

construction in 1824 and 1825? The Irish also worked as merchants and in probssions. 

The Lachine Canal was the area where the labour was employed. The map of Montreal 

of this period shows thût the businesses which required low skilled labour were situated around 

the canal area." Among the businesses in the Saint Ann's and Recollet Suburbs (those closest to 

the Lachine Canal) were the Eagle Foundrv, and o grist mill. The Irish lived near where they 

worked, and businesses catering to the service of this population did li kewise. The rrea known 

as Grifintown was to take on an Irish penonality. 

7g Sec Map 2. 

79 Boily. 16. 

80 . . . Serge Courville, ed., Atlas du ûuébec- D O D & I - ~  . . (Ste Foy: Les Presses de 
l'Université Laval, 1996). 87. Guy Pinard. Montrd son htstoire son archit-, (Montrai: Les Éditions La Presse. 
1986). 167. 

" see Map2. 



MAP 2 

Montreal 1839 

Sources Based on map in Newton Boswonh. The Earlv Histow and Present State of the Island of Montreai. 
(Montreal: William Griey, t 8391 Toronto: Coles Pubtishinç, 1974), insert. Using scale of map in Choko, 23. 
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The walk west fiom Grifintown to the Bonsecoun Chapel, to attend Mass was indeed 

far. approxirnately 5 km. Winter would have exacerbated the inconvenience of the hilly joumey. 

With these conditions it was natural that the community would desire a change, or seek an 

alternative to the apparent discornfort of wonhip at the Bonsecours. 

One alternative was not to wonhip at the Bonsecours at all. The major pan of the 

Roman Catholic Mass was said in Latin, with the sermon king the only part of the seMce 

delivered in the vemacular. This being the case, many might have opted to attend mass in the 

church nearer to their homes at the Old Recollet church of Saint Helen's, even with a French 

sermon. The church had been abandoned by the Recollets afier the Conquest in 1760 and had 

xrved as a church for various Protestant denominations, until i t was reacquired by the Seminary 

for Catholic worship. 

There is no direct evidence to indicate that the Irish worshipped at the Recollet in the 

early 1820s, but there is some indication that they did so. Mr. Ryan's request of 1819 for the use 

of a building that was attached to the Recollet church for the establishment of an academy, 

might be considered a sign of Irish use of the Recollet, as locating a school far from the homes 

of the students was not a sensible plan. Likewise, in 1823, Father Richards was given 

permission to establish an English school in the lower house of the Recollets. That Father 

Richard's narne was attached to the request is significant, because of his associatien with the 

Irish community. From these examples of the community requesting to use the Recollet, the 

impression is that they wece orienting themselves around the church of Saint Helen's even 



though the Engl ish language services were still held at the Bonsecours. 

With such obvious preference for the Recollet area it is not surprising that the English 

languap services were moved to the Recollet church. Secondary sources generally place this 

move some time between 1 829 and 183 1. Most state 1830 as the tirne of this move. citing the 

renovations made to the church in 1830 as the signal for the creation of the Recollet as -the 

spiritual home of the English-speaking Catholics of ~ontreal."" This date is very late for what 

must have been a fairly crowded Bonsecours church. Church sources point to a much earlier 

date of Irish habitation of the Recollet. The Irish must have received English language services 

at the RecolIet from around 1825. 

In 1824, the Fabrique of Notre Dame authorized the expenditure of 30 prustrrs for work 

on the Recollet church." This renovation was put into the han& of a Marguillier and Father 

Richard. Again, his close association with the Irish community implies the ultimate end of these 

repairs to be the creation of an Irish church. 

The most telling evidence, however, for the earlier assigning of the Recollet church for 

Irish worship is the petition of 1826. This petition addressed to the Marguilliers of the Fabrique, 

and signed by the members of a cornmittee of panshioners of the Recollet indicates that the Irish 

community was already using the church for its English language services. In petitioning the 

wardens, the ''Irish Roman Cathoiics of Montreal" first thank them "for your devoting them as a 

place of worship the Recollet church."" The Irish Catholics had made their first move, and had 

83 Loye & McShane, 10. Curran Fat hers Dowd. . ., 8. 

" 12 dec., 1824. Livn "B". 277. AFND. 
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established themselves a centre of religious worship and community. 

The petition of 1826 brings fonvard other issues beyond establishing the date for when 

the lrish community began to wonhip at the Recollet. The petition is the first act found of the 

Irish Catholics acting as a community, and expressing their desire for recognition as such. The 

petition, coming so soon afier receiving the larger and exclusive facilities of the Recollet church 

was interestingiy timed- having a new churc h was not enough The main question brought forth 

by the petition is the actual size of the lrish Catholic population. The statistics previously 

mentioned give only the numbers of Irish bom, but this did not take into account the children 

bom in Canada to these immigrants, and Irish bom does not mean only Catholic. How big a 

church did the Irish congregation require to meet the requirements of its number? The petition 

asks that the Fabrique enlarge the Recollet church, and cites the population as the reason for the 

request: 

. . . the Recollet church which your petitionen fiom their 
present increase find to be too srnall. Thai your petitioners 
have every reason to anticipate a progressive increase in their 
religious body. . . That your petitioners therefore humbly 
expect you wiil take into consideration the comparative 
difference between the present iirnib of the church and its 
almost un1 imi ted congregation? 

The request made by this cornmittee talks of this growth, as it pertains to their own 

community. The Irish Catholics appeareâ, certainly to their own eyes, to be growing. This 

growth was expected to continue, and to continue at an extraordinary rate, hence an "unlimited 

congregation." The community had expectation of king an ever greater presence in the future. 

Included with the petition was an estimate for the enlargement of the church. It is 

86 ibid. 
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unclear if this estimate was generated by the "insh Roman Catholics of Montreal" or by the 

Fabrique in response to the petition. The estimate was for an additional two aisles to the 

Recollet church, with each aisle measuring 36 feet square and 30 feet high." As the Recollet 

was demolished in 1 867. its exact size and capacity are unknown. !t can be assumed that the 

actual Recol let c hurch was equai in  length to the proposed aisle additions. The additional two 

aisles would have added to the capacity of the church , and would have accommodated the 

rxpected growth. Thirty six square feet for each aisle does not seem that large, and if a drawing 

of the church as it appeared pnor to any renovations can be used to gauge its size, it  was not a 

large churc h to bcgin with. *' 

87 Ibid. 

88 See alunration 2. Léon Trépanier. Les Rues du Vieux Montrd au Fil du Te- (Onawa:  diti ions 
Fides, 1968), 85. 



RecolIet Church, 1691 

Source: Trépanier. 85. 

The reaction of the Fabnque to this petition indicates the weight which such a requesr 

hrld within the church. The petition itself was not mentioncd in the Fabriqur's minutes of 1826. 

nor wuas an'. response to ils concems about size dealt with. followinç the submission of the 

petition. In January of that Far  the Fabrique had authorized a Father Quesnel to increase the 

number of pews in the Rrcollet church." The petition was dated only six months later, which 

indicates that this increase of pews was not sufficient to fulfill the Irish congregaiion's perceivrd 

needs at the Recoliet. 

The Bonsecours Chapel and the Recollet church were owned and controlled by the 

Fabnque of Notre Dame, and the priests who worked in them were members of the Serninary of 

Saint Sui pice. Because of the close relationship between the Fabrique and the Seminary, any 

action taken by one had the sanction of the other, and as the Seminary was the power in the 

89 72 jan 1826, Livre "B .  284, AFND. 
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relationship, the actions of the Fabrique were the actions of the Seminary. The amvai of the 

Bishop into Montreal ecclesiastical life impacted on the worship of those speaking English. The 

erection of Saint Jacques provided Bishop Lartigue with a platform to serve the Catholics of 

Montreal. 

The new cathedral was a distinct parish of its own. completely separate from the Pansh 

of Notre Darne? The details of its construction and operation were therefore the responsibility 

of the Bishop of Telmesse. In 1824 Lartigue wrote to the Bishop of Qurbec outlining his plans 

for Saint Jacques. He planned on stafhg the cathedra1 with three priests; one was to serve as 

his secretary, the other two would serve as priests for the congregation. He had very specific 

qualitications in mind for them. One would be a Canadian of senous disposition to carry 

himself with honour in Montreal. The other priest was to be of merit, and to speak English in 

order to preach and care for the increasing nurnben of  Irish Catholics, who were suffering the 

most.'" 

Lartigue spoke of increasing numbers of Irish Catholics coming into Montreal, and 

therefore asked for an Anglophone priest. The requested priest would have been in addition to 

the two English speaking priests of the Seminary already serving the Irish community at the 

Recollet."' The Bishop speaks of a need to serve the Irish population, but as stated previously, 

the Irish lived around the Recollet church. Saint Jacques was situated a great distance east of the 

29 aout 1824, Livre "B", 273, AFND. 

9' bAAssu bien l'anglais pour prêcher avec I'ho~eur dans cette langue car c'est maintenant la classe 
nombreux [sic] des Irlandais Catholiques qui est ici la plus souffrante; et il faudrait un homme de parols [sic] et de 
mérite, capable de la soigner." Lartigue à Plessis, 5 juin 1824, RLL, 3.36, ACAM. 

" Fathers Richard and Patrick Phelan. Englishman Father Lukin joined the Semimuy in 1827. "Lista des 
Dates d'ûrdination des Sulpiciens venus au Canada 165% 1899" Section 28, Tiroir 1 O7 #1, ASSS. 
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Recollet in the Saint Louis suburbs. This area was not an area of Irish settlement. in fact it was 

predominantly French  anad di an."' So the offerhg of English services did not seem a veq 

nacassary addition to the church ' s  repertoire. 

Whv would Larti y e  feel it necessary to provide services for a community which did not 

reside in the Bishop's parish? It is evident even at the earliest period, that the religious needs of 

the Irish were met by the Seminary. The Bishop, being a new presence in Montreal, was not the 

obvious prnon to whom the Catholics would tum to in times of need. Lartigue was probably 

attempting io create a friendly psture, to secure a relationship with the Irish community. 

Despite their "double rninority" status, the Irish were still British citizens, and to onend thcm 

was to risk the wrath of the rest of the British population, especially those in authority. Having a 

priest in the Cathedral who could communkate with the Anglophone community, regardless of 

whcther they worshipped there or not, was a political move. 

The Irish, according to Lartigue were suffering. This is a popular image of the Irish as an 

object of charity, and is featured in the Seminary sources describing the establishment of Saint 

Patrick's and of the senices procured for this early Irish community. In relieving the Irish in the 

city, Lartigue was demonstrating Christian kindness in helping those less fortunate than himselE 

The Catholic church as a whole in Montreal undenvent drastic changes in the 1820s. 

The introduction of a Bishop into the authority structure of the Montreal church began a banle of 

sons, where the Seminary defended its authority against the intrusion of the Bishop. The 

building of the new Notre Dame and the Cathedra1 of Saint-Jacques-le-majeur were used as a 

play of one-upmanship. The f55,700 cost of building Notre Dame put the Fabrique heavily into 

93 Choko. 112. 
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debt. a debt which lasted well into the 1880s.% It was a rather extravagant gesture to build a 

c hurch larger than the Bi shop's. These relations between the ecclesiastical authorities impacted 

on the Roman Catholics of Montreal, beyond having to help pay for the new building projects. 

The Irish community of Montreal underwent some changes in the 1820s. With their 

increase in numbers Irish Catholics were able to obtain a church of their own, the Recollet, 

which was close to their homes, and which provided services in the English language. The 

additional services offered by the Bishop at his newly erected Cathedral, while not strictly 

necessa- in light of the Cathedral's location, were indicators of the prominent position the Irish 

played within the Catholic church, at least in the Bishop's opinion. The petition of the 

cornmittee of the Recollct congegation in 1826 indicate a beginning of community 

organization. Some members of the congregation organized themselves and petitioned the 

Fabrique to meet their present and future needs. 

The Irish organization extended beyond their religious life. From what can be gleaned 

from the Irish Vindicator & Canada General Advertiser, a newspaper created by and for the Irish 

community, there were a few groups which met regularly and which identified themseives as 

Irish. The Friends of Ireland in Canada, also known as the Society of the Friends of Ireland, 

began in September 7, 1828, as a reaction to the news in Britain of Daniel O'ConneiI's election 

to Parliament. Because of the Test Act, which prevented Catholics from holding public office in 

Britain, the Catholic O'Connel1 was unable to take his seat. The Friends of Ireland were 

dedicated to "raising a fund to aid that distinguished body the Catholic Association of Ireland 

PJ Young, 160. 



[O'Connel13 organization], in the noble cause of civil and religious liberty." '' It was composed 

of sorne prominent rnembers of Montreal's Irish community including John Domeilan and Dr. 

Daniel Tncey." 

Three meetings of this goup were covered in the Vindicator. The Friends of Ireland met 

in December 1828 to discuss the honouring of fellow Irishan Jocelyn Waller, who had passed 

away earlier that year?? The society also met on Saint Patrick's Day "to enjoy in social 

entercourse [sic] the day on which Irishrnen acknowiedge thernselves indebted for the geatest 

blessings under heaven that men can be said to posses~."~~ 

The Friends of Ireland in Canada attracted both the Irish and Canadian-bom. There were 

those of lrish binh living in Canada, who were still interested in the affaia of their homeland. 

Dr. Daniel Tracey, listed in the Vindicatnr as a member, was one." He was bon, in King's 

County (now called Offaly County) in Ireland in 1794. He moved to Montreal in 1825. Even 

those born in  Canada maintained connections to Ireland. J.P. Sexton , another member, was an 

example of this. He was bom in Quebec in 1808, to an Irish-boni father. 'O' Both men, as others. 

Jack Vemey, O'Callaghan- The Makingand Unmakino of a Rebel Carleton Library Series #179. 
(Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1994), 37. 
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found a common ground with their Irish hentage and an interest in the political situation in 

Ireland. The society did not last very long. With the Test Act repealed in May 1829, the 

Society3 purpose had been achieved. The Society wound up its affain on the news of this 

event. '" 

The Hibemian Benevolent Society is the other organization which found itself listed in 

the pages of the Vindicator, during the 1820s. Its founding predates that of the Friends of 

Ireland, although it was only afier 1829 that it began to regularly appear in the city's newspapen 

"The Society's single aim was to ameliorate the distress among immigrants resulting from their 

poveq. Its first concern was to raise sufficient money to permit it to fulfill its second. that of 

spending it in whatever ways its offcen deemed to be the most beneficial for the Irish p00r."'~' 

The names of its members are revealed fiom the first mention of the Hibemian 

Benevolent Society in the Vindicator. It was an advertizement which provided an overview of 

the Society's annual general meeting and the election of the society's officers. Once again Dr. 

Tracey and J.P. Sexton, previously seen as Friends of Ireland, were elected as Vice President, 

and Cornmittee mernber. '" 
From the petition of 1826 and these two societies, the Irish were creating an identity 

within Montreal both in the Catholic church and the city at large as Irish. They were organizing 

wcially and politically, expressing their desires and meeting their needs through group action. 

102 Vemey, 38. 
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3.3 1830s 

ILLUSTRATION 3 

Montreal's Coat of Arms 

Source: Historic Montreal Past and Present, (Montreal: Henry Morgan & Co. Ltd. 193 5 ) ,  inside cover 

The Irish were becoming a force within Montreal on account of their increasins numbers. 

The significancc of the Irish in the lifi of Montreal was comrnemorated with the placement of 

shamrocks in its coat of ams,  graanted in 1 832. "15 This decade was a decade of gowth for the 

Irish population in Montreal. The majority of immigrants arriving in Quebec were Irish. '" 

The 1830s saw the rapid growth of the Irish population but the gowth of its community 

organizations and the emergence of  its community leaders. Newspapers were one aspect of this 

community growth. There were two ncwspapen in the 1830s which aligned themselves directly 

lu5 Glace. 66. See Illustration 3. 

Boily. 18. See Appendix 6.  



with the Irish community, going as far as including their allegiance in their names. 

The Irish Vindicator was founded in 1828 by Dr. Daniel Tracey. Created as "an advocate 

of a sutTering and long oppressed peopleT"", the newspaper was desiped to represent the needs 

and opinions of the Irish people. As to any distinction between the Irish of Montreal, or those 

remainine Y in Ireland. there seems to be none made in the paper. The newspaper featured both 

moups in its pages. The front pages discussed the events and issues of Ireland, while the later 
Lr 

pages dealt with more domestic news. Of the era's newspapen read for this thesis, the 

Vindicator was the best source for evidence on Montreal's Irish cornmunity. 

The tumul tuous I 830s are reflected in the pages of the Vindicator. Tracey used the 

pages of the -r to denounce the situation in Ireland of British mle there, and drew 

parallels with the French Canadians under British rule. 'O' July 1 829 the Irish Vindicator took the 

new name of the Vindicator, dropping the reference to its ethnicity. The paper published this 

rxplanation: 

Since the decision of the Catholic question up to the present hour 
the title of our journal has been a matter of objection to many, and 
by none have we been urged to lay aside that mark of distinction, 
which circumstances and the axa of Our Commencement required, 
so wamly, as by our countrymen. In cornpliance with sentiments 
by which we would always feel anxious to be guided, and sensible 
that the same opinions, supporting the interests and rights of the 
people can be as well, if not better, maintained under an appellation 
which will apply to ail indiscriminateiy in the Province, we have 
thought it more advisable not to persist in our nationality, 

Vindicator and Cana& General A d v m  12 December 1828. 
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however pleased with it ounelves. I w  

The Catholic question mentioned was the issue of the British Test Act , which prevented 

Catholics there h m  many aspects of public life. It had been repealed that year. The Vindicator 

had dedicated many of its front pages to the subject of Catholic Emancipation, and thus had 

ditticulties attracting a readership following its resolution. The newspaper's readership had 

apparently tumed to its pages for the express purpose of keeping track of events conceming this 

issue, once the issue was resolved, the readers felt no need to continue reading the paper.. 

The papa also was dependant on the fi nancial and moral support of the Friends of 

Ireland, which had disbanded with the repeal of the Test Act."* The paper was subsequently 

bought out, and its mandate altered to reflect its new ownenhip. 11 now attempted to appeal to a 

wider audience, one greater than those of Irish extraction. It is clear from the above quotation 

that the new ownership had given the Vindicator a new political agenda: to expand its readership 

to include more than just the Irish. To do so meant dropping its visible affiliation with one 

segment of the population. 

The next year saw linle mention of Montreal's Irish comrnunity within its pages. Even 

the celebration of Saint Patrick's Day, normally a highlight of the day 's news, was omitted from 

mention. The day was commemorated in Montreal that year, and an accounting of it appeared in 

the Montreal Gazette1", but not in the newspaper created especially for the Irish community. 

The following years the paper retumed to its usual average of the community without any 

'" Vindicator and Canada Advertiser 28 July 1829. 

l0 Verney, 48. 
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comment on the omission.'" 

In 1832 the founder of the Vindicator, Dr. Tracy died, one of the many victims of the 

c holrra epidemic. He was replaced by Edmund Bailey 07Callaghan, who moved to Montreal 

from Quebec City. He too was politically active. He ran the newspaper m i l  1837, when 

because of his role in the Rebellion, he was forced to flee to the United States. Until then. and 

despite the newspaper's name change, the paper remained a voice for the community. 

Advertisernents for various community activities and organizations appeared in the Vindiçarorr, 

as did accounts of their events throughout this pend.  The paper continued also with i ls policy 

of writ ing about Irish issues, and in keeping with O'Cal laghan's politics, more domestic issues. 

The other newspaper which associated itself with the Irish comrnunity was the Irish 

Advocate. It was published in 1835-6 by a M. McGoran & Co. Its prospectus, published in the 

Ouebec Mercury, proclaimed it to be a moderate reformer, cornbanhg revolutionary ideas, 

whic h included colonial independence and responsible government, while denouncing the 

abuses of colonial administration. ' 1 3  The paper was "temporarily created to draw Irish suppon 

from the Vindicator and Canadian Advertiser, a stalwart proponent of the Patriote cause."'" Its 

relationship with the Irish community can only corne fiom speculation as no copies of it are now 

extant. The paper was edited by J.P. Sexton, a successful lawyer, and member of the Irish 

112 The repartiny of Saint Patrick's Day celebrations were also absent fiom its pages in 1837. 
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~ornrnunity."~ The temporary nature of the newspaper could not have encouraged a rapport with 

the lrish comrnunity despite its Irish leadership and narne. But, ifs creation emphasized the 

strength and identity of the community. 

The Gazette, the Vindicator and the Transcri~t al1 reported on the community's 

activities, political, social and religious. There were many types of goups which amacted the 

lnsh in Montreal to their ranks. The social organizations mentioned concem only the men of the 

trish community, and not the women. If women were involved in them, it was in an unofficial 

capacity and therefore not evident through the newspapen. These goups identified themselves 

as lrish in their names, and thus, in some way, reflected the interests of the community. 

The Friends of Ireland in Montreal first met in March 183 1. It was a different 

organization from the one which had appeared in the 1828 Vindicator. It had begun in response 

to "late important intelligence fiom Ireland and other parts of Europe."'16 However, judging 

from the membenhip, the stated aims of the Society, and the obvious similarities of the names, 

this group was much like the one before. The president of the Friends of Ireland in Canada was 

William Campbell. He later served as Vice President for the Friends of Ireland in Montreal. Dr. 

Tracey was a member of both the earlier Society and of the newer one, signing their resolutions 

in 183 1. I l 7  These resolutions, signed by Tracey and seven other "respectable Irishmen" were a 

part of an organizing meeting to form a society 30 sympathise with the people of Ireland in their 

Sa Appendk 1. Previously mentiomd as a member of the Friends of Ireland in Canada in 1828. He 
was also a member of the H i i m  Benevoient Society and the Saint Patrick's Society. 

Virtdicato~ 1 1 March 183 1. 
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present distresses- to CO-operate with them in such measures as may be deerned essential to their 

benefit.""8 This new Society also desired to be more than just a forum for the politics of 

Ireland, but "also [to] consider ttself a centre of union for Irishmen in canada.""" 

Mention of this club ceased after 1832, as apparently shon lived as its predecessor- the 

Friends of lreland in Canada. The Irish Literary Association was another apparently shon lived 

group, whose existence was acknowledged only once in the Vindicator and no where else. In 

fact it acted as a spawn for the Friends of treland in Montreal. It was during a meeting of the 

Irish Literary Association that the Fnends of Ireland were called to meet together. 12' 

The Hibemian Benevolent Society was a much longer lived Society, fouiided in 1823 and 

surviving as a goup until 185 1.  "' The group was made up of both Protestant and Catholic Irish 

membrn. From the forty two narnes which appeared in the newspapers listed as members of the 

Hibemian Benevolent Society, six of them appear to have been Catholic. '" They met quite 

frequently dunng the 1830s, as judged by the notices of meetings, and the minutes of such, 

which were published in the Montreal newspapers. 

The minutes for the Society which appeared in the newspapers merely listed the newly 

elected ofticers, no resolutions or acts of the Society. The group was responsible for the 

' l a  Ibid. 

"O VindifBtPG 1 1 March 1 83 1 .  

121 Lyne, 94. 
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oganization of the dimer celebrations for Saint Patrick's Day in 1834 and 1 835.Iz3 Other than 

these h o  occasions, the activities of the Hibernian Benevolent Society are not apparent fiom the 

newspapers. 

The Saint Pamck Society was founded in 1834 to be an organimtion much like that of 

the Hibemian Benevolent Society. Due to a tire in 1872, which destroyed the Society's offices, 

its rarly records are no lonser extant."4 Its oqanization, membenhip, and activities were ais0 

katured in the newspapers or the day and can be known in the sarnr: way as the Hibemian 

Banevolrnt Society. Much more is known about the Saint Patrick's Society than the Hibemian 

Benevolent Society because the Society is still in existence, and because it was given more in 

depth coverage in the newspapen. This coverage included its resolutions and more descriptive 

accounts of its activities. 

Looking at the positions to which the Society elected members, it becomes apparent that 

the Saint Patrick's Society 1 s  oriented towrirds charitable acts. Among the usud officers 

expected in any kind of organization, such as President, Treasurer, and Secretary, the Society 

also elected a Cornmittee of Charity. '3 The presence of this cornmittee would indicate the 

Society's charitable purpose. This cornmittee however, is not the only indication of this. The 

Society was featured in the newspapen, and unlike the Hibemian Benevolent Society, its 

resolutions were also published. The Society stated in 1837 that " a retrospective view of the 

various combined causes, yearly prove fiom its beneficial influence, based upon the most 

IU Vindicator, 18 Mach 1834. Vindicator, 20 March 1835. 

1-4 Cross, 1 5 8. 
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philanthropic principles, devoted to acts of charity." "' 

There was more to the Saint Patrick's Society than the performance of charitable acts. It 

appears to have served both a social function and an improving one, citing the benefkial 

influence of charitable acts. The Management Cornmittee reported in the same year as the 

comment on charitable work. on the more general philosophy of the Saint Patrick's Society: 

A retrospective view of the various events which marks its progress, 
the Cornmittee feels a just pride in alluding to the high character of the 
Society has attained, the enargy and perseverance displayed by its 
ofticers in the discharge of arduous and onerous duties, and the generous 
spirit of emulation evinced by every member, to prornoie, as far as lay 
within his power, that hannony, rnuiual forbearance, and good 
feeling, so essentiai to the prosperity. and so identified with the 
future existence of the Society. ln 

The Saint Patrick's Society was clearly a social group which saw its purpose as an orçanization 

which provided more than social interaction. The high character of the Society was important, 

and obviously achieved through "arduous and onerous duties" and "generous spiritw- charitable 

works. The Society was concemed with its image as a group of men who were active, concemed 

citizens, who lived in peace with their neighbours. The wording also implies the self- 

improvement of the Society's members, through charitable works. 

The Hibernian Benevolent Society and the Saint Patrick's Society were very similar. The 

Saint Patrick's Society even assumed the responsibility for organizing the Saint Patrick's Day 

Dinner celebrations in 1837, a job that the Hibernian Benevolent Society had previously 

ibid. 

12' ibid. 
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performed. "' This reinforces the notion that both organizations were of a similar purpose. This 

leads to the question of why would there be two organizations that specifically oriented to the 

lrish community, which performed similar acts? The answer is that the two groups did not 

artract the same membership. Of the hundred and five individuals identified in the newspapers 

as members of the Saint Patrick's Society, and the forty-two identified as memben of the 

Hibernian Benevolent Society, there are only eight who belonged to both. "' The community 

was large rnough and varied enough to support two organizations of sirnilar natures. 

Membership of Voluntary Organizations 
1817-1847 

Hibernian €lanevoient Socieîy 
7 3 Saint Patrick's Society 

The Saint Patrick's Society appeaa to have k e n  more popular, or at least more populous 

TranscriDt. 4 March 1837. 

129 See Chart 3 & Appendix 1. 
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than the Hibemian Benevolent Society, with one hundred and five names attached to its roster 

during the period between 1834 to 1847. Of its members, sixteen were identifiable as Roman 

Catholics, althou& many more might also have shared this religion. "O The Saint Patrick's 

Societv was certainly helped in this with the position in their officers of Chaplain, a job held in 

this period, by the Reverend Father Patrick Phelan. I J 1  Father Phelan joined the Sulpicians of 

Montreal in 1825, and spent the next seventeen years as the spirimal leader of Montreal's Irish 

Catholics.'"' Father Phelan took over this flock when Father Richards was given the job of Curé 

of Notre Dame. 

The Catholic church was very involved in the affairs of the Irish comrnunity. It was 

through the community's organizations that the church kept in contact with its Irish flock. 

Father Phelan's presence among the Officers of the Saint Patrick's Society was one way for the 

church to be a part of its parishioners' social life. This was a paternalistic approach, offering 

moral guidance for al1 aspects of their lives. 

''O See Chart 4 & Appendix 1. Catholiciun was detennined by the same standards as Chart 3. 

"* 15 Feôruary 1838. 

132 LE. Robert Choquene, Thelan, Patrick" in m o n  Volume a 780. 



Catholic Participation in Irish Social Organizations 
1817-1847 

- 
; Total Identifiable Catholics 

1 St. Patrick's Society 

Hlbernian Bertevolent Society 

The most obvious connection of the church with the Irish community was in the 

celebration of Saint Pamck's Day. Every March 17' the Irish celebrate the feast of their Patron 

Saint. In modem times the Saint's day is commemorated by the wearing of the green, and the 

withdrawing to local ban to drink copious amounts of alcohol, especially green beer. Everyone 

is Irish for a day. The Irish community, then as now, held a parade through the streets of 

Montreal. It also held a ceiebratory dinner, which had some resemblance to the drinking parties 

held today. Newspapen of the era, for the most pan, describe these dinners as dignified affain 

with speeches and fine food. 

The Roman Catholic church played a large role in the celebration of Saint Patrick's Day. 

Its commemoration lay in the original and religious purpose of the feast. As far back as 1822 the 
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Seminary celebrated Saint Patrick's Day with a special English language service. 13' The services 

for Saint Patrick's Day were not held at the Bonsecours or the Recollet Church in the 183Os, but 

at Notre Dame. The celebration of the Irish Patron Saint in what was ofien referred to as the 

"French church,"'" was an wusual choice for such an Irish celebration. 

The services held at Notre Dame, were seMces intended for al1 denominations- 

Protestant and Catholic. The service itself was a mas, said by a member of  the Serninary. In 

some yean it  was the Reverend Larkin, in others the Reverend Phelan. From the newspaper 

accounts of the annual celebrations it seems that the Irish community began their 

commemoration of the Saint's &y with a procession, or parade, which wound its way through 

the Montreal streets ending at Notre Dame. This parade was intended to be a show, and as a 

result those organizing it invited the Saint George, Saint Andrews, and Gennan Societies to 

participate in the event, such as in 1837."' It seems likely that these other cultural organizations 

were invited in other years as the scale of the parade grew, especially in the I840s. Despite the 

presence of these other ethnicities, there is no doubt that these events were intended as an Irish 

celebration. 

Take for example, the celebrations of 1835, as described in the Montreal Gazem. 

According to the newspaper there was a procession before the semke, and one immediately 

afier, organized by the Saint Patrick's Society. The members "assembled at Sword's [hotel] this 

I 3  14 mars 1822, 'Rescrit de la Con@gation des Rites qui Permet de cêlèbrer (sic] solmellemmt la fête 
de Saint-Patrice dans l'égiise Notre Darne", T95; 96; 97 Section 27 Dossier 3 #36, ASSS. 
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morning at eight, in considerable numben, and proceeded in a body to the pansh church."13" 

They were accompanied by the band of the 24' Regment. Following the service at the Parish 

church (another name for Notre Dame), the Society went back through the streets to their 

cornmittee rooms at the Swords Hotel. "The Society. . . retumed to their cornmittee room, fiom 

the window of which was displayed a rich and elegant green banner, bearing the appropriate 

device of the Irish harp and wreath, with the mono Er»t Go Brugh. The exhibition of this 

national standard was receivrd with heaw cheen by the assembled populace."lJ' 

The church service, as stated before, was held before a mixed religious congregation. the 

only unifying rlement being the Irish heritage of those present. The service was a Catholic 

service, a "grand High Mass".'" The sermon was preached by a Catholic priest on vanous 

subjects such as the house of industry, and the story of Patrick's conversion of Ireland to 

Christian~ty."~ This fonn of cornmernoration of the holiday seems to have been accepted by the 

Protestant Irish community, who attended these services. The church of Notre Dame was well 

attended by the Irish community, which filled its "ample spa~e."'"~ These people left the 

building speaking well of the experience. The sermon for example, "has been well spoken of by 

our Protestant brethren present." "' 

136 Gazette. 17 March 1835, 2. 

'" ibid. 

138 Vin- 18 March 183 1. 

139 Gaze= 1 7 March 1 835, S. 

''O Irish Vindifator and Canada Adveniser, 20 March 1 832. 

ibid. 



Saint Patrick's Da! celebrations continued on into the evening. The various societies. 

depending on the Far,  organized elaborate dinnen to honour Saint Patrick's Day. The dinnen 

were not always held on that day, if March 17" were a Sunday, and one year it was not heid at 

dl. due to illness in Montreal."" These elaborate dinnen had innumerable speeches and toasts. 

The event was open to al1 Irish, regardless of their faith, but judging from the toasts made, the 

event attrac ted more Cathol ics than Protestants. 

The following toasts were given from the chair and drank with 
enthusiastic applause-. . .His Majesty King George the Fourth. . . 
His Excel lency Sir James Kempt. . .the Gallant and Good Marquis 
of Anglesea [former Lord Lieutenant of Ireland]. . .Daniel O'Connel l 
and the Catholic Association. . .the &y. . .Rev7d Mr. Phelan. . .His 
Lordship the Bishop of Telmesse and RC Clergy of Lower Canada. . . 
The Rev'd Mr Esson and our Dissenthg Brethren. . . "" 

The order that these toasts appear is very telling, in that the Friends of lreland in this year 

honoured what was essentially the Catholic portion of the population and representatives of the 

Catholic Irish issues of the day first. It began with the Marquis of Anglesea, a pro-emancipation 

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, then a Catholic lrish leader and his association, the Montreal priest 

Phelan and his Bishop before honounng a Protestant minister, who was apparently present at the 

dinner. His dissenting Irish brethren are honoured afier him. The Protestants were therefore 

acknowledged, but the priority was placed with the Catholics. 

Saint Patrick's Day is not the oniy cultural celebration associated with the Irish. 

Orangeman's Day, celebrated on July 12', commemorates William of Orange's (William III) 

victory over James II in 1690 at the Battle of the Boyne, and his subsequent control of Ireland. 

142 .,- ranscri~t 4 March 1837. 

"'' Irish Vindicaror and Canada Advntiser, 20 Mvch 1829. 
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This ho\ iday is closely associated with the Protestant Irish, and was never commemorated by the 

Irish Roman Catholics. In Ireland today, the day is commemorated in a sectarian manner, ofien 

leading to conflict and death. There is very little evidence that this day was celebrated in 

Montreal with any pomp, as exhibited by Saint Patrick's Day celebrations. A mention in 

newspapers of its celebration does occur in 1825, when an "Orange row.' occurred during the 

fistivities: "On the Ph. being the anniversary of some great event among the 'King William 

Bovs' a number of Irish celebraied the day according to 'use and want'."'" The description of 

the dav contrasted with the more favourable descriptions of Saint Patrick's Day which appeared 

in the Gazette. The fact that a fight occurred during the celebration that particular year. might 

have coloured its coverage or ensured its inclusion. Lts commemoration othewise was not 

included in the newspapen during the period under study. 

Whiie Orangeman's Day might not have been a greût event in Montreal, the Orange 

Order existed in British North America. The Order was founded in Ireland in 1795. and was 

"pleddged to maintain the Protestant succession."'"5 This pledge was only window dressing for 

pro-Protestant, and very anti-Catholic leanings. The order was very active in Ontario, but not as 

much in Quebec. The Order as an organization was not evident in the newspapen, but the use of 

the tem Orange was. It was used in describing some mernben of Montreal's Irish community. 

It was just prior to the celebrations of Saint Patrick's Day in 1 83 5, that speci fic 

references to the Orangemen of Montreai appear. The March 13" issue of the Vindicator that 

year had several articles conceming the planning for the upcoming events. Both the dinner and 

'+< Montreal k m g ,  1 6 July 1 825. 

145 J.P. Kmyon, 4.. Diaionam of British Hinoru. (Ware: Wordsworth Editions, 1992). 267. 



the church service were in danger of some kind of disruption becausr of the participation of 

these -Oransemen'. The service, held as usual at Notre Dame, was being planned and organized 

bv people whom the unknown author of the article felt were disreputable, to say the vey least: 

Tuesday next the festival of the Patron Saint of lreland has been 
taken possession of by the Orange faction of this ci-. who with 
a few of their deluded dupes, propose to give a public dinner in 
the rveninç in celebration of the day, to walk in procession in the 
moming to the Parish Church, headed by the Milita- of the 
Gamson. 
The collectors are already appointed. They are, as we understand. 
Messrs Doyle, Begly, and Rossiter. It is a source of general 
regret that a more proper selection was not made, as it is notorious 
that Messrs Doyle & Co have made themselves already too 
obnoxious by heading an Orange Mob at the last West Ward 
tiection. Collectors of this description cannot expect to get 
much from the Irish Catholics of this city. '" 

The accusations that the Messrs Doyle, Begly, and Rossiter were memkrs of the Orange 

'faction' is intended to discredit the gentlemen concemed. The tone of the article alone leads to 

this impression. The above gentlemen were closely associated with the Catholic church. and it 

is iikely then that these men were Catholic. Begly was a member of the Catholic Temperance 

Society, while Rossiter and Doyle are two names associated with the later Saint Patrick's church 

building cornmittee. It also seems unlikely that the Catholic Church officiais would permit 

non-Catholics to collect rnonies during a Catholic mass. 

The Saint Patrick's Dimer was likewise predicted to be a disaster: 

Everyone has heard of the Frenchman who leamed from 
Johnson's dictionary, that oats were in Scotland the food of 
men, and in England the food for horses, and who 

cator and Canedian Advertiser, 13 March 1835. 

IJ7 See Appendk 1. 



consequently felt a great curiosity to attend a meeting called 
for the consumers of oats, in order that he might witness with 
what decomm a meeting between Scotch men and English 
horses would be conducted. 
Now as we do not believe such a meeting would be one half 
as ludicrous as the assemblage of Tories and Orangemen who 
intend to dine in honor of Saint Patrick, on Tuesday, at 
the Theatre. Oh! These Tories are good at a trick. An 
Irishan dining at that table will have to wash himself many 
times before he becornes a true Irishan. 
The Ladies they say are to look down fiom the boxes. We 
H o p  the wornen will decline the invitation. A drunken 
debauch is not a scene for ladies' eyes. "'' 

Again. very harsh words are used to descnbe and ridicule this proposed scene of conflict. Saint 

Patrick's Day celebrations were expected to be unpleasant. The descriptions here also lead to 

the idea that the Orangemen were not really Irish, not worthy of such an appellation. 

The edition of  the Vindicator which followed Saint Patrick's Day did not nport on any 

such disasters occurring. In fact, the dinner held at the Theatre was not reported on at all. There 

was another dinner held at the home of E.E. Rodier, Esq, and organized by the Hibernian 

Benevolent Society, which was reported in the pages of the Vindicator. Its highlights filled ~ W O  

pages of the paper. "'' The dimer held at the Theatre was not ignored in the Montrwl Gazette. 

This dinner was apparently sponsored by the Saint Patrick's Society. It was "an imposing 

spectacle rarely witnessed in M~ntreal."'~ Had the event held at the Theatre been the predicted 

spectacle, its description as such would have appeared in the both newspapers. Newspapers 

have always k e n  keen to publish stories of disaster and controversy. It was most likely a result 

Advertisec, 13 March 1835. 

"" Vindicator and Canadian A d v e b  20 March 1 83 5 .  

Montr- 17 March 1835.2. 



of conflict between the two Irish societies. 

What becomes obvious from the celebration of Saint Patrick's Day, even with the rivalry 

between societies, is that it was a community celebration by the Irish community. irrespective of 

religious denominations. These celebrations centred on a religious event, and so involved 

religious ministers. In Montreal, Saint Patrick's Day was centred on the Catholic Church, and it 

was through the church that it was commemorated. The community organizations while secuiar 

in nature, included the Catholic church in its secular celebratory dinners with their toasts to the 

Catholic Church and its personages. It included the church by staging its marches to or from the 

Notre Dame church. 

This increasiny Irish awareness and the creation of its community and social groups in 

Montreal was retlected in its relations with the Catholic Church. The community was still using 

the Recollet church as its centre of wonhip. Saint Patrick's Day celebrations aside, it was at the 

Recollet where Irish Catholics celebrated their spiritual life. The growth of their social and 

cultural life was accompanied by an increase of their numbers, who were in tum, gathering every 

Sunday at the Recollet to hear Mass. 



ILLUSTRATION 4 

Recollet Church 
1867 

Recollet Church photo taken pior  to its dernolition in 1867. The hcade is that of the old Notre Dame Church, from 
renovations made in 1830. Note the chanse in roof in_^. which would indicate the area of addition. For cornparison se+ 

Illustration 2. 
Source: PA 5 1793, PAC. 



There came a point where the Church was no longer able to accommodate them. From 

the petition of 1826, it was clear that the Recollet church was not that large. By 1830 the 

Recollet Church had insufficient room to house its existing congregation. In January of that p a r  

the community asked the Seminary to effect some kind of repain to the church. Who made the 

request is not clear, nor are the exact nature of the repairs to the church. What is clear is that the 

repairs were going to involve a lot of money, and the Seminary was loath to part with the fun& 

to finance them. 

In consequence of the extraordinary expenses for repairs of the 
repairs [sic] of the Recollet Church and the low state of our 
funds, the very Reverend Mr. Roux of the Seminary of Saint 
Sulpice in Montreal, has granted permission to the Reverend 
Mr. Richard, as Chaplain to the Irish Congregation in said 
Church, to sing High Mass occasionally here for al1 such 
person or penons, as may hereaHer require it, and to receive 
the same retribution for it, that is usually given in the 
Bonsecour [sic] Church, provided however that the profits arising 
corn such Masses shall be scrupulously appropriated to the rise 
of the said Recol let Churc h. '' ' 

By granting a High Mass to a chapel of ease such as the Recollet, the Seminary was 

making the Irish congregation responsible for the repairs to its church. What is curious about 

this granting of the right to sing High Mass, beyond the obvious lack of detail on the 

"extraordinary expenses for the repairs" and the t y p  of repairs under consideration, is the 

granting of the permission itself Its granting in 1830 implies that it was not previousiy availabie 

at the Recollet, but was avaiiable at the other chapel of ease, the Bonsecours. 

The singing of High Mass was a very impressive seMce which involved a great deal of 

'j' 4 janvier 1830, "Registre de l'église des Récolle<s. 4 l'usage de la congrégation irlandaise de Montrtiil. 
8 pages. P. Phelan, desservant", Section 27, Voûte 2, T-97 #165, p. 2, ASSS. 



pomp and crremony. High Mass was not a regular service, so when it was said, it would be 

expected to bring in extra donations during collection. This would be borne out by the proviso 

for the disposition of the profits towards the repain of the churc h. 

The funds raised by the introduction of High Mass apparently were also insufticient to 

the task, just as the funds of the Seminary were. In June 1830, the matter was brought up for 

discussion during a meeting of the Fabrique of Notre Dame. Here more details are provided 

concrming the intentions of the Irish community towards the rernodelling of their church: 

The Irish Catholics of Montreal have proposed to elongate 
the Recollet Church, and to have with this extension one or 
two Rood screens and to advance the necessary funds 
towards it. . . and ask that stone from the old Notre Dame and 
its great doorway of stone also be @vert to make the front of the 
said extension. ''' 

The Irish wished to elongate the church substantially to accommodate the increasing 

numbers of attendees. This was expected to cost a great deal of money. This was money that 

the community was unable to raise on its own hence the move by the Seminary in granting the 

singing of High Mass and the approach to the Fabrique in June. The Fabrique was asked to 

support the task when the sum expended exceeded f 100, and to provide matenals salvaged from 

the old Notre Dame church, which after the opening of the new Notre Dame in 1829 was k i n g  

disrnantled. 15' The amount of money the community received corn the Fabrique was f 500, 

under the supe~s ion  of two of the Marguilliers- Messrs Berthelet and Souligny, and on the 

'" "Les catholiques irlandais ayant proposé de fare allonger I'Eglise des Récollets. de faire dans cet 
allong[sic] un ou deux jubés et d'avancer les deniers necasaires à cet efièt. . .et aussi demmandmt que la pierre de 
taille dite portail en pierre leur soit dom& pour faire le front de ladite allong." Livre W. 6 juin 1830. p. 324-5. 
AFND. See IIlustration 4. 
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understanding it would be repaid by the congregation through its collection. They also received 

the old Stone they required from the old Notre Dame along with any other objects they might 

require. 

The community asked for one or two Rood screens in the elongation. Since it is not a 

defined unit of measure, the size of the renovation is unclear from these primary sources. It 

seems rather irresponsible to gant such large sums of money on the basis of such vague 

descriptions, but the minutes of the Fabrique tended only to mention the decisions of the body, 

and left out rnuch of the details of discussion. Monique Montbriand, in an article about the 

Recollct Church, stated that in 1830 '*the old facade was demolished and elongated with an 

additional twenty fert. This addition was closed off by the reconstituted facade of the old Notre 

Dame c h ~ r c h . " ' ~ ~  Flow much of an enlargement twenty feet was for the Recollet church is 

impossible to know, since the Recollet7s size is unknown. Twenty feet should have 

accommodated several rows of benc hes, and consequent ly qui te a number of parishioners. 

This extension to the Recollet church was still insufficient for the needs of its çrowing 

Irish congregation. In 1833 the situation apparently worseneâ, leading to the congregation 

organizing itself again and petitioning the Catholic Church for a resolution. In fact, the 

communi ty submitted three petitions, al1 dated January 1 833: one was addressed to Bishop 

Lartigue, and two to the Superior and the Gentlemen of the Seminary. One of the petitions 

Ibid, 325. 

' 5 5  "Alors que son ancienne façade a dholie a qu'unc allonge de 20 pieds est ajoutée. Cette allonge a 
fermée par la façade reconstitutée sur place de l'ancienne église Notre Dame." Monique Montbriand, "L'eglise des 
Récollets à Montréal (c. 1703- 1867)" in Cahier de la Société Historiqpe de Montrd Vol 2, #2-3 (Mardjuin 1983): 
132. 



addressed to the Seminary included the signatures of tive hundred and ninety members of the 

congreegation of the Recollet Church, while the other was signed only by five people, a 

committee of the above congregation. 

The fÏve men who signed as the committee of the "Irish and other Roman Catholics of 

this city speaking the English lang~age""~ in the petition addressed to the Seminary, were not 

rxactly the same men who signed the petition addressed to the Bishop. The Bishop's petition 

was signed by six men, having oniy three in common with the Seminary's petition. These three 

men were P.N. Rossiter, Andrew Doyle, and Denis Cotterell. ''' According to both petitions 

these men "were appointed and constituted a deputation by and on the part of the said meeting to 

wait upon your Rrverenc~s) to expose the facts contained and set forth in this petition."lSR 

The petition to the Seminary, signed by the congregation was meant to impress. The 

entire petition and its signatures were on one large piece of paper (composed of several smaller 

pieces of paper glued together) which by its size leaves an impression of urgency and strength. 

The number of signatures of course also was meant to impress. The majority of those who 

signed the petition, descnbed as "forming a considerable portion of the congregation attending 

Divine Service in the Recollet Church," were men.IS9 These men were probably the heads of 

households. The few women who signed the petitions, signed for the most part, not with their 

I M  Jwary 1833, Petition to Quiblier and Smiinary h m  Irish community for a church, Section 27, voute 
2, T-97, # 189, ASSS. 

15' Rositer and Doyk were the same two who wcre accused of being Orangemen in the Vindieator of 
1835. 

15' Section 27, Voiite 2, T-97. # l87& 189. ASSS. 

159 Ibid, #189. SeeChart 5.  
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first and last names, but rather as widows, for example "Widow Braget". '" This reinforces the 

briief that the petitioners were heads of households as women were regarded as heads of 

household only on the death of their husbands. The number of signatures , if they were heads of 

households. suggests that the Catholic Irish population was signiticantly larger than 600 people. 

Petition Signatures, 1 833 

The content of the three petitions were very similar. Each petition began with an 

introduction, stating that the members of the Irish and other English speaking Catholics of 

Montreal had met together and had set themselves up to put their concems to the church 

authorities. This was then followed by an accounting of the problems the cornmunity was 

experiencing with the services held at the Recollet. 

The first concem was the size of the Recollet church and the inconveniences that it 

caused as a result: 



That the said church has for many years past been too limited 
in extent, and incommodious in other respects to contain or 
accomodate [sic] the persons in habit of attending thereat, and 
at this particular period, is not capable of containing one half the 
persons cornposing its said congregation: in consequence whereof 
disorder and confusion not unfiequently occur in the unsuccessful 
attempt made by al1 to assist at Divine SeMces therein. 16 '  

This point of the smallness of the Recollet i s  then emphasized by the following: 

That from the preceding disclosed causes, the aisles of the 
said Church at an early period in the moming, and 
previously to the commencement of the Holy Sacrifice 
iherein perfonned, are occupied to repletion by persons who 
from necessity place themselves therein, but who nevertheless 
prevent the holden of pews from obtaining access to their 
seats, and compel rnany to remain out of doon and attempt 
an observance of the rites of their Holy Religion in the 
Street, whereby they are subject to frequent interruption in 
their devotion, ofien exposed to the ridicule of the 
inel igious, and total ly deprived from benefiting from 
Sermons and other religious instruction. 
What the same causes the occasion the utmost confusion at the 
period the Biessed Sacrament is administered communicants 
being obliged to force their way fiom different parts of the 
Church and too frequently trample parts of the crowd 
coilected in the aisles, a circumstance as indecorous with 
deference to the solemnity of the occasion, as it is painfui 
to the feelings of those thus forced into contact. 16* 

The Recollet church, through these descriptions, pictured of one which was full to 

overflowing. Its congregation were forced to endure conditions which were unacceptable. 

vinually fighting through the people to receive the various rites of the church. The crowding 

affected both the poorer membea of the congregation, and the ncher memben, who had the 

wherewithal to purchase pews in the church. The emphasis of these cornplaints wisely 

'" &id, #187, #188, & #189. 

162 ibid. 



concentrates on the difficulty in receiving Communion and Church services rather than the 

discom fort that these conditions must have caused. The above conditions were not the only 

concem of Montreal's English speaking Catholics. These pragraphs, discussinç the Recollet 

church are followed by other types of complaints in regards to church services: 

That the hour of eight o'clock AM at the said church is 
cxtremely inconvenient to al1 the constituents of your 
petitioners, and one at which domestics and persons under 
the controul [sic] of others, find it impossible to attend it 
being a period when their services are indefresibly [sic] 
required by t heir employers. 
That the constituents of your petitionen being unacquainted 
with the French language do not comprehend the Sermons 
and religious doctrines from time to time delivered in that 
language? in the other Roman Catholic churches in this 
city, and can consequently derive little if any advantage in the 
event of their attendance. 

This community obviously felt that it was not being well-served by the Catholic Church, 

rither for those within its own church, and for those who worshipped outside of the Recollet 

c hurch. The concem sti I l  was for the ability of the faithful to receive the rites and services of the 

church. The language of these complaints expressed no criticism, just fact. The point of these 

three petitions was to remedy these probiems. The community had a very clear solution to what 

was considered the major problem- the inadequate facilities at the Recollet church. Here again, 

al1 three petitions are in agreement: 

That to remedy the evils and inconvenirnce above 
mentioned the constituents of your petitioners are desirous 
to build in this city at their own expense, a Roman Catholic 
church to be called Saint Patrick's church, and the 
temporalities thereof to be vested in certain penons and their 
successors to be named hereafier by the constituents of your 

'63 ibid. 



petitioners in trust for the said congregation. Iw 

The petition to the Seminary, which was signed by the congregation, offered the same 

solution, but couched it differently: 

[we] beg leave to solicit your concurrence in approving, aiding, and 
assisting them either to enlarge the said Recollet Church or build 
on its place; that may be sufficiently large enough to contain 
the actual increasing Irish congregation. Your petitioners who 
feel disposed to contribute to according their rneans to the 
èrection of said church, rither by voluntary subscription or 
otherwise. 16' 

This particular petition does not use the name Saint Patrick, yet it still offers a solution to the 

difticulties experienced by the congregation- rebuild the Recollet, or build a new church on the 

Recollet site, at the expense of the community itself Ail the communiîy asked for was 

permission. As for the other difficulties, it 1s only in the petition to the Bishop that a further 

request was made, and that was for more priests: 

That your petitionen are also desirous of obtaining a 
re ylarly educated clergyman speaking the English 
language to take charge of the congregation, who hereby 
bind themselves to provide for the said clergyman such 
salary as rnay be adequate to his support.'66 

The request for an English-speaking priest to the Bishop is in direct contradiction to the 

part of the text in the signed petition to the Seminary, in which the congregation expresses its 

satisfaction with the Gentlemen: "That it is the unanimous desire of the congregation and your 

petioners [sic], to remain under the spintual guidance and direction of your Reverences; and 
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consequently require no other clergyman than those whom the Bishop and you shall be pleased 

to appoint, to aid and assist you for the spiritual interest of your petitioners." i67 NO pnests are 

asked for, the congregation merely places its faith in the Seminarians. 

So what is the si~mificance of these three petitions? Fintly, the addressing of the 

petitions to both the Bishop and the Seminary, rather than the Seminary alone is significant, 

since appeals pior to this were directed only to the Seminary. The conclusion of the text of the 

petitions di ffered between recipients. The Bishop was asked to provide more priests, the 

Seminary was merely given an reafimation of the loyalty of their lnsh congregation, and their 

faith in the ability of the Gentlemen to provide for them. This might have been a political move. 

a way to stay in the p o d  graces of both the Bishop and the Seminary, who, while not actively in 

contlict at this period, were not on the best of ternis. It was a way to cnsure that their request 

was çranted by either one party or the other. The  varying request might also have represented 

the perceived limits of both parties. The Bishop did not receive a petition with numerous 

sibmatures. so the main thnist of these requests must have been towards the Seminary. 

Sccondly, it is clear that the twenty feet that had been added to the Recollet in 1 830 was 

insuficient rven at that date for the population's needs. The Church "has for many years past 

b e n  too limited in extent, and incommodious in other respects to contain or accomodate [sic] 

the persons in habit of attending thereat." Ibn   rom the description of the aisles king full, and 

prw holders unable to reach their assigned pews, with some parishionen prefemng the outdoon 

to escape the c w h  inside, these petitions present a picture of suffenng greatly for the sake of 
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religion. The French-speaking population now had more than adequate facilities with the new 

Notre Dame and the Bishop's Cathedra1 of Saint James, and this must have played a role in the 

Irish dissatisfaction with their own crowded facilities. It must have provided a sharp contrast 

between the large new churches, and the old 1 7Ih century Recollet. 

Lastly, the petition shows, through the cornplaint about the services conducted by French- 

speakinç priests at other churches, that the 

the Recollet. but also used the other Catho 

Patrick's never mentioned this, rather they 

English-speaking Catholics did not only worship at 

ic churches for worship. The histories of Saint 

refer to the Recollet as the exclusive place of worship 

For the Irish, and this was obviously not the case. It also leads to the assumption that many Irish 

anended churches in other localities becruse they lived in those areas, or thût the conditions 

were bad enough at the Recollet that some Anglophones were going to other churches that 

provided no English instruction just to avoid these conditions. 

The petitions proposed a solution to the authorities of the Catholic Church, to rither 

eapand the Recollet cven funher, or to build a new church in its place. The church did not 

respond to this request, as far as their records indicate. The Archdiocese's archives no longer 

aven contain the petition sent to the Bishop. It is only known through a copy made by the 

Bishop's then Secretary Ignace Bourget, which now resides at the Seminary alongside the two 

other petitions. Nowhere within the minutes of the meetings of the Fabrique of Notre Dame is 

the petition discussed as either king under consideration, or even as having been received. The 

city's nervspapen were equally silent about any activity of the collection of signatures, or of any 

resul ts. 

If the conditions at the Recollet were as bad and as longstanding as the petitions of 1833 



intimate, why was it at this point when the Irish met and circulated their petition? A lot of the 

decision could be associated with the activities of the Irish community in Quebec City. Througb 

newspapen and family connections, the Montreal Irish would have been very aware of Quebec 

City's erection of a Saint Patrick's church. It opened July 7, 1833. Its impending opening that 

year rnight have spurred the Monneal community to have a church of its own. The community 

srated a desire to name the church Saint Patrick's, and this rnight reflect the achievements of the 

Qurbec City Irish to establish a National church. Apparently there was a correspondence 

betwern the two Irish comrnunities at this time, which indicates a possible inspiration from the 

establishment of the Quebec City Saint Patrick's church. IbU The timing of the rrection of 

Qurbec City's Saint Patrick's Church, and Montreal's Irish Catholics petitioning for one 

t hemselves, was not a coincidence. 

The comrnunity's wish for a new church was not granted, and neither was the request for 

an expansion of the Recollet. However, the two other requests in the petition to the Scminary 

were considered, although not immediately. These two requests deah with the timing of Mass at 

the Recollet, and the giving of Mass at other churches in the English language. As stated 

previously, there is no evidence that any action was immediately taken, but in 1836 these two 

issues were ultimately addressed. The Recollet church register announces the decision taken by 

the Semina-: 

On July the 81h 1836 it was notified to the Irish Congregation at 
the Recollet Church by the undersigned, that as Mass was to be 
celebrated in fbture at the Bonsecour Church for the convenience 

169 This correspondence e'rists in Quebec City, not in Montreai. It is not clear who wrote to whom. and the 
contents of these letten. O'Gallagher cites these leners merely as proof that the establishment o f  Saint Patrick's in 
Quebec City inspired the Montreal Irish to build one of their own. O'Gailagher, 14. 



of the Irish congregation residing in the vicinity of said Bonsecour, 
the hour of Mass in both churches (viz Bonsecours and Recollet) 
was tixed and determined by the Superior of the Seminary of 
Saint-Sulpice to be half past nine precisely, being the same 
hours that there would be only one Mass at the Recollet.'" 

This change in Mass location gave the Anglophone Catholics another place to hear an English 

sermon, and the change of tirne from 8 am to 9:30 am allowed. presumably those ernployed by 

others, the opportunity to attend service. 

This rneasure in 1836 was insuflicient to meet the needs of the Irish cornmunity. It was 

onlv ha1 F of what they had asked for. If conditions were bad in 1 833, t b y  were destined to 

worsen as the decadr progressed with the continuai Stream of immigrants moving into Montreal. 

The additional Mass at the Bonsecours might have aided the situation. but it resembles a stop- 

gap mrasure. The community went without the required expansion, thus it continued to endure 

the crowded conditions at the Recoilet, and the shared facilities at the Bonsecours. The Church 

archives consulted held no funher petitions which wouid indicate the community's displeasure 

or discom fort. 

There is one piece of evidence showing that the Irish Catholics were not idle in the rest 

of the 1 830s. In a letter from Bishop Lartigue to Patrick Phelan, dated A p d  16, 1 839, the 

Bishop comments that "in view of the request presented to Us by the Chaplain and the Irish- 

Catholic congresation of the Recollet Church in this city, We wish to treat these petitioners 

êvourably.""' The letter did not go into the details of the request, nor about what kind of 

170 "Registre de l '~@ise des Retollets. a l'Usage de la Congbsation Irlandaise de Montréal. 8 pages. P 
Phelan. pss. desservant." Section 27. Voûte 2. T-97 #165. p.6. ASSS. 

17' .*VU la Requête a Nous presemée par le chaplain et les IrlandaisSatholiques de la congreyation de 

(.continued...) 
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favourable action the Bishop contemplated. This quote signifies that the community remained 

active after their petition in 1833, in txying to get some action from the Church in regards to their 

conditions, 

In spite of Lartigue's good wishes, as expressed in his letter to the Chaplain of the 

Recollet church, the Catholic church did not takr any action at that time either. This inaction on 

the pan of the church durinç the 183Os, in dealing with the increasing Anglophone congeption 

and the problems of providing services and facilities for them is sipificant. The Seminary's 

primary responsibility was to the spiritual care of the Catholics of Montreal, and the si& of 

some of its tlock hriving to retreat to the streets "exposed to the ridicule of the irreligious" must 

not have retlected well on the Seminary. ''' 

Al1 of thrse petitions, and the increases of population did not occur in a vacuum. Lower 

Canada in the 1830s was underping change, and the Seminary was not immune to this. The 

Srminan, and Fabrique's finances in the 1830s were not in the best of shape. The construction 

of the new Notre Dame church required the Seminary and the Fabrique to borrow great sums of 

money in order to complete the task. The Fabrique had to borrow f30,000 in order to finance its 

and of the operations. '" The final mortgage total for the Fabrique on the church of Notre Dame 

"'( ... continued) 
1'~glise des RéEollets en cette ville. Nous voulons traita favorablement la pititionnaires" 16 avril 1839, Mandement 
de Mgr J-J Lartigue. . . a M. P. Phelan, Section 27, Voüte 2, T-94 #2 17. ASSS. 

172 Section 27, voûte 2, T-97, # 187- 189, ASSS. 
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was f 36,000."4 The Seminary also bonowed for the building, and borrowing frorn the Sistes at 

the Hôtel Dieu alone, the sum off 18,2 10, which it did not repay it until 1880. 17' 

nie Serninary itself was in financial difticulty due to its continuing struggle for corponte 

status. According to Brian Young, the Seminary's uncertain legal status gave the Seigneurial 

tenants an excuse to cease paying their obligations, especially iods and vents (also known as 

mutations levies). The Seminary was loathe to press these debts because of its legal limbo, and 

the fear that any decisions that might be made against them would alter their circumstances 

permanentl y. 176 

The debt for the Notre Darne church. combincd with the estimated f 3 1,000 in unpaid 

debts to the Scminary, put the Seminary in a dificuit tinancial position. 17' The requests made by 

the Irish cornmunity for larger, or new facilities therefore may not have been possible tinancially 

because of the Seminary and Fabrique's limited resources. The cornrnunity did offer to tinancc 

the building of such a church, but seeing that they were unable to finance the renovations in 

1830, and had to tum to the Fabrique for aid, it is  reasonable to assume that the tinancing of a 

new church oniy three years later would ultimately rest with the Seminary and Fabrique. 

The tinancial arrangements made by the Church in 1830 for the renovations were very 

L cmative. Thry panted the ability to have 

a loan frorn the Fabrique which was to be 

17-8 Montreal Gazette 30 March 1829. 

175 Young, 138. 

'" Ibid. 73 & 46. 

ln &id. 73. 

Masses which would collect funds for the projcct, and 

recouped by the Recollet church's revenue in the 
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coming years. In essence, they were giving the community their own money back to fix up the 

church, rather than granting funds outright. The use of the stones and other material from the 

old Notre Dame was an economy. They were no longer of use to the Seminary, and their use at 

the nearby Recollet saved the expense of hauling away the ruins. This very inventive solution 

satisfied the Irish congegation's request in 1830. The request of 1833 was beyond the means of 

the Fabrique and Seminary. 

An event of significance both to the Irish community and to the Seminary was the 

Rebellion of 1837-8. It impacted both positively and negatively, and might have influenced any 

action take towards more facilities in the later 1830s. Some rnemben of the Irish cornrnunity 

were active within the Patriote movement. most notably Edmund Bailey O'Callaghan, editor of 

the Vindicator newspaper. O'Callaghan was also a mcmber of the Assembly of Lower Canada, 

and served as "Papineau's righi-hand man."'7R He used the Vindicator to voice his (and the 

Patriote) point of view, and this earned hirn the animosity of those in power. The oRices of the 

Vindicatnr were sacked in 1837 by rnembers of the Donc Club, sympathizers with the 

govemment of Lower Canada. That same year he fled to the United States, with a price pleced 

on his head. '79 

The Irish population, because of the connection of its newspaper the Vindicator, and 

kcause of previous incidents such as the clections in 1832 in Montreal-West where the Irish 

vote proved to be decisive, decisively against the colony's administration, the British authorities 

were feartiul that they would become involved in the Rebellion. The Catholic Church was called 

"' Jacques Monet. baO'Callaghan. Edmund Bailey '* in Dict io~rv  ofCanadian Bioirrgphy Volume X, 554. 
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upon to aid the authorities in keeping the Irish Catholics out of the fray. Two figures fiom the 

Seminary played a role in this task. 

Father Phelan, the Chaplain to the Irish congregation at the Recollet, was the natural 

choice to guide his panshioners away fiom political action. He was able to convince his 

parishioners the necessity of obeying the government. Pheian's superior Joseph-Vincent 

Quiblier, however, 1s credited with much of the success in keeping most of the Irish population 

out of the Rebellions. 

He apparently enjoyed a level of influence with recognized leaders of the Irish population 

Peter Dunn and Joseph MacNaughton."' Dunn was indred very involved with Irish social and 

religious lifr. having been a member of the Hibemian Benevolent Society, as well as having 

servrd on the Rccollet School Cornmittee, and having signed both the 1826 and 1833 petitions 

for increased church facilities. ln' MacNaughton was likewise involvcd, also a member of the 

Hibemian Benevolent Society, and a signatory on the 1833 petition. '" Quiblier used his 

influence over these two men, who then publicly withdrew their suppon for the Patriote cause at 

a meeting attended by E.B. O'Callaghan, and urged the Irish community to remain neutral in the 

hostilities. Quibl ier aiso served as an emissary of the government to some Patriotes who had 

1x0 Choquette, 780. 

181 Louis Rousseau, "Quiblier. Joseph-Vincent " in Dictionaq Biographique du Canada Volume V I I I ,  809. 

182 See Appendix 1.  

'" See Appendix I under McNaughton. 

IW Rousseau, 809. 
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fled to the north of Lake Champlain, and encouraged Papineau to leave Montreal. IB5 

The Irish of Montreal were not active in the Rebellion. Their 'good behaviour7 was lied 

in the minds of these authorities, to the beneficial influence of the Catholic Church, especially 

tied to the Seminary of Montreal. This 'service' to the British govenunent did not go 

unrecognized, and went a long way to aid th8 Seminary's continuing status dificulties. Their 

role as rnediator earned the praise of rnany British offkials including Lord Durham in his 1839 

report on the Rebellions. He credited the church and its priests w*th having "an unlimited 

influence over the lower classes of Irish; and this influence is said to have been very vigorously 

rxerted Iast winter, whrn it was needed, to secure the loyalty of a portion of Irish during the 

 trouble^."'^ The Seminary was rewarded for their service during the Rebellion. It tinally 

ac hirved the corponte status that it had long been pressing for, in June 1 840. This status was 

granted during the period when the Constitution of Lower Canada was suspended and the critics 

silenced. 187 

The 1830s were a timr of growth for Montreal's Irish community. The creation of the 

Irish Vindicator newspaper gave the community a voice. It featured the events and concems of 

the cornmunity in its pages. The societies that emerged in the 1820s as well as in the I830s, 

used the Vindicator dong with other Montreal newspapen to advertize their existence and their 

respective activities. 

186 Durham. Lord [John George Lambton], Lord Durham's R e w a  Geraid M. Craig, ed.. (Toronto: 
McCleiland & Stewart Ltd, l963),74. 

'" Young. 56-8. 
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Organizations such as the Friends of Ireland in Montreal, the Hibernian Benevolent 

Society, and the Saint Patrick's Society were based primarily on the members' ethnicity, but 

served other purposes, such as charitable works. These societies were secular in nature and 

amacted Irish of al1 denominations. Despite this religious mix, the Irish community's groups 

were closely associated wth the Catholic C hurch. The Saint Patrick's Society went as far as 

giving Father Patrick Phelan the post of Society Chaplain. 

Saint Patrick's Day which the Catholic Church and Montreal's Irish community together. 

The religious service marking the Patron Saint of Ireland was always held at Notre Dame 

church, and celebrated with a Catholic mass and officiated by one of the Seminary of Saint 

Sulpice' s English-speaking priests. The Catholic bent to this seMce did not prevent other 

denominations from attending. 

The community was organized and identified itself at many levels as Irish. It used its 

identity and its organanization to press for its concems, most notably in relation to its religious 

requirements. It twice petitioned to the Catholic Church to increase its facilities and to offer 

Mass to its numbers. The Church responded, although in a limited way, to these requests. 



Montreal. 1846 

Source: Based on the rnap by James Cane as it appeared in Choko, 23. 

1 .  Saint Patrick's Church 6. Bishop's Cathedral- Saint James 
2.  Hay Market 7. Lachine Canal 
3. Notre Dame Church and the Seminary of Saint Sulpice 
4. RecolIet Church 8. French Burial Ground 
5. Chapelle Bonsecours 9. Griffintown. Saint Anne suburb 
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As illustrated by Map 3, Montreal was spreading inward fiom the coast of the Saint 

Lawrence River. The city's population in 1844 was 44 59 1. almost double its number in 1825.'88 

Immigration was a contributing factor to this enormous growth. Between 1839 and 1842 there 

were 123 865 immigrants who arrived at Quebec City, of whom 74 98 1 were Irish.18' The levels 

dropped after 1842, and while the immigration in the late 1840s was never small, it never again 

reached this height. Natural increase also contributed to the around 14 000 of uish birth and 

descent in Montreal in 1844. Taking into account Montreai's population, the irish made up 

approximately 32% of its popula t i~n. '~~ 

The community continued to develop social organizations to represent its interests and 

needs. The Hibernian Benevolent Society and the Saint Patrick's Society continued to atuact 

members. The Saint Patrick's Society was active in organizing the annual Saint Patrick's Day 

ceiebrations. In addition to these two groups, this decade saw the creation of another two groups 

which attracted a predominantly Irish membership. 

The Repeal Association was bom much in the same way as both Friends of Ireland 

Societies. Its creation was üiggered by events in ireland. Also known as the Montreal Loyal 

Appeal Association, it came about as a reaction to the growing opposition within Ireland to the 

Act of Union of 1801. This act unified Ireland's parliament with the British Parliament in 

London. Daniel O ' C o ~ e l l ,  the man whose election to the British Parliament had precipitated 

18' JeanClaude Robert, "Urbanisation et population: le cas de Montréal en 186 1 " in Revue d'Histoire de 
1' Amériaue F r a n c a  35 #4 (mars 1982): 526. 1825 population was 25 976. Census R e m s  o f  1825, C-718, PAC. 

'" Boily, 18. See Appendk 6.  

Grace. 64. Robert, 526. Those of irish birth numbered 9598. 



Catholic emancipation in Britain, fonned the Repeal Association in 1840 in ireland to pressure 

the British govemment on this issue.'g' Montreal's Irish cornrnunity did likewise sometime in 

One of the major acts of the group was to raise f h d s  for the association in Ireland. In 

October 1 84 1 they had raised f 1 O0 in subscription for the cause.lg' They placed with the 

newspapers such as the Gazette and the Transcript, an appeal addressed to "the Irish and 

descendants of irishmen who reside in the district of M~ntreal ." '~~ This address was specificaily 

geared to Montreal's Irish community, although 

they are [were] desirous of combining the support of rvery race, 
who appreciate at their proper value that love of nationality which 
prompts Lnshmen to demand for their native land a restoration of 
their legislative priviiege~.'~~ 

The address. signed by seventeen men of Irish origin if not birth, urged their fellow 

counwmen to contribute as others in the city of Montreal already had. The thnist of the 

address was to spur the Irish in Lower Canada. specifically those in the rural villages and 

townships. who were enjoying a prosperous and rewarding life, to help those "whose lot has been 

less favowd. who linger in the land of their na t i~ i ty . " '~~  The Central Cornmittee of the 

I Gazette, 28 Oc to ber 1 84 1 . 

193 Montreal Gazene, 28 October 184 1. & -1ranscript & Commercial Advertiser, 22 October 1 84 1. 

19' MontreaLCiazett~ 28 October 184 1. 

19' Ibid: S. Bellingham, P. Dunn, T. McGrath, D. Murphy, T. McNaughton, T. Hewin. E. Murphy, D. 
Mahony. M. Kelly, J. Mahony, I. Hester. P. Fitzmomce, D. Conereil, J. Kelly. I. Cassidy, P. McMahon. E. 
Thompson. 

'96 Ibid. 



Association wanted the Irishmen in Lower Canada to enroll in the association and pay a 

subscription as some Montreal Irish aiready had, and "evince the sincerity of their intentions, and 

reward the exertions of the Central Cornmittee, who seek, by peaceable, legal and constitutional 

means, to secure the legislative independence of Ireland."'97 The Repeal Association continued 

to meet throughout the 1840s, raising money and awareness for their cause. 

While Irish politics inspired the Repeal Association, it was religion which &ove the other 

society formed in the 1840s. Father Phelan had become distressed "about the prevalence of 

intemperance among the ~rish.""~ To his mind, his congregation were drinking too much. His 

solution was to found a Temperance society, which unlike other Temperance societies already in 

Montreal. would encourage the sober Catholic lifestyle. Protestant denominations had already 

founded like societies. Known variously as the Irish Catholic Total Abstinence Society. the 

Roman Catholic Total Abstinence Society, Recollet Temperance Society, Irish Temperance 

Society, and after 1847, the Saint Patrick's Total Abstinence Society, Phelan's organization 

boasted over three thousand members d e r  only one year of e~ is tence . '~~  

The society was more than just a place where vows of sobriety were taken. It had a 

charitable side to it as well. An Irish Cornmittee was formed in the surnrner of 1842 to raise 

h d s  to aid the victims of the explosion of the steamer *Sharnrocko. By Decernber the funds 

were no longer required for their original purpose, so it was decided, after a strong appeal made 

'97 ibid. 

'98 Cross. 174. 

Ig9 Ibid. 175. 



by J.P.  ext ton,'^ "that the surplus funds remainhg in the hands of the Treasurer of the 

Cornmittee, should be handed over to the RECOLLET Temperance Charitable Cornmittee, to be 

applied towards the relief of a number of destitue emigrants, who remained, at the close of the 

season, at the Sheds in Grifintown, having been delayed by sickne~s."'~' The care of the 

emigrants in the sheds was a task which would have begun long before this December donation. 

This charitable cornmittee must already have been in operation. 

The Temperance Society became very associated with the Irish community. The Society 

becarne a regular feature at Saint Patrick's Day festivities. Father Phelan, promoted to the 

position of CO-adjutor to the Bishop of Kingston, was visiting Montreal in 1 843, and was guest of 

honour at the annuai celebrations. The Temperance Society. then six thousand mrmbers strong, 

was expected to turn out in large numbers for the procession and religious ser~ice.'~' The 

numbers of members according to the Transcr& found through Father Phelan and the Society 

.'the means of cornfort and happiness to them and their fa mi lie^."'^^ 

The Irish congregation at the Recollet were encouraged from the pulpit to attend the 

regular monthly  meeting^.'^ It had thousands of rnembers as a result. The Temperance Society 

was assuming a role which went beyond the abstinence of alcohol. It became a social, cultural 

and religious organization. It was one which, unlike the Hibernian Benevolent and Saint 

200 A member of the Temperance Society: see Appendix 1 .  

i Gazette 17 December 1842. 

mmercial Advertisa 16 March 1843. 

'O3 Ibid. 

Diary amibuted to Father John Joseph Connolly, dated 1 840- 1844, SPA. 



Patrick's Societies, was completely under the influence of the Catholic Church. 

Montreal's Irish identity continued to be expressed through its Saint Patrick's Day 

ceiebrations, which grew through the 1840s both in size and elaborateness. The increasing size 

of Irish in Montreai contributed to the number of the participants. The expression of national 

pride took on less modest proportions with the strength of the organizations already and fimly 

established. The parade to and fiom the service held at Notre Dame was the most visible 

demonstration of Irish pride. The marchers numbers increased through the 1840s. 1 84 1's pmde. 

for example, reportedly drew three thousand people in its procession through Montreal's 

street~.'~~ 

The 1843 Saint Patrick's Day procession, planned jointly between the Saint Patrick's and 

Temperance Societies. was large and elaborate. Although the exact number of participants was 

not stated in the reports of the festivities afierwards. the programme published prior accounted 

for at least fi@ marchers holding rank or position within the parade, such as marshals and 

standard bearer~."~ The procession also included banners. flags, spears, various committee 

members and non members of the two organizing s~cieties.'~' 

20s T ranscri~t & Commercial Advertiscr, 18 Marcfi 184 1. 

'O6 Ibid. 16 March 1843. 2. 

"7 Ibid. The list itself is quite irnpressive: Two Stewards with wands: supporters with spears; WION 
JACK; BAND; Grand Marshal, M. Kelly; supponers, BLUE BANNER OF THE CROSS; two deputy marshajs; 
children of the Christian Doctrine Society- four & four, two deputy marshals; supporters with spears; ST 
PATRICK'S BANNER; hvo stewards with wands; Marshal J. Doyle; mernbers- four & four; supporters with battle 
axe; STANDARD OF IRELAND; two stewards, marshal Stanley; members- four & four; two stewards with wands; 
two supporters. LADIES' CRIMSON TREE BANNER; members- four & four; two supporters. LADIES 
BANNER; mernbers- four & four; two stewards with wands; two supporters, FATHER MATTHEW'S BANNER; 
committee of Vigilance; committee of Uistalrnent; commitîee of accounts; two stewards; committee of charity; 
rnanaging cornmittees of both societies; honorary members; physicians; secretaries; aeasuren; Past Presidents & 

(continued ...) 
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Visible &liation was also an important aspect of Irish identity. The wearing of the 

colour green and of shamrocks becarne a part of the tradition of Saint Patrick's Day in Montreal 

in the 1840s. Advertisements began to appear in the newspapers of the mid 1840s, publicising 

"elegant Shamrock badges" suitable for use on Saint Patrick's Day.'08 The Transcris noted that 

some retail dry goods stores were "decked out with green during the week [before Saint Patrick's 

Day] . Some of these displays have been very pretty, and the sight of the Shamrock introduced 

in a nurnber of tastehl ways must have been very grateful to the eyes of Iri~hmen."'~' 

Saint Patrick's Day was not the only occasion in which the Irish comrnunity had an 

opportunity to demonstrate its ethnic pride in the 1840s. The birth of the Prince of Wales to 

Queen Victoria was marked with a ceiebration in Montreal in Febmary 1842. It was held at the 

Nelson Hotel. The Saint Pairick's Sociev (and the Saint Andrew's Society) lent their society 

banners for the oc~asion."~ An even more visible occasion for the demonstration of Irish 

national pride and loyalty to Britain was the parade organized in honour of the arrival of the 

Governor General to Montreal in 1842. 

Pnor to his arrival an unnamed cornmittee organized the assemblage of lnshmen for the 

procession in the Govemor General's honour. It was '*hoped and expected to present a strong 

'O7(. ..continued) 
Vice Presidents; Vice Presidents; supporters with spean. GRAM) BANNER; stewards. PRESIDENTS; five 
stewards. 

t & Commercial Advertiset 16 March 1 847. 

209 T aI Advertise~ 16 March 1844. 
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and animating demonstration of Irish numbers and good feeling.""' The "Irish Societies" were 

placed quite prominently within the procession, rnarching behind the hpector of Police and the 

Deputy Marshal. It was the first society to march, followed by the Mechanic's Instinite.'" 

Despite the Irish's growing numbers, especially among the Catholics, the facilities for 

Catholic worship had not altered since the renovation at the Recollet in 1830, and the addition of 

a Mass for Anglophones at the Bonsecours in 1836. According to the anecdotai histories of Saint 

Patrick's, the Recollet church by this time was "crammed to suffocation at High Mass, but across 

Notre Dame Street and in Dollard Lane, opposite to the line of St. James Street, the devout 

worçhippers actually knelt in the road way in min or sunshine.""' The congregation outside were 

subject to a11 the vagaries of the weather as well as the inability to hear the service. Primary 

sources such as the petitions and newspaper accounts of Saint Patrick's opening echo this image 

of suffering outdoors; one parishioner wrote that the ringing of a bel1 was the only way that 

those outside knew when to "bow their heads at ~levation.""" This image of the suffering Irish 

Catholics predominates the literature describing this period of their worship. The histories 

written about Montreal's Catholic Church, by the Church, likewise dwell on this image of the 

fervent Catholic Irish kneeling in the streets.'I5 

211 MO ntreai Gazette, 20 May 20 1842. 

"' Ibid. 

2 13 1, 10. For location detaiIs see Map 3. 

"' niornas Hewitt, Montreal to Father Dowd, Montreal, Febniary 24, 1884, SPA. 

"' "La difficulté, l'impossibilité même de trouver place a l'église, ne sut pas détourner ces Catholiques 
fervents de suivre, quand même, les offices du dimanche. Beau ou mauvais temps, on pouvait les voir agenouillés. 
en plein air, dans les mes contiguës a la chapelle, et jusqu'j. mi-chemin de la rue St. Jacques, sur la ruelle Doilard, 

(continued.. .) 



in the anecdotal histories, the descriptions of kneeling in the streets is imrnediately 

followed by the process initiated in the building of Saint Patrick's by the Seminary- "no time was 

lost."a6. AS overcrowding was already a problem in 1833, this process was not as quick as 

implied by these histories. It was in 1841 that the Irish Catholics met together yet again to press 

for larger facilities. This time, unlike the others, the request was taken more seriously, and it 

resulted in the eventual constniction of Saint Patrick's Church. 

It was after a High Mass in Ianuary 184 1 that some members of the congregation met to 

discuss the situation. This group also cited the image of the "poorer classes [who] attended to 

their Religious Duties, even in the most rigorous season outside of the Doors of the churches.""' 

The proposed solution was to gather the influentid members of the English-speaking Catholics 

together "for the purpose of devising measures for the erection of a church, sufficiently extensive 

for the accommodation of their Catholic brethren."'18 

In asking for the most prominent members of the Irish Catholic community to meet 

together. the body of men who met for the first time imply that they themselves held no 

prominrnce in the community. This does not seem to be the case for the twelve men present. 

Only one man, John Manahan, did not appear in any of the sources as a participant in the Irish 

community; as a member of its organizaiions or as a signatory of earfier church petitions. The 

215(...continued) 
assistant de la messe, et donnant à tous l'édifiant exemple de la foi indomptable qui caractérise leur race." L.e 
Diocèse de Montréal 196. 

116 Golden Jubilee of the Reverend Fathers Dowd, 1 1. 

"' 3 1 January 184 1, Saint Patrick's Church Cornmittee Minute Book- [Datedl 184 1. SPA. 

Ibid. 
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gathered Irishmen were members of the Hibernian Benevolent Society (6),  the Temperance 

Association (6), the Saint Patrick's Society (3), and the Repeal Association (4).'" The group 

even included Peter Dunn, who had been called upon by the Superior of the Seminary to calm the 

Irish during the Rebellion of 1 837-8."' 

The second meeting was held February 8'. It was attended by twenty-two men including 

Father Phelan. Nine of the original twelve who had met the week before were a part of this 

group. The most prominent member of the [nsh community present was the Hon. Dominick 

Daly. He was at the time of this meeting, the Provincial Secretary for the United Canadas. He 

was a Roman Catholic Irishman. who was a part of the nobility. and had served with the Colonial 

Office first in Canada, then in Australia, ultimately being knighted and becoming Govemor in 

Chief of South ~ustralia."' 

This illustrious group of Catholic men decided at this meeting to form a deputation. and 

charged it with meeting the "Gentlemen of the Seminary, to ascertain their views with respect to 

the building of the church and that this meeting should be adjourned to Friday the 12" in~tant."~" 

n i e  Irish community through these assembled men, rather than prepare another petition, as in the 

past. decided to approach the seminary in person to work out the details of building of a church. 

Udike p s t  approachrs there were no other options presented. the English-speaking Cathoiics 

f 19 See Appendix 1. 

'" Fint meethg attended by: Peter Dunn, Peter Devins. RJ. Begley, Andrew Conlan. Patrick Brennan, 
James Brennan, Thomas Hewitt, Thomas Neagle, John Cassidy. Thomas McGrath, Thomas Banle, and John 
Manahan. 

"' Henry I. Morgan. S k e t b  of Celebrated Cadians  and Persons Conneçted With Canada h m  the 
Earliest Penod in History of the Province Down to the Present Tirne (Quebec: Hunter Rose & Co, 1863). 375. 

773 - -  8 February 184 1 ,  Saint Patrick's Church Comminee Minute Book- [Dated] 1841, SPA. 



wanted a new church building for their exclusive use. The deputation was made up of the Hon. 

Dominick Daly, Aibert Furniss, Lt. Drummond, Duncan McQueen, Thomas McGrath, and 

Robert Begley."' These men would have been chosen because they were considered the most 

influential present. 

The meeting with the 'Gentlemen of the Seminary' in fact was a meeting with the 

Supenor of the Seminary, and was held the following day. After this meeting AIbert Fumiss 

submitted a report to the cornmittee outlining the results of the conversation with Quiblier. This 

report directed the next actions of the committee. The meeting in Fumiss' view went well. The 

members of the deputation felt "that the greatest advantages will [would] accrue fiom a CO- 

operation with the Seminary in the proposed undertaking.'"'' The Irish cornmunity at the outset 

of this project was aligning its fate entirely with the Seminary of Saint Sulpice. .4n approach or 

meeting with the Bishop of Montreal was never considered, and at no time was a delegation sent 

to his palace to discuss building a church. The deputation was convinced "that unity of purpose 

and CO-operation with that institution will be the Q& means by whicn a church can be 

founded .""5 

niere was some dissension among some of the cornmittee members, though not among 

the delegation to the Seminary, that this was not the only option available. This was not 

considered grave, as these individuals alluded to in the summation, were expected to alter their 

Ibid. See Appendix 1. 

'" Ibid, 12 Febniary 1841. 

'" Ibid. 
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opinion after hearing an address by Reverend Phelan the following S~nday."~ ?lis difference of 

opinion was not related to whether or not to approach the Bishop, rather it was on the choice to 

rely upon cooperation with the Serninary in order to build a church. From the conversation with 

the Superior it was the desire of some in the committee to build the church on their own. The 

desire to build came fiom 1833, when the Irish community had stated a desire to build on its own 

a Saint Patrick's Church. Quiblier was clear about this being out of the question. going as far as 

making it the second point of three made by the Superior to the delegation: "that it was out of the 

question for the laity to entertain the idea of building and controlling the church themselves, as 

the Bishop had declared that he would not supply such an establishment with Pastors."'" 

The other two points dealt with the conditions set out by the Seminary to build the 

church. The Superior did not grant a straight forward yes to the Irish community's request. The 

first point was: "that if the congregation would raise three thousand pounds the Seminary would 

undertake to build the church." The third point dealt with the timing of the process- "that if the 

proposed surn could be raised by the congregation- Mr. Quiblier thought that the foundation and 

basement of the church might be built this coming fall.""8 The Seminary was positive to the 

idea. but wanted a fmancial cornmitment from the congregation before the start of any building 

activity. This was in keeping with how they had organized the 1830 renovations to the Recollet 

church. having the cornmunity carry the financial burden of building. And while £3000 was not 

the entire sum required for the building of even an modest church in Montreal, it was still a large 

E6 Ibid. 

'" Ibid. 

l')' Ibid. 



sum of rn~ney."~ 

With this tentative approval for the building of a church for the English-speaking 

Catholics, the delegation felt that it was only the details of funciraishg which needed to be 

discussed. "It only now remains for the congregation or the committee to appoint collectors for 

the different parts of the town and no time should be lost in doing this- it will be bener to solicit 

weekly contributions than monthly ~nes.""~ The cornmittee however, was not as convinced as 

their delegation by the Seminary's offer. The comrnittee decided to suspend its judgement on the 

matter until it could hear what Reverend Phelan had to Say on "the conditions on which the 

Seminary propose to build the ch~rch."'~' 

Whatever was said by Father Phelan to the congregation that Sunday must have satisfied 

the committee members. as the next meeting the idea, as explained by Quiblier and Phelan was 

approved.'32 The acnial organization of the comrnittee in pursuit of its end- a new church began 

the following week. The nature of the comrnittee thus changed from a place of discussion to a 

place of action. The nature of its work, fund raisuig, was reflected in the change of its location. 

The first meeting was held in the house of John Cassidy, and the next three at O'Neill & On's 

hotel. Thereafter they were held at the Fabrique's Office, which was across fiorn Notre Dame in 

PIace D'Armes. 

'19 For example; the Wesleyan Chape1 on Gabriel Street, built in 1847. cost f 23.000. Montreûl Gazette 
27 Januuy 1847. 

'30 12 Febniary 1841, Saint Patrick's Church Cornmittee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1. SPA. 

Ibid. 



The meeting of Febniary 22nd, 1841 was the first meeting where specific ideas of raising 

funds to meet the Seminary's condition o f f  3000. The cornmittee divided Montreai into more 

manageable divisions based on its suburbs. These fifieen sub-cornmittees had four to seven men 

assigned to each suburb. 

Taking up on the offer of Donald McDonald, the proprietor of the newspaper the 

Transcriot, the narnes of the regional sub-cornmittees and the cornmittee members were 

published Free of charge.233 The preamble to the list of the seventy-nine empowered to receive 

the donations reads as follows: 

THE PORTION OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC POPULATION 
SPEAKING THE ENGLISH LMGUAGE in the CITY and 
PARISH of MONTREAL, being actually engaged in nising a 
hind in for the building of a new CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
upon a large and cornrnodious scale, beg leave to solicit 
the assistance of the benevolent. in this weighty undertaking. 
The importance of the work, the narrow and Iimited space 
of their present place of worship, and the proverbial 
liberality of their fellow citizens of every creed and origin, 
are the considerations on which they ground their hopes 
of a speedy success.x-') 

The English speaking Catholics' appeal was wide ranging. They wanted donations large and 

smafl fiom anyone regardless of religious or ethnic filiation. This advertisement appeared only 

once in the TranscDnf. The TranscnDt had published a notice two weeks earlier announcing that 

collectors had been appointed,"' but afler March 6' no M e r  advertisements appeared 

concerning the fund raising for Saint Patrick's. 

233 Ibid. I F e b n i q  184 1. & JIampt & Commercial Advertiser 6 March 184 1. 

234 M ntreal T d ~ t  & Commercial Advertiset 6 Match 184 1. 

'" lbid 25 Febniary 184 1. 



Even before the advertisement appeared in the Transcri~t, the cornmittee had begun 

receiving donations or pledges for donation from the more m u e n t  citizens of Montreal. The 

March 1" minutes list f 1045. 10. O in donations made by thirty-two individuals and two 

companies. This list included the Bank of Montreal, Lord Sydenham, Attorney General Odgen, 

Hon. D. Daly, and Albert Fumi~s."~ The minutes for the spring meetings concentrate on the 

amount of b d s  which the cornmittee and its various sub-cornmittees had been able to raise. 

These meetings were held once a week until May 1841, when they were changed to once a 

month. 

The h d  raising was intense during these first few months. Outside of the major 

rnonetary donations made by the well off, the amount of individual donations was not that large. 

Besides the organization of suburb sub-cornmittees, there were also 'penny collections' which 

had fie-five men living in various areas of Montreal, who presumably received the small 

donations. Details on their activities are not present in the Committee minutes. oniy the narnes of 

the individuals are listed with their addresses. Twenty-one of the men listed for the 'penny 

coIlections' were on the sub-cornmittee list as well. in addition to the suburbs, the British 

regiments in Montreal, the 73rd and the 89', had six penny collectors. 

The Cornmittee's minute book gives a great deal of information on those who made 

donations during the fust few months of the fund raising drive. These details include the name. 

and amount of donation for thirty-two people,x7 and the name, arnount of donation, and address 

236 I March 184 1, Saint Patrick's Church Committee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1, SPA. See Appendix 3. 

37 Appendix 3. 
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of 378 more."' Of these 400 people, the gender of 102 is not possible to know as they were 

identified only by their initiais. There were 120 men identified in these two lists, 172 were 

women, and 6 who donated as family groups. The women fa .  outnumbered the men, but the men 

made the largest donations: $3455.50 of the $4339.40. Male donations averaged $ 28.79, while 

those made by women averaged $2.78. The contributions. outside of the major ones, and 

irrespective of gender, ranged in size fiom 25 $ to % 30, with most donations being around $ 1 .'39 

- - -  

138 Appendk 4. 

239 Appendk 5.  



Donations to Saint Patrick's Building Fund, 1841 

Amount of Donation Nurnber 

1  en women 
Families Unknown 

Mmn Men 120 Men $3455 5 

Women I Woman 172 I Women I $478 65 

Famiilmi ! Fimlllor 6 , Famillei , S t 8  5 1 

Unknown 7 102 1 3 $316 T b  1 

Sources: mars 184 1 "Souscriptions des militaires (73r Reg) in fine St. Patrice, Boite 5 1, Chemise 2, 
AFND. 5 April 184 1. Saint Patrick's Church Committee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1, SPA. 

The religion of those making donations to Saint Patrick's building fund is not known. 

However, when the 7Yd Regiment undertook the collections of rnonies for the cause. two of the 

three cornpanies noted the religion dong with the narne, rank and arnount of donation. in the 

Light Company seventy-six of its members gave a total o f f  6 .2 .6 .  Of these men. fifty-eight 

were Catholic, nine Protestant, and ten were ~resbyterian.'" Captain Smith's Company had 

eighty-two members donate f 7.6 .  3 to the fund, with the majority of those giving (48) being 

Catholic. nineteen were Protestants, and fifteen Presbyterians."' The highest donation in each of 

"O Mars 1841, "Souscriptions des militaires (73r Reg) in fme St. P a ~ c e "  Boite 5 1, Chemise 2, AFND. 

"" ibid. 



the companies was made by a Catholic. The average donation by the military men was 34$."' 

While the Minute book may have listed the over f 1000 worth of major donations. The 

ninning totals accounted for only f 289. 15. 7 in ~pril . '~ '  The hnds were not corning in as had 

been expected. With only around f 300 in April, it looked unlikely that the sum required by the 

Seminary was immediately forthcoming. In June the committee resolved to bring the matier of 

building a church back to the Superior. Before that could happen, the committee felt it "very 

desirable that during the ensuing months the amount be increased as much as po~sible."'~" 

Despite this shortfail in fund raising the committee went ahead and met with the Superior 

in early July. This meeting was with C.T. Paisgrave on behaif of the Cornmittee. and the 

Reverend Mr. Quibiier. The results of the meeting demonstrated that the two parties were of 

completely different minds in the purpose of the building comrnittee. The comrnittee interpreted 

its purpose from the February meeting with the Seminary as having to raise money as an act of 

good hith. but that work would begin, regardless if how much was raised, in the fall. The 

Seminary felt otherwise: 

Mr. Paisgraves here stated, that in accordance with the 
wishes of the committee. he has seen Mr. Quiblier on the 
subject of the arrangement made with the Seminary and 
had stated the anxious wish of the comrnittee, on the 
part of the Roman Catholics speaking English, that the 
proposed church should be comrnenced this fall; when the 
Superior of the Seminary distinctly stated that there must 
have been some misunderstanding as to the Ume of 
cornmencing the church, it having been agreed between 

'" Appendix 5.  

'" 5 A p d  1 84 1, Saint Patrick's Church Cornittee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1, SPA. 

244 Ibid, 22 June 1 84 1. 



S---- and the deputation appointed to upon S----, that the 
building should be commenced immediately this 
committee had raised the sum of £ 3000 and that until 
such sum was raised, he did not consider sincerely 
justified in taking a contract for this great work.'" 

The Seminary saw the £ 3000 as a condition for building. The building committee was seen by 

the Seminary as a fund raising tool, which at this point had not served its purpose. 

The comrnittee had to continue in its fund raising efforts. Upon hearing the results of 

Palsgraves' encounter with the Supenor, the cornmittee resolved 

it is desirable that an epitome of the progress of the &airs 
of Saint Patrick's Church be published and that the 
Secretary be requested to prepare for publication such 
particulas as rnay prove interesting to the members of the 
church and may tend to advance its pecuniary interests as 
it was of the greatest importance that the amount required 
f 2010 should be raised during this present year.ld6 

The asswnption was that in pnnting a progress report it would increase the nurnber and amount 

of donations in order to reach the f 3000 goal. This repon, if published as intended, did not 

appear in the Transcri t despite its open offer as a venue for the cornmittee's communications. 

No other ideas were put fonvard to funher entice donations. Meetings were still only held 

monthly . 

Four meetings later, in October 1841, the cornminee had raised f 1957.4 6. Careh1 this 

time not to assume that the money raised thus far was sufficient to convince the Supenor to start 

building, the cornmittee did not approach the Seminary. It was however convinced that there was 

'IS Ibid, 6 July 184 1 .  

'j6 Ibid. 
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"every reason to hope that the f 3000 will be made up by Christmas ~ a y . " ~ ~ ~  

In December 184 1 a rnember of the English-speaking congregation and of the Saint 

Patrick's cornmittee, Albert Furniss, was elected a Marguillier of the Fabrique of Notre Dame."8 

This was the fint Anglophone to hold such a position within the parish. Furniss, while not Irish, 

was a representative of the community to the Fabrique. His presence at the heart of the Fabrique 

must have been a positive sign for the committee, a sign that their concems were of importance 

or that there would be an extra venue for their concerns to be heard. The event however was not 

recorded as such in the cornmittee's minute book. 

The committee continued to meet monthly. Beyond the reports on fund raising sub- 

cornittees other relevant subjects were also broached in the meetings. The Future site of the 

church was discussed by the committee. This topic was dropped when it was "remarked that it 

was useless to carry on any discussion as to the cite [sic] of the proposed church until the sum of 

f 3000 be rai~ed." '~~ These other discussions indicate that the committee were anxious to get the 

construction of the church underway. 

In A p d  1842 the committee approached the Serninary once again to press for the start of 

construction. This push was well placed within a request for interim measures. The secretary of 

the committee was given the responsibility to represent to Quiblier: 

The great inconvenience to which the congregation of the 
Recollet church is now put for want of ~ ~ c i e n t  room and 

2'7 Ibid. 5 Octa ber 184 1. 

'" 19 décembre 184 1, Livre "C" Ddibérations des Assemblées de Mareuilliers du 6 avril au 9 juin I 878, 
334, AFND. See Appendix 1. 

''9 4 January 1842, Saint Patrick's Church Cornittee Minute Book- [Dated] 1841, SPA. 



the still greater inconvenience they would be put to on the 
arriva1 of the Emigrants during the present year and to beg 
that the Superior adopt means to af5ord sufEcient accommodation 
by ordenng a Mass to be said at the Parish Church either 
before or after the High Mass on each Sunday and Holidays 
at which the Irish might attend until Saint Patrick's Church 
be b ~ i l t . ~ ~ ~  

1842 was the year of highest immigration, and the cornmunity would have received reports of 

this mass awaiting transportation to British North America. In phrasing their request in these 

terms the Irish cornmunity were trying to impress upon the Seminary the urgent need for the 

facilities without pressing. The need was emphasized only to be brought back with talk of the 

imminent construction of Saint Patrick's. 

The Seminary, through the Fabnqueresponded to this request. The Fabrique resolved to 

sel1 some of its land on Craig Street in order to purchase land from the Seminary on Bleury 

Street? The Bleury Street site was thought to be ideal for a church for English-speaking 

Catholics. It was considered an absolute necessity to fumish this populztion with a church 

proportioned to their needd5' The Fabrique felt a summer start was within sight and planned for 

this goal by esrablishing its own building committee. However, it was still lefi up to the Irish 

community to raise the E 3000 and hand it over to the Fabrique before work could commence. 

The Saint Patrick's committee met another three times: Mrice in June and once in Juiy 

1842. Despite what must have been a positive sign fiom the Fabrique in April. the committee 

" O  ibid, 5 April 1842. 

"' 24 avril 1842, Livre T', 38. AFM>. The exact location of the sites is not known fiom the minutes; 
Caig and Bleury Streeîs were very long streets, even at dia< the .  See Map 3. 

"' *'Raison de la necessite absolue de fournir a la population parlant la langue anglaise une église 
proportionée a son étendu" Ibid. 
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did not meet again until June 4, 1843. This was a gap of eleven months when the committee did 

not meet, and presumably fimd raising was suspended. The June 1843 minutes explain this long 

interval between meetings as a konsequence of the absence of the Rev. Mr. Phelan and other 

causes. :251 

Father Phelan's role in the Irish community was a strong one, and the reliance by the 

members on his words demonstrate his importance to the committee. The Father was called by 

one of Saint Patrick's histones as the 9nspiration behind the building of Saint Patrick's,"'" so 

his departure for his new job as curé of Bytown wodd have impacted the community. However 

Phelan's move to Bytown was in November of 1842?' His leaving the Montreal Parish "caused 

much sorrow amongst those whose interest he had devoted so many years of his Iife and 

lab~rs ." '~~ This grief over his absence however is not an adequate explanation for the 

committee's not having met for so long. The Saint Painck's Cornmittee had not met for iive 

months prior to Phelan's departure. 

The minutes cited "other causes" but did not go into detail. Finances, however, must 

have been an important or compelling reason for the meetings to have ceased. The Fabrique ruid 

Seminary had resolved that construction would not begin until the required amount off  3000 had 

been raised. The most recent goal of a sumrner commencement for construction was dependant 

on this money being raised, so when July had arrived without any progress, it is possible that the 

"' 4 Iune 1843, Saint Patrick's Church Commitîee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1. SPA. 

254 Lipscombe. 7. 

25 5 Choquetie. 780. 

256 c 1 
1 so den Jub'lee of the Reverend Fathers Dowd. 22. 
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cornittee had become discouraged and thus ceased to rneet. 

Donations depend upon the financial ability of the donors to give. The donations made to 

the Saint Patrick's Church building fund would have corne fiom the disposable income of the 

givers. The more affluent rnembers of the community such as the Hon. D. Daly, Peter Dunn, 

Thomas Ryan, and Peter Devins were able to make very generous cont~ibutions.'~~ The 

cornrnunity gave according to their means, and seeing that the most comrnon sum donated to the 

church was only $1. and the average was $7.1 1, the community's means were not much, and the 

large sums were exceptionai. 

There was cornpetition for the disposable incorne with severai other charities seeking the 

financial support of the citizens of Montreal. The Repeai Association was seeking the support of 

uishmcn of Montreal and area to send to the Repeal Association in Ireland. The Temperance 

Society had a Charitable Cornittee. The Saint Patrick's Society dso had its Cornmittee of 

Charity, and used events such as the collections made on Saint Patrick's Day at Notre Darne 

church to mise its f u n d ~ . ' ~ ~  The Sharnrock disaster was another occasion in 1 842 when the 

citizens of Montreal, and especially the Insh were cailed upon to relieve the suffering of its 

Besides the specific charity drives there were the usual charity organizations which 

regularly hinded the needs of the poor and il1 of Montreal. The Catholic Church was one of the 

principle providers of services such as hospitals, schools and orphanages. It raised its b d s  

157 Appendiv 3. 

al Advgtiser 19 March I 840; 3 1 January 1 84 1 ; 26 September 1843. 

1 Gazette 25 July 1842. 
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through its collections at the churches. There were also Protestant charity organizations such as 

the Ladies Benevolent Society and the Protestant Orphan Asylum which dealt with the same 

problems, raising funds arnong the Protestant citizens of Montreal. 

Charitable support was not a new phenomenon to Montreal's population. The needs and 

the fund raising designed to supply h e m  pre-dated 1842. What made 1842 particularly dificult 

for the Saint Patrick's Cornmittee? 1842 was an exceptional year because of the financial strain 

caused by events particular to that year. The arriva1 of the ernigrants to the area was a strain to 

the city's r e s o ~ r c e s ~ ~ ~ .  The Montreal Gazette was optimistic about the enormous amount of 

emigration coming from Ireland, reassuring its readers that even though those who had h v e d  in 

years past "were of the poorest class in society" those arriving in the 1842 season were 

*'respectable and solvent farmer~.'"~' This was probably not a very accurate report as there were 

some emigrants who in December still required financial assistance, and who benefited fiom the 

leftover monies of the Sharnrock disaster. If the Irish emigrants were prosperous farmers 

assistance would have been unnecessary, especially after the emigration season had long since 

ended. 

The city inhabitants did aid the emigrants arriving in Montreal. This aid came at a cost to 

the existing charitable organizations who were trying to cope with the demand. The Ladies' 

Benevolent Society of Montreal was in great financial difficulty at the begiming of the 

260 See Appendix 6.  

261 M al G- 10 June 1842. 
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emigration season because of "inadequate rnean~."~~' The summer months were filled with fund 

raising events in order to fulfill the Society's mandate to relieve the city's di~tress?~ 

The coming of immigrants would also have impacted the existing Montreal population 

beyond requiring their charity and assistance. Upon arrival, the emigrants sought employment. 

The Lachine Canal, undergoing additional construction, was a perfect place for the unskilled 

emigrant to find employment. These new arrivals joined the already large unskilled labour force 

concentrated around the canal area in Griffintown. Work on the canal was far fiom ideal. The 

rate of pay was poor. and Ieft very little money to spend after the usual expenditures required for 

living.2M The conditions of employment on the Canal were such that the worker was never sure 

of his  monthly eamings. For example, one worker, Martin D o ~ e l y ,  found he worked a total of 

eighteen days in August, fourteen in September, nineteen in October, four in November. and 

three days in December of 1842.?" The uncertainty of pay would not have encouraged any 

unnecessary spending of the incorne the worker did receive. 

The Irish comrnunity was not in a position either before or during 1842 to donate large 

sums of money to the Saint Patrick's Church fund. Any rnoney which might have been set aside 

for the church's construction by members of the community that year might also have been 

redirected in order to aid the incoming population, supporting the victims of the Shamrock or the 

general distress of the 'poorer classes'. 

Ibid. 1 1 May 1 842. 

'" Ibid. 

165 Boiiy, 46. 

'65 Ibid. 46-7. 
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While the Saint Patrick's Committee was inactive during the 1842- 1843 penod. the 

Fabrique and Seminary were not. The Church was acting on the belief that the community would 

soon raise the f 3000, that the E 3000 was not the most important requirement despite what they 

had related to the h s h  cornmunity, or that the need for the facilities far outweighed any other 

considerations. This change in attitude was illustrated by their activities during the 

congregation's cornmittee's penod of dormancy. The purchase of the Bleury site for the church 

before the Saint Patrick's cornmittee stopped meeting was a tangible sign of the Church's 

intention to build. 

The Church. during the break between Committee meetings, kept the pressure on the Irish 

congregation to donate to the Saint Patrick's church building fund. The diary attributed to Father 

Comolly lists numerous occasions when calls were made fiom the Recollet's pulpit to donate to 

the fund. The pnest also organized meetings with the collectors in the Church's ~ e s t r y . ' ~ ~  

Most of the anecdotai histones credit the Reverend Mr. Quiblier, Superior of the 

Seminary, with the will power and wherewithal that saw Saint Patrick's church built. He 

certainly had an expressed desire to see a church established for the English-speaking Catholics 

of Montreal. Quiblier reassured the comrnunity that the church would be built during the 

meetings he had with representatives of the comrnunity. His actions during this penod were very 

pro-active. The month following the Fabrique's acquisition of the Bleury Street site, Quiblier 

took definite steps towards the church's erection. In May 1812 he wrote to architect Augustus 

Welby Northmore Pugin, in London. Pugin was heavily intluenced by medieval architecture. 

266 Diary attributed to Father John Joseph Connolly, 1840- 1 844. SPA. 



which he thought expressed the tme Christian spirit?' Quiblier shared thk belief, resuiting in 

the evennial design of Saint Patrick's being Neo-Gothic. The Superior had definite ideas for the 

church's appearance and communicated them in his letter to Pugin: 

Nous sommes sur le point de commencer la construction 
d'une Église en style Gothique à Saint-Patrice. Nous 
désiréons [sic] qu'elle eût environ 215 pieds de long, sur une 
longueur de 108 pieds; le tout à l'inteneur. outre la sacristé; 
avec une seule tour, (cheminées) à une place pour l'orgue. 
11 serait à propose qu'elle pret contient environ 8 ou 9000 
personnes, lesquelles prés de la nivité dans les Gaus. 
La sévérité du climat et l'abondance de la neige de nos longs 
hivers, ne permettent pas d'omaments exterieurs à l'exception 
de quelques cordons peu 

Besides the construction details for the church, Quiblier stated that the site was dso  destined to 

have an adjacent orphan asylum, and that the construction of the church was imminent.'69 The 

letter to Mr. Pugin demonstrates the clarity of purpose Quiblier exhibited in regards to the 

establishment of Saint Patrick's, with or without the financial contribution of the Irish 

community. 

In October 1842 the Fabrique decided that the Bleury Street site was not as well suited for 

the future Saint Patrick's, as originally thought. The Craig Street site was deemed a better choice 

after ail because of the properties bumt and othenvise vacant there.'" The Craig Street site was 

the site that the Fabrique had intended to sel1 in order to purchase the Bleury Street site. The lack 

"' 28 mai 1842"Lettre de Vincent Quiblier a M. A.W. Pugin, architecte. Londres, pour Lui demander des 
plans pour l'église Saint-Patrice-de-Montreai", Section 27, voûte 2, T-98, #6 (Duplicate), ASSS. 

x9 Ibid. 

''O 16 octobre 1842, Livre "C" -39, AFND. 
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of meetings by the Saint Patrick's Church committee did not ment notice in the Fabrique when 

the decision to change sites was made, and their input was not sought. 

in February of 1843 the Fabrique met again to discuss the future of Saint Patrick's. The 

need for the church was stated as an "absolute necessity.""' As it was such a necessity the 

Fabrique set about preparing for the laying of the foundations during the su~nmer.~~'  Unlike the 

other times when the Fabrique or Seminary discussed a starting time on building Saint Patrick's. 

the Fabrique was serious about its deadline. The Fabrique appointed a cornmittee of three 

Seminarians: Louis-Pascal Comte, Olivier Berthelet, and Alexandre Maurice Delisle, and the 

Marguilliers of the Fabrique. This committee was charged with making the preparations towards 

the construction and included the power to appoint people to assist hem towards this end.'73 

The Fabrique met in March to discuss the future site of Saint Patrick's again. Neither of 

the previous sites were thought to be appropriate. [t instructed its building committee to sel1 the 

Bleury Street site and to fuid another more suitable to build a church for English-speaking 

~atholics."' In order to sel1 the Bleury Street site the Fabrique had to petition the Govemor 

General to sel1 the Letters Patent for the land. in this petition the land was described as being too 

exposed to the possibility of eviction because of the future growth of the city, and that another 

site more suited to large construction had been found. The petition also requested permission to 

"' 24 Febniary 1843. Saint Patrick's Church Committee Minute Book- pated] 184 1 ,  SPA. 

'73 Ibid. 

773 Ibid. 

'7' i l m a r s  1843, Livreb'C",43,AFND. 



purchase land on Lagauchetière and St-Alexander Streets."' This site had been a part of the 

estate of a Marguillier of the Fabrique of Notre Dame, Pierre Rastel de Rocheblave. [t was 

purchased in May 1843 by the Fabrique for $20 000 (f 5000).'~~ 

Even before the site was finally determined, Quiblier hired the Jesuit architect Félix 

Martin and engineer Pierre-Louis Morin to design Saint Patrick's. There is a receipt dated 

February 9, 1843 from Morin for the receipt of 13 louis, 1 chelin, and 3 pences From Superior 

Quiblier for work on the future Saint ~atrick's.'" Louis Pascal Comte, the Seminary procurator. 

provided the Superior with an estimate on the expense of building Saint Patrick's based on 

Morin's plan. in March 1843. Estimating it would cost E 15 206. 17. O to build the design 

incorporating a tower. the cost was f 3500 less if a tower was not pre~ent.'~' 

These activities of the Fabrique and the Seminary occurred without the participation of 

the Saint Patrick's Church cornmittee. It had not met once up to this point in 1843. The actions 

were taken in private, but the presence of Albert Furniss among the Marguilliers of the Fabrique 

would have kept the comrnunity informed of these activities to a certain degree. 

The Irish cornmunity, specifically the cornmittee, was called together at the Seminary to 

discuss Saint Patrick's Church. The Supenor was the speaker at the meeting, explaining to those 

assembled that "they had been calied together to deliberate on the means best adapted to 

275 vers L843, 1 )  Leme du Marguillier en charge de Notre-Darne-de-Montreai, à Sir Charles Metcalfq 
gouverneur, pour lui demander l'autorisation de vendre un terrain rue Bleury et d'en acheter un autre pour la 
construction de l'Église Saint-Patrice," T-98, # 15 [Copie non certifiée], ASSS. 

1843. 4) 3 reçus de M. Morin architecte d9Eglise Saint-Patrice. Section 27, voute 2, T-98 610, ASSS. 

2 1 mars 1843.. 1) Estimation détaillé du coût de l'Église Saint-Patrice par l'architecture P-L Morin. 2) 
Autre estimation globale par Louis Comte, non daté,. Ibid, ASSS. Copies also available at AFND. 



commence and complete Saint Patrick's Ch~rch."~ '~  The account of the meeting reads more as a 

lecture by Quiblier on the Seminary's munificence and its actions towards the building of Saint 

Patrick's rather than a deliberation. The language of the account describes the church as afair 

accompli, in keeping with the Fabrique and Seminary's actions over the previous year. The 

Supenor reinforced the Seminary's ultimate authority in matters pertaining to Saint Patrick's: 

The very Rev'd Mr. Quiblier explained to the meeting. . . 
that the work about to be undertaken was svictly Parochial and 
Catholic, that so far back as the year 1836 a lot of ground had 
been purchased on Craig Street for the purpose of building a 
church suficiently large enough to accornrnodate the increasing 
numbers of Catholics speaking the English language- that this 
Lot having been thought inconvenienr another lot had been 
bought in de Bleury Street with a view to commence the 
undertaking last year but other dificulties as to the locality the 
comrnittee appointed in April 1842 had not acted by calling 
others to their assistance but that having during the present 
month purchased another Lot of ground on St. Alexander and 
Lagauchetiere ~treet.'" 

Two resolutions were passed at the meeting, the first was to petition the Bishop of Montreal for 

permission to build Saint Patrick's. This petition "was necessary according to Canonicd 

~aws."'~'  After this formdity the building of Saint Patrick's Church would commence."' As a 

result of these resolutions the Fabrique's comrnittee and the congregation's cornmittee met on 

May 3 1'' and drafled the petition to the Bishop. It was signed by Quiblier, Richard, M. Delisle. 

D. Berthelet. Louis Comte, J. Bruneau, Hubert Paré, Thomas McNaughton, Charles Curran, 

279 24 May 1843, Saint Patrick's Chwch Cornmittee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1, SPA. 

" O  Ibid. 

"' Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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William Connolly, Charles Palsgraves, Peter Dunn, and P. O'Brien."' 

The petition cited the usual cornplaint - that the present facilities at the Recollet and 

Bonsecours were insuficient to the numbers of English-speaking Catholics. it then went on to 

state that it had made several attempts to get a church for this portion of their parishioners, but 

they were unsuccessful.'" The request itself was very simple, it was for a church of 180 feet by 

90 feet. suficient for a certain nurnber of years."' 

For the first time since the initiation of the process to build Saint Patrick's in 1 84 1, the 

Bishop of Montreal became involved. A week pnor to Bourget's receipt of the petition for Saint 

Patrick's . the Bishop had met with Quiblier to discuss the undertaking. In a Ietter dated June I"*. 

Bourget expressed some reservations about the "Irish ~hurch . " '~~  In their conversation the 

Superior stated that the Seminary was obliged to advance the money for the project. but that the 

church was intended to remain independent. While the Bishop recognized that the money would 

have to corne from the Seminary, he felt the Serninary should retain its ownership of the 

property.287 

From Quiblier's reply to this letter, it is clear that the Superior resented the Bishop's 

18' 3 1 mai 1843, *'Supplique de la Fabrique pour bâtir la future Église de S. Patrice," 90 1.145, 843- 1, 
ACAM. See Appendix 1. 

'M Ibid & Section 27, voûte 2, T-98, C 12. 1) Requête des Marguilliers de Notre-Darne-de-Montréal 
demandant 6 Mgr lgnace Bourget, Évêque de Montreai la permission de construire l'Église Saint-Patrice. ASSS. 

285 Ibid. 

186 2 juin 1843, Lettre de Mgr Ignace Bourget Évêque de Montréal à Joseph-Vincent Quiblier, pss, 
Supérieur. relative a la construction par le Séminaire de l'Église Saint-Patrice et aux vacances des Seminairistes au 
Fon de la Montagne, suivie de la réponse autograph négative aux deux propositions. 3 pages,.S21, 12.75, ASSS. 

"' Ibid. 



advice. He stated that thqhad talked about it long enough, that there were legal and other reasons 

for approaching the establishment of Saint Patrick's in the way the Seminary had, and that t h g s  

were too well advanced to ~hange.'~' This rather negative reaction to the Bourget's advice did 

not affect the granting of the permission to build Saint Patrick's. He gave his permission the 

following day. This permission encompassed the requested size (1 80 feet by 90 feet), the 

authority of the Fabrique in securing loans for the building, and permission to erect a cross at the 

site?' 

With permission to build granted, a meeting of the congregation's Saint Patrick's Church 

committee was held June 4', 1843 in the Vestry of the Recollet Church. not its old location at the 

Fabrique's business office. Eleven months had passed since they had last met together as a 

committee. It was called in order that the committee should continue in its fund raising efforts. 

The sense of urgency in the necessity of obtaining f 3000 was no longer present in the tone of the 

entry, as the money was no longer a condition. The f 3000 insted becarne a point of honour. 

and a matter of the Catholic community only. The committee urged those assembled to: 

Undertake to collect in their districts it being the desire of 
the minds of their Cathoiic Brethren a religious feeling and 
that the poorest man may have had contributed his mite 
towards the building of Saint Patrick's Church?' 

The cornmittee's Minute Book records two other meetings on July Znd and 9". and then no 

more. The committee seems to have ceased functioning as such. Collections continued to be 

'la Ibid. 

2 89 Copie. . . et Bourget a Fabrique. Supplique acceptée, 901.145, 843-2, ACAM. 

" O  4 June 1843. Saint Patrick's Church Cornmittee Minute Book- [Dated] 184 1, SPA. 
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solicited fiom the pulpit of the Recollet Church. In 1844 the collectors no longer met in the 

church vestry? rather coliections were made for Saint Patrick's at the church door following every 

service. As the diary attnbuted to Father Connolly ends Christmas Day 1844 arrangements for 

the years following are unknown, but unlikely to have differed. 

The committee's Minute book does not end with the cessation of the cornmittee's 

meetings. nie minutes of the Fabrique's building committee were added to the book. This 

addition illustrates the importance of the work of the Fabrique's cornmittee to the congregation. 

It is very fortunate that this was done, as these minutes no longer exist in the Fabrique's 

Archives. 

The Fabrique's comminee met once in February, March, and May, and thereafter met 

weekly. The June 8" meeting was the first meeting held by the committee after permission had 

been obtained fiom the Bishop. The topic under discussion was that of the workers for the 

building. There must have existed some feu on the part of the Irish community that the 

contractor hired to build Saint Patrick's would not hire Irish workers. The contractors were 

French Canadian, and brothers of the Seminary's Procurator Louis Comte. To address this fear 

the cornmittee recommended: 

that the Messieurs Comte employ so far as they are able in the 
execution of this great work, as Foremen, Mechanicks [sic] or 
labourers that part of the population for whose use the church 
is intended with which recommendation they leave the sole 
management with the hands of the Messieurs Comte in whose 
judgement and integrity they place full c~nfidence.'~' 

Some rnembers of the Msh cornmunity felt that this had not been satisfactorily settled. In 1884 

"' 8 June 1843. Saint Patrick's Church Cammittee Minute Book- [Dated] 1841, SPA. 
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John Kelly, a contractor himself, stated that he only knew of a handful of Irishmen who worked 

on Saint Patrick's, including a John Heston. whose appointment as Foreman Mason came only 

after a great ded of press~re.'~' From a different perspective, the payrolls for the church list the 

names and wages of those hired. Iudging fiom the origins of the names listed, only 1 of 24 Stone 

cutters had a narne of British origin, 4 of 19 masons, and 12 of 36 labo~rers.'~' This issue was 

not readdressed at the Fabrique's meetings, so it was a dead issue for this comrnittee. 

The meeting of Iune 12" the committee optimistically planned the opening of Saint 

Patrick's two years away, in July 1 845.1g4 Three days later a ceremony was held at the site which 

marked the future location of Saint Patrick's, and a cross was placed on the site of the altar.lg5 

The rest of the surnmer the meetings discussed the finances for the building. The 

Fabrique did not have the funds necessary to pay for the construction, so it endeavoured to 

borrow the funds required. The August 28' meeting discussed two possible loans from the 

Montreal Bank and the Montreal Assurance Company for f 4 to 6000.'" The following meeting 

the committee the comrnittee obtained a loan of E 4000 from Samuel Gerrarer,  ES^.'^' 

The rest of September was occupied with the organizing of the ceremony surroundhg the 

laying of the cornerstones. It was held on the 25' of September, and the cornmittee had invited 

19' John Kelly, Montreal. to Father Patrick Dowd, Montreal. 1884. SPA. 

août 1844, Documents Libre et Divers "Liste de Tailleurs de Pierre de la journée de I'Çglise," Boîte 50, 
AFND. 

"' 12 June 12 1843, Saint Patrick's Church Cornmittee Minute Book- (Dated] 184 1 ,  SPA. 

"' Ibid, 15 June 1843. 

"' ibid, 28 August 1843. 

'97 Ibid, 4 September 1843. 
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some dignitaries to lay the church's seven cornerstones. The Bishop lay the fust Stone, the 

Mayor the second, the Speaker of the House of Assembly the third, and the Chief Justice the 

fo~rth."~ The Presidents of the three Irish Societies- the Temperance Society, the Hibernian 

Benevolent Society' and the Saint Patrick's Society, laid the final three corner~tones.'~~ This act 

ends the participation of the Irish community with the construction of Saint Patrick's church until 

its opening in 1847. 

Here too ends the entries in the Saint Patrick's Cornmittee Minute Book. No other record 

of the Fabrique's cornmittee exist at the Fabrique or at the Seminary. As the committee had been 

given the authonty for the process of building, it is likely that it kept meeting. in a report 

submitted to the Bishop on the expenses incurred on the construction, the Fabrique had taken a 

total o f f  26070. 13. 12 in loans, and a further f 37453. 14. 5 from the S e r n i r ~ a r ~ . ~ ~  

Ibid. 25 September 1843. 

Ig9 Ibid. 

200 4 M y  1846, "Dépenses pour construction de l'église," 90 1.145, 846- 1. ACAM. 



Saint Patrick's Church. 
1870 

The outside appearance of the church has not altered benvern its construction and the time this photo w u  taken. as 
no additions were made to the exterior. Miiler, 8. 
Source: C 54479, PAC. Photo by J.G. Parks. Montreal. 
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While the cornmittee may have forecasted the completion of Saint Patrick's in 1845, the 

took another two years. This miscalculation may have had a lot to do with the church's 

intended size. Pennission was granted to the Fabrique to build a church "around 180 feet in 

length and 90 feet wide, with a proportionate height."30' However, even before this had been 

giveqJoseph-Vincent Quiblier had more grandiose ideas in mind for Saint Patrick's. The year 

before, in his letter to the architect Pugin, he envisioned Saint Patrick's measuring 215 feet by 

1 O8 feet?' The church completed measures 233 feet by 105 feet.'03 

Another alteration was made to the church's design which would have extended the 

construction time further, and that was the building of a bel1 tower. It is at this time more than 

any other where Quiblier's influence is ciied as the driving force in the appearance of Saint 

Patrick's. He had envisioned the church's dimensions as well as a tower. as he related to Pugin. 

According to the anecdotal histories these two elements were a result of "the kind intervention of 

Father ~uibl ier ." '~~ "0th these changes were achieved through the acts of the Superior. its size 

through his pressure, and the tower through more devious means: 

In order to defeat the opposition of certain members of the 
Fabrique, who did not wish to allow a tower, so as to curtail 
expenses. the Superior caused the tower to be built inside the 
church, instead of outside, as it is usual. In this way it did not 
appear outwardly until the walls were complete, and the 
necessity of carrying the tower to completion became 

- -- 

'O' *'Copie. . . et Bourget à Fabrique. Supplique acceptée,POl. 145, 843-2. ACAM. 

' O 2  28 mai 1 û42. Leme de Vincent Quiblier à M. A.W. Pugin. architecte, Londres, pour lui demander des 
plans pour l'église Saint-Patrice-de-Montréal'' Section 27. voûte 2. T-98. #6 (dupiicate). ASSS. 

o f  St. Patrick's pamphlet, nd. 

'O4 Lipscornbe, 12. 



evident if the appearance of the building were not to be 
~ ~ o i l e d . ~ ' ~  

To the later Irish community, those reaping the benefits of the large and impressive Saint 

Patrick's Church, the intervention of the Superior was and is seen as clever and heroic, 

outwitting the nay-sayers. While the idea of tricking the 'opposition' by building the tower out 

of sight until it was too late to change was quite clever, it had consequences. The extra time 

taken to build Saint Patrick's was time the comrnunity had to wait for its urgently required 

facilities. To those being deceived, the Superior's cleverness would not have been looked upon 

in so positive a light. The increase in the church's dimensions was a deception. and in asking for 

a particular size and then causing a larger one to be built was a deception on the Bishop. 

The Superior's relationship with the Bishop of Montreal was not a good one. From the 

Ietter writing against the establishment of the Bishopric in the I82Os to Quiblier's curt dismissal 

of Bourget's suggestions in 1841, the two heads were ofien in opposition. Although no reactions 

were recorded, the deception over the size of Saint Patrick's would have been another incident in 

a long line of incidents, which highlighted their rocky relationship. This apparent animosity was 

not only on the side of the superior, and it put the fate of Saint Patrick's in question in 1845. 

Ignace Bourget during his career as Bishop of Montreal invited many religious orders to 

his diocese to establish their houses there. The Jesuits renimed to Canada in 1842 after having 

been absent since the Conquest. The group of men who arrived that year had been redirected 

From a posting in Madagascar after Bourget had taked to their head in Rome.'" There had been 

305 lden Jubilee of Sm Patrick s O- * ? 107. 

206 Sy ivain & Voisine, 27. 
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an assurance of having a parish in Montreal, a place where the order could base its operations in 

Montreal, and found a ~ollege.'~' 

The Jesuits were still looking for the perfect site in 1845. August 1845 the Seminary 

offered a portion of their Mountain property for the use of the Jesuits' new college. The Bishop, 

on behalf of the order declined the offer because the property was not central.308 That October, 

the Bishop wrote to Quiblier saying that the Jesuits had chosen the site, but the letter did not statr: 

its exact location.309 In November,the site was disclosed as the future Saint Patrick's church. 

"The Citizens of Montreal" made a formai request to the Seminary to cede the Saint Patrick's 

property to the Jesuits once Saint Patrick's becarne the property of the Seminary (which occurred 

in May 1 846).j10 After the humbiy polite preamble praising the Seminarians. the 'C itizens of 

Montreal' asked that the Seminary be equally as generous with the Saint Patrick's land that they 

had been with the Mountain property. offering them the advantages of a more centrai location 

such as the Sulpicians already enjoyed." ' 
The request originated with the Bishop. The Ietter from the "Citizens of Montreal" was 

anonymous. The Bishop pressured the Seminary on this issue fiom within and without. It was 

'" Ibid. 35. 

'O8 T-98, # 19. 1 845. "Dossier renfemant la correspondance entre M g  Ignace Bourget. Evéque de 
Monnéal, et M. V. Quiblier Supérieur du Séminaire de Montréal, relative au site du Collège que les Jésuites veulent 
consmiire à Montréal. 59 pages 12 pièces." 1) 22 aoüt 1845 Bourget à Quiblier. déclinant l'offre d'un ternin j. la 
Montagne. ASSS. 

'" lbid. 2) I 1 octobre 1845 Bourget à Quiblier, lui disant que les Pères Jésuites on choisi l'endroit du 
futur collège, ASSS. 

" Ibid, 3) 1 1 novembre 1845- Réquête pour la cession d'un terrain de Saint-Patrice aux Jésuites pour la 
fondation d'un collège, ASSS. 



his desire to see Saint Patrick's given to the Jesuits. On the 16" of November,the Bishop wrote 

to the members of the Seminary's Assembly, of which 6 copies are e~ t an t .~ "  in this letter, 

Bourget urged the Assembly memben to vote in favour of the request."' Feeling that religion 

was k i n g  misinterpreted in this matter, the Bishop set his argument forth that the Seminary was 

incwring a large debt on behdf of the Irish, but he questioned whether they were as important as 

the support of their fellow orders."' Bourget went as far as to invoke the memory of the 

Sulpician founder. by stating that the making of this gifi to the Jesuits would be imitating 

Despite Bourget going behind Quiblier's back and trying to have the Assembly vote 

against its Superior on this matter. the Assembly did not give Saint Patrick's to the Jesuits. On 

November 18: Quiblier notified the Bishop of the refusai.316 The Seminary was firm in their 

stand that Saint Patrick's was destined for the Irish, who had contributed to its construction. The 

Seminary also believed that this growing congregation required English-speaking priests."' 

The Bishop must not have been satisfied with the results of the assembly because he 

"' Ibid, 18 novembre, -'Cinq lettres de Bourget aux membres de i'assemblée générale de Saint-Sulpice 
leur demandant de vendre une partie du terrain de Saint-Patrice aux Jésuites," ASSS. & 52 1, 13.17, 1 8 novembre 
184.5. "Lettre de Mgr Ignace Bourget, Évêque de Montréal. aux Sulpiciens. membres de l'assemblée générale par 
l'intermédiaire de Jean-Baptiste Bréguier dit Saint-Pierre, pss, relative au don aux Jésuites d'un terrain, sis près de 
l'église Saint-Patrice pour y fonder un collége. 4 pages," ASSS. 

3 16 T-98, # 19, 1845. "Dossier renfermant la correspondence entre Mgr Bourget, Évêque de Montréal, et 
M. V. Quibiier Supérieur du Séminaire de Montréal, relative au site du collège que les Jésuites veuIent construire a 
Montréal. 59 pages. 12 pièces. Quiblier à Bourget, le refus du Seminaire," ASSS. 

j" Ibid. 



continued to write to the Assembly members on an individuai basis. Quiblier wrote to Bourget 

and stated that the Bishop should oniy deal through him conceming these rnatter~.~'' Bourget 

then wrote to Quiblier and questioned the integrity of the decision not to give Saint Patrick's to 

the Jesuits, by asking if it was a decision actually made by the ~ s s e m b l y . " ~  

They chose another site for their Mother church, and Saint Patrick's continued to be in 

the possession of the Fabrique until May 1846 when it was sold to the Seminary. The Fabrique 

continued to finance the building of the ~hurch."~ Thus Saint Patrick's was destined to continue 

to be a part of the Parish of Notre Dame: a chape1 of ease, like the Recollet and the Bonsecours. 

The Bishop continued to lobby the rnembers of the Seminary's Assembly, even after the 

decision against the donation of Saint Patrick's to the Jesuits. He began to lobby the Assembly 

members to not vote another five year term for Quiblier as Supenor of the Sernina~y.~" Unlike 

his attempt to influence votes on the Jesuits issue, Bourget was successful. Quiblier lefi 

Montreal. The next year,while in PariqBourget ensured that Quiblier would not r e m .  He 

spoke to the Superior of the Order in Paris. In a letter he wote  to the Archbishop of Quebec 

stating that the difficulties between himself and Quiblier had been resolved happily, and that it 

had been decided that Quiblier would never r e m  to Canada.3" This very strong action against 

22 décembre 1845. Ibid." Quiblier a Bourget au sujet du collège des Jésuites, lui demandant de traiter 
avec le seul Supérieur du Séminaire," ASSS. 

24 décembre 1845, Ibid. " Letire de Mgr 1. Bourget a Quiblier demandant si le refus d'un terrain 
Saint-Patrice aux Jésuites est celui du conseil des Douze," ASSS. 

32 1 Rousseau, 8 1 1. 

"' 10 février, 1847, Mgr Prince, Évêque de Martyopolis on behalf of Bourget, to Signay, Archévêque de 
(continued.. .) 



Quiblier indicates that Bourget was very bitter. 

Despite Quiblier's uncerernonious dismissal as Superior of the Montreal Sulpicians, he 

still aided the Anglophone congregation of Montreal. He went to Ireland a few times to recruit 

pnests for the new c h u r ~ h . ~ ~  He also stayed in London for a few years serving the Irish 

immigrants who had senled there."' Hence his reputation as a fnend to the Irish, as Quiblier 

spent the rest of his working life in the service of their religious needs. 

\nJanuuy 1847 the plans to open Saint Patrick's were underway. Hudon wrote to Bourget 

that the plans were to open the church on Saint Patrick's Day unless there were any ~bjections."~ 

Less notice was given to the Fabrique. who were told three days prior to the opening that Saint 

Patrick's was sufficiently advanceci in its construction to be consecrated on Saint Patrick's 

~ a y ?  The church however was absent of any interior decoration and fumiture, including 

pews."' A newspaper account of the proposed celebration stated that it would be without pews 

*'for some time to corne.""' There seems to have been an overwhelming desire to have the 

ceremony on Saint Patrick's Day regardless of the discornfort of having to stand during service. 

The opening of Saint Patrick's church marked the Irish community's re-entry into the life 

'"(. ..continued) 
Québec RLB 4, ACAM. 

323 Rousseau, 8 1 1 .  

3'4 Ibid. 

315 28 janvier, 1847. M. H. Hudon, pue. Montréal. Q Mgr Bourget, Rome,.90 1.1 17.847- 1 ,  ACAM. 

14 mars 1847, Livre "C" ,66, A M D .  

327 T t & C o w i a l  Advertiset 16 March 1847. 
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of Saint Patrick's. It had Iast participated in the construction process with the laying of the 

comerstones in 1843. The three Irish-onented societies participated again in the opening 

ceremonies. The march to and fiom Saint Patrick's Church were organized (as was becoming 

the custom) by the Saint Patrick's Society. The procession after the consecration service went to 

the Society's temporary rooms at the Place The ceremony and service at the church 

was well attended, being descnbed as "almost incredib~e.""~ 

lbid & Montreal Gaz- 17 Marçh 1847. 

530 M ntreal Gazette 18 March 1 847. 



CHAETER 4 
DNISION OF THE PARISH 

The circumstances of Saint Patrick's founding, the motivations of those groups involved, 

continued to be of relevance to these groups long afier it had occurred. The division of the Parish 

of Montreai in 1866 offered an opportunity for the Irish community, the Seminary, and the 

Bishop to argue Saint Patrick's raison d 'être. 

After its 1847 opening, Saint Patrick's became a centre for Montreai's irish community. 

It suffered with the cornmunity during the devastating Typhus epidemic brought by the 

impoverished and weakened emigrants of the famine migration, and lost al1 but one of its priests 

to the disease."' The Irish cornrnunity continued to grow in size.j3' The irish constituted a 

quarter of Montreal's population in 1861."3 This growth led the Seminary to constmct a second 

h s h  chuch- Saint AM'S. in Grifintown in 1854.334 

The irish population did not exist in isolation. but as a part of Montreal. which was 

growing into a very large city. Despite this large population. the rnajority of the city's Roman 

Catholics continued to be served in only one parish, that of Notre Dame. Most of the churches 

were succursal churches attached to the Fabrique of Notre Dame. This was considered a problem 

which the Bishop of Montreal, Ignace Bourget. wished to address. He also wished to change the 

way in which the Seminary built its succursal churches, such as Saint Patrick's. which he 

ilee o f  the Reverend Fathers Dowd ,13. 

j3* See Chart I . 

"' Patricia A. Thomton & Sherry Olson. The Tidal Wave of Irish lrnmiption to Montreal and la 
Dernomahic - .  Conseguences, Shared Spaccs #13, (Montreal: McGill Department of Geography, 1993), 2. 

334 Cross, 95. 
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which he descnbed as "minous" because of the debt which its grand proportions necessitated."' 

He placed the rnatter before the Sacred Congregation for the Propaganda of the Faith (hereafier 

Propagande), and in December 1865, received an Apostolic Decree "authorizing the Bishop to 

proceed to the divisions of the Parish of Notre Dame when the spiritual necessities of the faithful 

required it. ""' 

The penission to divide the Parish of Notre Dame, no matter how carefully, done was 

bound to upset the Sulpicians. Accompanying this decree was a letter frorn Cardinal Bamabo. 

He urged booth the Bishop and the Srminarians to "put aside any feeling of discord and 

ditTldence [. . . 1 iirrping before their minds exclusively the good of religion and abstaining 

spcitically tiom any appearance of cuntroversy in regard to the temporal possessions of the 

Serninary or ~arish."'~' The 111-will which marked the Srminary 's and Bishop's relationship was 

not set aside. and did not make the process any easier. Not only was the division of the 

Sul pician's paish a direct threat to their power and position in Montreal's Catholic Church. it 

also had rconornic repercussions. The majority of the churches in the Parish of Notre Dame 

were built and paid tor by the Serninary and Fabrique, and as the civilly incorporated authorities. 

thay were therefore responsible for the debts incurred in their building, even if the churches were 

placed into separate parishes."' 

Saint Jacques on Saint Denis Street (not the Bishop's Cathedral) was the first church to 

"' -%lémoire de Bourget. en reponse au precédant. 29 septembre. 1863". 90 1.136. 863-9b. K.AM. 

'" 8en-y. L 18. 

"' Ibid. 

'" Hbid. 
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become a parish church, in September 1866. This came about with a lot of protest fiom the 

parishioners and the Seminary, but it was to no avail, the Bishop ignored them.'3g In Saint 

Jacques' projected parish boundaries, there were many Irish who were resident, and they 

compiained that they had not been consulted on the matter, nor had they been notified of a 

meeting to discuss the creation of the pansh in a languag which they understood- ~nglish."' 

The Irish congregation was represented by the priest at Saint Patrick's, Father Dowd. 

In creating a pansh basrd on geographic considerations and not langyage considerations, 

the Anglophones living in the new parish of Saint Jacques were compelled to worship there and 

not at Saint Patrick's. It was the belirf that the two populations could not worship together, did 

not want to worship together. "Oblige the Irish and Canadians to attend in the same church for 

rel igious worship and instruction, and immediately you bring into collision al1 the 

susceptibilities and jealousies. . .[and] scanda1 will soon be the re~ul t . "~ '  

Saint Patrick's was the next church to receive the Bishop's attention in October 1866. 

The Bishop invited those interested in the matter of crecting the Cnnonical P&h of Saint 

Patrick's to discuss it on November 9Ih. The congregation were against the Bishop's proposal, 

and stated so at this meeting."' Again, the protests were ibmored, and the congegation were told 

tiom the pulpit of Saint Patrick7s, that thrir church was to become a biiingual church. based on 

"" 20 septembre 1866. .*P. Dowd, Cure a AF T ruteau VG. I I  demande que la paroisse soit exclusivement 
anglaise, contre érection de Saint-Jacques." 90 1.145, 866- 1. ACAM. 

5 1 1  Ibid. 

The Case of Saint Patrick'% 5 .  



geographical considerations. This announcement unleashed a storm of protest, which the Bishop 

also dismissed. 

The congregation of Saint Patrick's published a pamphlet to publicize its dispute and to 

put forth its side in December 1866. The Bishop's response to the congregation's original 

arguments to his actions was also included Li the pamphlet. Bourget was determined to see 

Notre Dame divided into parishes. In the beginning of his address he States reasons of Canon 

Law. benefits to the congregation of having the legal righrs of marriage, baptism and the benefits 

of Parish priests."' Something which Saint Patrick's had de facto if not in law, already. 

Bourget's response to those who had accused him of picking on the Irish, was to refbte it, 

describing his own actions: how he had helped the Irish through various acts of charity and 

kindness. He went on condescendingly, to describe the Irish as "unfortunate", and as a poor, 

suffering people. leading miserable lives. Lives relieved only by the Catholic charities, and the 

~ishop. '"~ The Bishop closed his response to the Irish opposition by urging unity among 

Catholics. From the phrasing of these last paragraphs, it is clear that Bourget did not believe in 

separate churches for the different languages: 

Instead. . . of allowing yourselves to be led into those unhappy 
divisions, let us be, dearest Brethren, of one heart and one 
mind, laboring for the glory of our cornrnon Mother, the 
Holy Church, whose interests ought to occupy us before 
everythng el~e.~''' 

The congregation was supported in its fight to keep Saint Patrick's as an exclusively Irish 

343 Ibid, 9- 10. 

3U Ibid, 11-13. 

345 Ibid, 13-14. 
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church and one which served the entire English Catholic population of Montreal by the 

Serninary, and by the Archbishop of Quebec. The pamphlet outlines the chief arguments for 

maintaining the .sfutiï.s quo. Fintly, Saint Patrick's was built for the English-speaking Catholics 

on a scale to accommodate their numben. Secondly, the population had given "in proportion to 

their means and numbers" to the construction and gave more to its decoration and fûrn~shings.~~ 

Thirdly, the giving of such a nanow territory to Saint Patrick's parish, the majority of its present 

congegation would be excluded from wonhip there. Fourthly, that this division was contrary to 

the wishes of the congegation. Fifthly, that the church would lose its rights to solemnize 

marnages, etc. And lastly, that by changing Saint Patrick's circumstances it would injure the 

English-speaking Catholics' faith in the Church and cause irreparable hann in the ability of their 

oriented c harities to raise f u n d ~ . ~ ~  

Faiher Ijowd, the spiritual head of Montreal's Irish Catholics, rciterated thcsc points in a 

long letter of protest written separately from the congregation's pamphlet. He pointed out 

additionrlly that Saint Patrick's (also Saint Ann's, but not prirnarily) served a population of 

30,000 Anglophone Catholi~s."~ Of these 30,000 though, only around 2000 actually lived 

within the proposed Parish b~undaries.~"owd strongly disagreed with the Bishop's actions. 

He questioned Bourget's wisdom in the matter: 

UFia ibid. 7. 

347 Ibid. 8 

M8 8 novembre 1866, "Protestation de Mr. Dowd contre le démembrement de Saint Patrice et son érection 
en paroisse," t O, SPA. 

"9 ibid. 



Sa Grandeur a-t-il fait ces calculs? II ne peut avoir eu 
l'intention de faire de l'église Saint-Patrice une solitude 
comme les cathédrales protestantes, et donner aux 
catholiques au cité, qui parlent anglais, le triste spectacle 
de leur ancienne abandonée et pleurant sur la dispersion 
forcée de ses pieux  enfant^.^" 

The Sulpicians, of whom Father Dowd was a member, also wrote a memoîr agaînst the 

dismemberment of Notre Dame Parish, and the creation of the new Saint Patrick's pansh. 

Brsides the Seminary's financial commitment in the church building and its ioss of power and 

prestige with dismembrment, it also expressed concern for their Irish parishioners. They felt 

that the Catholic lrish wrre better served with Saint Patrick's as it was, and thit a new parish 

wouid cut off25 000 from ~ervices.'~' Saint Patrick's was built for the English-speaking 

Catholics , and for twenty yean had sewed that purpose alone."' 

Thrse arguments had been presented to the Bishop in November 1866, but had been 

disregardrd. The memoir and the congregation's printed pamphlet were geared to an audience 

wder than just the Bishop. They were still trying to influence the Bishop, but they were also 

approaching other ecclesiastical nuthorities, such as the Archbishop of Quebrc. Citing al1 the 

reasons previously mentioned, they addressed a letter in the pamphlet to the Archbishop. In the 

letter they appealed "the decision of our Bishop to your Grace, as Adrninistrator of the province 

to interpose your Grace's authority in annuiling the decree of erection, and restoring us to our 

"' Dkernbre 1866. *-Notes de A. Baile. Superiew, devant servir à un mimoire contre l'érection en paroisse 
canonique de Saint-Jacques et Saint-Patrice," 3, T- 100 #2, ASSS. 



former position, in which we were so happy."'" The Seminw and Fabrique also appeded to the 

Archbish~p separately asking for his intercession in the rnat~er.~" 

The congregation M e r  stated that they "awaited remedy fiom the authonty which the 

church has placed in the hands of your Grace, or the reference of our case, for final adjudication 

to the Holy Father. at Rome."355 The community understood that it would have to take the issue 

al1 the way to Rome. The Seminary and the Irish community both sent representatives to 

Propagande in Rome in 1867 to plead the case of Saint Patrick's. 

The Irish community was represented by Thomas Ryan and Thomas D ' k c y  McGee. who 

were rnembers of the cornmittee who published their opposition to the parish divisions. They 

went to Rome at their own expense to represent the congregation and its p~sition."~ They also 

came to Rome with the sanction of the Archdiocese of Q~ebec.'~' They argued the same points 

in Rome that they had to the Bishop of Montreal that Saint Patrick's was built for the exclusive 

use of English-speaking Catholics, becoming "an ornament and an honour to religion and a point 

of unity and concentration for the English-speaking Catholics of M ~ n u e a l . " ' ~ ~  

"' The Case o f  .St. Patrick's, 29. 

;s4 .*Appel du Curé et des Marguilliers a ITArchevèque de Québec, 9 décembre 1866," 90 1.136, 866-50, 
ACAM. 

se of St. Patrick's '29. 

357 5 avril 1867, .'Mémoire présente au Saint-Père par T. Ryan et T. D' Arcy McGee, délégués des 
Irlandais de Montréal, pow lui exposer la situation résultant de l'érection canonique de Saint-Patrice, suivi de l'acte 
de nomination des deux délégués et de leur certificat d'honorabilité ( 10 jan. 1867) 8 pages. [écriture de I-B LaRue. 
~ss]," T-100 #32, ASSS. 

358 "Supplique de Ryan et McGee 5 avril. 1867." 90 1.136. 567-6 1, ACAM. 
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It took Propagande in Rome several years to sort out this problem as evident in the reams 

of reports, letters and addresses dealing with the issue, authored by al1 of the concemed 

parties.''' The Bishop of Montreal's position rooted in Canonical law, was vigorously defended, 

the same vigour was exercised by the other concemed parties. The Sulpicians, headed by Joseph 

Baile and J-B. LaRue, promoted their position based on their traditional responsibilities and the 

negative effects on its tinances. The Irish community, and the Archbishop of Quebec based their 

positions on the exclusivity of the church for Anglophone w ~ n h i p . ' ~  

Rome began to unravel the difticulties with a series ofdecrees. The tirst decree on the 

subject of parish divisions was in July 1872. In that decree Saint Patrick's and Saint Ann's 

churches were given For the exclusive use of the English-speaking and Irish Cathol ics, whk  the 

Canadians had the use of other succursal chur~hes.'~~ Saint Patrick's parish boundaries were 

expanded to encompass those of Notre Darne.362 

This decree did not satis. the Seminary, and the Bishop of Montreal required more 

clarification. The Seminary was especially concerned about the debt incurred in the building 

and the ownership of Saint Patrick's and Saint ~nn's . '~ '  This was resolved for the most pan in a 

second decree issued in 1873. It established Saint Patnck's and Saint Am's as separate parishes 

in existing parish boundaries, but compelled worship in the different churches according to 

J 5 9  Giovanni Pizzorusso, "Calendar of Documents Concerniny Canada ". ASPF 

'" lbid. 

36 i 30 julii, 1873. Cardinal Bamabo, -hum) Decretum, Rome, SPA. 

3" lbid. 
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lingiiistic differences. Anglophones in Notre Dame were to treat Saint Patrick's as their Mother 

chuch, while Francophones did likewise with the church and pastor of Notre Dame.3a A third 

decree in 1874 settled the issue of the civil matters arising fiom the erection of the pari~hes.'~' 

According to Gerald Berry, Father Dowd's: 

observations and his claim that thousands of Insh Catholics resident 
within the civil Iimits of Notre Dame should be allowed to remain 
as one congregation in an national parish instead of being divided 
into three parishes where they would be exposed to the system 
of mixed languages in a double language church. That claim is 
the only point on which Rome made any exception or deviation 
from the original D e ~ r e e . ' ~ ~  

Al1 those who petitioned against dismemberment to the Bishop of Montreal and to Rome. argued 

that Saint Patrick's had been built to serve Montreal's English-speaking Catholics. It dso 

pointed to the twenty years since its establishment in which Saint Patrick's had served this 

specific population. Father Dowd in his mernoir to Rome had referred to other dioceses which 

had established separate churches for the two language groups, including 0ttawa.j6' 

A National parish was a term used by the Catholic church to describe those churches or 

parishes that were "organized for language or ethnic groups rather than on a territorial ba~is."'~' 

Saint Patrick's fit into what was aiready considered a normal practice by other districts. It had 

264 3 -9 martii, 1873, Cardinal Barnabo, Apopraphum #4 IlIrne et Rme Domine, Rome, SPA. 

265 Berry, 128. 
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served in fact, if not in officiai designation as a National Parish. Rome's decrees merely 

recognized Saint Patrick's sratus quo. 

The information provided to suppoa the position of the Archbishop of Quebec, the 

Seminary of Saint-Sulpice, and the Irish Catholics of Montreal indicate that the manner in which 

Saint Patrick's was buiit was what al1 parties concemed desired. The reaction of the Irish 

community in organizing a protest against a change in circumstances showed what the 

community had received in 1847 had satisfied their spiritual needs. 

The information, including Father Dowd's persuasive data. also indicated that despite the 

community's satisfaction with Saint Patrick's. it did not [ive. for the most pan, close to its 

Mother Church. 15  000 of Saint Patrick's congregation did not live within the geographic limits 

of the proposed parish of Saint Patrick's. The boundaries encompassed around nine square city 

blocks West and northwest of Saint Patrick's c h ~ r c h . ' ~ ~  The boundaries proposed by the Bishop 

exclude the immediate east of Saint Patrick's, so the Anglophone catholic population in that area 

were not included in Dowd's estimates. Still, it demonstrates that Saint Patrick's was not located 

in an area immediate to its intended congregation. 

269 See Map 4. 



MAP 4 
Proposed Parish Boundaries 

Saint Patrick's 1866 

.-An Episcopal Decree of His Lordship the Bishop o f  Montreal. published on Sunday, November 2."" ~nnounces 
the erection of a new Canonical Pyish in this c i y  to be calied the Parish of St. Patrick, the boundaries of which are 
ro be the middle o f  Bleury Street to Sherbrooke Street. o f  Sherbrooke to Mountain Street, of Mountain to St. 
Antoine: and thence to the junction of Craig and Bleury Streers." The Case o f  St. Patrick's, 26. 
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In fact, when Saint Patrick's was built, it was in an area that had several Protestant 

churches already Iocated to the   ou th.^'' The area which the Bishop iater assigned to the 

proposed parish had been developed only d e r  the founding of Saint Patrick's, and had contained 

previousiy the sumrner homes of the English middle class, and the old Saint-Antoine 

cemetery.j7' The presence of such a huge English Catholic church did not induce its 

congregation to move nearby. With an estimated congregation of 30 000, however, distance did 

not prevent the English-speaking Catholics fiom attending some services there. 

370 Choko, 69. 

371 ibid. 145. 



CONCLUSION 

During the thirty year period between 18 17 and 1847, the Irish Catholic population in 

Montreal increasingly expressed a sense of community and etbnic identity. The Irish popdation 

of Montreal began to organize itself into secular non-denominational societies based on their 

shared ethnicity starting in 1823, with the Hibernian Benevoient Society. By the 1840s when 

work actually began on Saint Patrick's Church, there were several societies which were geared to 

those of Irish ethnicity. These societies attracted Irish membership of ail faiths. 

Each year these secular societies organized celebrations for Saint Patrick's Day, and 

included in the cornmernoration, a service in a Catholic Church, most often Notre Dame, 

performed by a Catholic priest from the Seminary of Saint-Sulpice. While dinners and parades 

were also used to mark the occasion, they changed fiom year to year in size, and location. The 

dinners were often duplicated with the different societies holding their own dinners. The church 

service did not change, it being held fiom the late 1820s on at Notre Dame. This Catholic 

celebration was embraced by al1 Irish in Montreal, regardless of their faith. 

n e  Catholic Church was also involved within the secular societies, particularly the Saint 

Patnck's Society with Father Phelan as its Chaplain. The societies, as voluntary associations, 

could detemine their own purpose and their executive positions. Including the post of Chaplain 

was a deliberate act on the part of the Saint Patrick's Society, and demonstrates the importance of 

the Catholic Church in the life of the whole Irish community. 

Up until 1 8 1 7 the Irish Catholics of Montreai worshipped with French Canadians as a 

part of the same congregation, attending the same services at the Chapelle Bonsecours. Mass 

was in Lath, the sermon was in French. In 18 17 the Irish were given their own services with 
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English sermons delivered by an Anglophone pnest. This action by the Seminary of Saint- 

Sulpice began the tradition of separate treatment for the Irish Catholics within Montreal's 

Church. 

There seems to have been no enmity involved in the separation. indeed in the first 

petition addressed in 1 826 to the Seminary, only expressed discontent concerning the physical 

conditions of worship, but the English-speaking Catholics of Montreal supported the separation. 

They expressed much gratitude for being given the Recollet church: "that your petitionen. . . feel 

sensibly grateful to you for the many favors you have hitherto bestowed on them particularly for 

your devoting them as a place of wonhip the Recollet church. . . . it is your petitioners' 

unaiterable wish in concurrence with yours to continue the Recollet church as their place of 

worship undividedly."'" 

The Seminary fiom then on, isolated their Irish congregation from the rest of the Church. 

Ln al1 but a few documents, the Seminary, Fabrique, and the Bishop referred to the English- 

speaking congregation as Irish (Irlandais). The division of services rnay have been based on a 

linguistic difference, but the congregation was considered Irish even if some of its members were 

not of Irish origin. In 1826, when this congregation was moved to the Old Recollet church of 

Saint Helen's, diis community was physically and linguistically separate fiom the majority of the 

Catholic Church. 

The Irish preferred to worship among those who spoke English. and to worship with their 

own ethniciy. While the community addressed itself as English-speaking Catholics in al1 but its 

'" Boite 3, Chemise #17, "Lettre du Irlandais 5 juillet 1826 RE-Récollet grandi," AFND. 



own 1826 petition, it was made up of primady Irish Cath~lics."~ The composition of the 

congregation explains why in 1833 the congregation began to request a church named after the 

Patron Saint of Ireland. The majority identified themselves with the Irish and as Irish. 

Despite the many requests made by the community that were rehised or ignored, the Irish 

Catholics appeared to have had a good relationship with the Seminary. The community felt 

strongly about the role of the Church in its life. Some of the respect held by the Irish community 

for Montreal's Roman Catholic Church and particularly the Seminary of Saint Sulpice, can be 

partly explained by force of personality. The Irish population, leading up to the founding of Saint 

Patrick's, were receiving their religious services from a handful of Anglophone prie~ts."~ This 

reliance on a iirnited clergy bred a closeness among the two groups. 

Father Richard sewed the congregation the longest. He was also the first priest to have 

served them exclusively. Even d e r  he lefi the position at the Recollet, Richard maintained 

contact with the Irish community. He died a hero's death tending to their spirinial needs during 

the typhus epidemic of 1847. It is undoubtedly for these reasons that he is recalled by the 

anecdotal histories with much fondness. 

Father Phelan was the most active of the Sulpicians in the Irish community. His Irish 

b i h  gave him an advantage with his congregation, he shared with them ethnicity and religion. 

He was deeply involved in the comrnunity through the pulpit and its secular institutions. 

Phelan's creation of the Temperance Society bridged the secular with the religious, creating an 

irish society that blended the best of both. Phelan's role in the community, beyond his spiritual 

jn "irish CathoIics," Ibid. 

j7' Richard 18 17-1 847; Phelan 1825- 1842; Larkin 1827- 184 1 ; Connolly 1845-. 
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responsibilities was as a tnisted advisor. The community waited for his input before going along 

with the Serninary's plan For Saint Patrick's Church in 184 1. 

The third personality from the Serninary who held a great deal of respect within the Irish 

community was Superior Quiblier. lt is unclear axactly how or why this man held the 

community's respect, but he did hold it. His role as mediator, in keeping the lrish population out 

of the Rebellions of 1837-8, indicates the high esteern in which he was held. Much of this had 

to do with Quiblier's position as head of the Seminary, as al1 the decisions made by this body 

reflected on him. He would either receive the credit or the blame for these decisions. 

Quiblier's position as Superior and the power attached to it were not the only exphnation 

for the apparent good relations between the Superior and the Irish community. Quiblier was 

specifically remembered as a friend to the Irish community. Even when he was ail but banished 

from Canada. hc was recruiting priests from Ireland for Saint Patrick's, as well as aiding Irish 

immigants in London. With such a powerful ally as well as their involvrd priests, the lrish 

community was served by a fiendly body. 

Throughout this period the Serninary and its seminarians were actively involved in the 

Irish community's Me. This involvement did not translate into extra privileges for the 

communitv and its needs. Responses to the lrish community's needs derived from 

circumstances not associated with them. The Seminary was careful with its money, rspecially in 

the 1820s and 1830s. The expenses and debt incurred from the buildins of Notre Dame was a 

major factor in this caution. The Sulpicians were in poor financial shape until it received its 

corporate status in 183940. Until that time it had to refuse the requests made by the Irish 

community on this basis. The reqursts that were acceded to were done in such a way as to place 
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the financial burden ultimately upon the Irish congregation. The 1 830 renovations were partly 

financed through funds raised after the granting of a High Mass to the Recollet. 

The petition of 1833 referred to crowded conditions at the Recollet. Here began the 

much used image of the lrish congregation worshipping in the streets. But it is more than an 

image usrd; it was reaiity for many Irish Cathoiics. These conditions couid oniy have worsened 

over the years with the increasing numbers of Irish moving to Montreal. The Seminary chose 

not to do anything about this issue until the 1 840s. Finances might have been one reason for 

putting o f f  any action, certainly there must have been other options to aid the community. but 

these were apparent1 y not discussed. 

In 184 1. the Irish community met once again to address what would have then becorne a 

chronic condition: the overcrowded conditions at the Recollet. From the petition of the Irish, it 

is clear that the community wanted to continue to worship as a group, and that a new church was 

the only way to facilitate this goal. The Irish community initiated the process from this meeting 

and with the cornmittee created from those in attendance. The process of building Saint 

Patrick's had begun. 

Even today, the Saint Patrick's Society tikes credit for the building of Saint Patrick's 

Church. On its web site. for example, they state that the Society "played a prominent role in  

such community initiatives as such Saint Patrick's ~hurch.""~ The hisioncal evidence, 

however. does not support this claim. None of the Irish societies participated as a socicty in the 

process. Their members did, but as individual citizens. The ceremonial role the three groups 

played in the laying of the cornerstones in 1 843 and the grand opening in 1 847 was just that. 

375 Http://www. total. net/-shanerncgcisf. indexhtml 
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Their participation c m  be equated to the other dignitaries invited such as the mayor, they were 

invited to add pomp to the occasion, as honoured members of Montreal's city life. 

The Irish community's role can be seen in similar terms. It may have initiated the 

process, but it lost any control it might have had, early on. The Seminary, once approached 

concerning the building of a church, asserted its power as the ecclesiastical authority. The 

condition of f  3000 which it placed on the community before a building would commence, was 

an instrument of that control. f 3000 was not a large s u m  in relation to the cost of building a 

church, but in relation to the community' resources it was. The E 3000 was used as a control 

each time the congregation's cornmittee went to the Seminary to commence building. The 

inability to raise this sum also prevented the community from building on its own, an option that 

some had put forward, and one that the Seminary was against. Since on other occasions the 

cornrnunity had been unable to raise funds, the Seminary likely forecasted that the eventual 

funciraking would corne to a stop. Even if the surn was not deliberately set expecting failure, its 

occurrence benefited the Seminary. 

The Seminary intended to build the church on its own tirnetable. and in its own way. In 

1842, with the community no longer involved even in fundraising, the Seminary and Fabrique 

began planning for the church with designs being sought and land being purchased. The 

community was invited back in the form of some representatives, when permission was sought 

From the Bishop to begin the building in 1843, but this was only temporary. 

John Kelly stated in 1884 that the church was a "put-up job" by the Seminary. While this 

statement may have been made when relations between the Irish community and the Seminary 

were not at their best, truth lies within it. The Seminary had to do something to improve the 
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conditions of worship for its Anglophone congregation. A new church was a viable solution. 

The details of Saint Patrick's were what made it more than just the fulfilling of the Irish 

Catholics ' requirernents. 

The choice of location was one detail which was not geared towards the needs of the Insh 

Catholics. As demonstrated by the various protests generated during the parish dismemberment 

in 1 866,376 and the existence of the lrish senlement in Grifintom, and the Lachine Canal, the 

intended congregation did not live in the area where Saint Patrick's was built. The area had 

some undeveloped sections, dong with areas of summer homes, and Protestant churches. The 

o d y  Roman Catholic presence was a cemetery, part of what is now Dorchester Square. 

The statistics of 1866. showing that Saint Patrick's was filled every Sunday, indicate that 

the cornmunity was not discouraged by the distance of Saint Patrick's Church. However, the 

construction of Saint Ann's in 1854 does suggest that building nearer the cornmunity would have 

been a wiser move. Why did the Seminary build where it did? When the Bishop of Montreal 

moved his cathedra1 only three blocks away fiom Saint Patrick's in 1852, it was asserted that he 

was trying to impose a French Catholic presence in the heart of Protestant English M~ntreal.'~' 

The Seminary might have had the same object in mind, Mng to dominate an area with a 

imposing Catholic edifice. 

The church's size is another point which goes beyond the mere accommodation of the 

Irish congregation. When the Bishop's permission was sought to begin building Saint Patrick's 

the size was given as 180 feet by 90 feet, but when it was built it was 233 feet by 105 feet. There 

- - 

376 See Map 4. 

'" Choko. 145. 
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is a significant difference between the two. The change was a subtemige. n i e  size on its own, 

even the first one submitted to the Bishop was considerably larger than the Bishop's cahe&d, 

making it also a statement on the power and prestige of the Serninary, much as Notre Dame was 

in the 1820s. The tower was another statement of the Seminary's authonty, overriding the 

concems of the Fabrique and creating a large and imposing Catholic Ch~rch .~"  

The dispute with the Bishop had heated up in the 1840s with Ignace Bourget's 

assumption of the Bishopric. The Seminary used the building of Saint Patrick's as a way to fil1 a 

gap in the service of Montreal Catholics and demonstrate to the Bishop of Montreal that they 

retained the power to act unchecked in their own parish. The Serninary was not alone in the 

using of Saint Patrick's as a tooi in its power play with the Bishop. He likewise chose to use 

Saint Patrick's by trying to obtain it for the use of the rivai order of the Jesuits in 1845. The 

dismemberrnent of the Parish in 1866 also demonstrated the Bishop's disregard for the needs of 

the Irish congregation. At no time during these wrangles were their needs considered. 

During the construction process the Irish were lefi out of both the decisions, and to an 

extent the actual construction. There was no choice for the comrnunity but to leave the building 

of Saint Patrick's to Montreal's traditional and legal ecclesiastical authorities. These authorities 

were not especiaily considerate of the Irish community during the process of building. If Saint 

Patrick's was built on a grandiose scale it was not a reflection on the might or importance of the 

community, but that of the Seminary of Saint Sulpice. 

Over the thirty year period between the granting of English-language Catholic services 

and the construction of an Irish church, the Irish comrnunity in Montreal identified and organized 

378 See Illustration 4. 
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itself in ethnic terms. The irish community developed a sense of self early in Montreal. There is 

no extant evidence to confirm whether or not the Irish initiated the original separation from the 

French Canadians, but after the separation had occurred the trish acted as a group within the 

Catholic Church. The four petitions addressed to the Seminary and Fabrique reacting to the 

conditions of worship and attempting to compel the church to improve or replace their church 

building were clear indicators of an active and politically aware Irish community. These 

petitions were organized by the prominent members of the irish cornrnunity, highly active for the 

most part, in the secular Irish societies as well as its religious organizations. They came together 

on behalf of their fellow Irish Catholics to push for expanded facilities. 



EPILOGUE 
REMITTING THE DEBT, 1884 

Following the dismemberment of the parish of Notre Dame, the Fabrique began to seek 

repayment on the debts they had incurred for the construction of Saint Patrick's church. Because 

of this debt, and the opposition it eenerated. the circumstances sunoundhg the founding of Saint 

Patrick's were re-exmined. 

The Fabrique of Notre Dame petitioned the Bishop of Montreal to transfer the debt it had 

incurred for Saint Patrick's in its entirety to Saint Patrick's church and congregation, in 

December 1 883.380 Up until this request the Fabrique was legally entitled to the revenue of Saint 

Patrick's church to pay the building's debt. This right derived from the three papal decrees 

issued between 1872 and 1874. The Fabrique received $53 1 a year from Saint Patrick's. which 

they argued was insuficient to pay the debt. It was also much smaller in cornparison to that 

which they received from the churches of Notre Dame and Saint Jacques (not the Bishop's 

cathedral).'8 ' 
The congregation of Saint Patrick's rebelled against this additional burden of debt. 

Through the pen of their priest Fatber Dowd, the cornrnunity fought against the Fabrique. Father 

Dowd had already plead on behalf of the community in 1866, citing the purpose and founding of 

Saint Patrick's in several letters. This time Father Dowd decided that his arguments would be 

better served with more evidence. Father Dowd had arrived in Montreal in 1848. a year 

''O Décembre 1883. *'Requête [imprime] de la Fabrique de Notre-Dame-de-Montréal a Mgr Fabre, 
Archevêque de Montréal, pour transférer aux paroissiens de St-Patrice la dette contractée par la Fabrique de Notre- 
Dame pour la construction de leur iglise, 5 pages," Section 27.5, Tiroù 104. #75, ASSS. 

Ibid. Saint-Jacques= $2038.75; Notre-Dame $2348.42. 



following Saint Patrick's opening. He therefore made a s w e y  of the more senior members of 

Saint Patrick's congregation, those who were there when the decisions were being made, in order 

to support his arguments. Among these seniors was his "good ftiend""* Senator Edward Murphy 

whom he called upon to assist him in the gathering of these recollections. Murphy was deeply 

involved in Montreal's Irish community fiom the 1 840s to the present. including serving as a 

Marguillier in 1 8 74."' 

In 1884, both men circulated the following questions to chosen members of Saint 

Patrick's congregation: 

1. Were there any members of the Irish Cathoiics agitating the necessity of 
building a church for hem- the Recollet church having gone quite too 
small for them? (1 mean long before the foundations of St. Patrick's 
Church are laid)- Please give your recollections of any of their meetings.- 

2. You recollect the great necessity there was for 10 years before St. 
Patrick's was built for another church for the Parish here in consequence 
of the great crowds that could not get admission into the Recollet, the 
poor of our faithful Irish during Mass filled Notre Dame St. outside the 
church and back with Dollard Lane. 

3. Do you recollect that at one or more of the meetings referred to above, 
or ---- told we would not be allowed to build a church ourselves, as that 
was the duty or business of the Fabrique or of the ecclesiastical 
authorities- 

4. Did you ever hear the saying (in consequence of their (Fabrique) putting 
us off fiom them to ---- and in refising to allow us to build a church for 
ourse1ves)- "That they (the Fabrique) would not allow us to build a church 
ourselves nor build one for us." 

5. Any recollections you may have of the 10 years previous to the opening of 
St. Patrick's would be valuable at the present moment and very interesting. 

6. When St. Patrick's (present building) was projected did you know or 
hear of any meetings of the Irish Catholics called for the purpose of 

f St. Pati-ick_s Owan Asvluni, - 9  80. 

j 83 See Appendix 1. 



assisting the building of it. 
7. Were the Irish Catholics consulted in any way as to the plan. size or 

cos1 of the proposed building, as in the choice of the site that was to 
be selected? Was not al1 done without asking their opinion? 

8. Did you know or hear of the Irish authonsing any one or any body to 
act in their - in the preliminary steps that was [sic] to build St. 
Patrick' S. 

9. Did not Father Phelan do al1 and exhibit in the Recollet Church the 
mode1 of St. Patrick's and describe it to the Congregation. 

10. Was their [sic] at any time a of the Irish Catholics to 
organise çollections for the amount narned by the Fabrique ( f 3000 or 
$ 12,000) that the Irish will contribute to the erection of the church. 

1 1. To whom did you pay your subscription? 
12. Was the work suspended at any tirne, if so do you recollect the cause. 
13. Did you hear of any change in the plans if so who suggested them? 
14. Did not the church in the way the work was done (by day work) under 

Mr. Compt [sic] as as [sic] overseer and not by m t ,  cost a good 
deal more than if [it] would have let one contract ? Please give al1 the 
information you c m  on this here. . . . 

[signed] Edward Murph?" 

The major theme of these leading questions was whether or not the Irish comrnunity was active 

or inactive in the decisions and the construction of Saint Patrick's Church. Three of these 

recollections survive. They are by Edward Murphy, John Kelly- a contractor, and Thomas 

Hewitt- former paymaster of Public W ~ r k s . ~ ' ~  Only John Kelly followed the format of the 

numbered questions, but the thmst of most of these questions were answered by al1 three. 

Did the Irish comrnunity hold any meetings agitating for a church, or to contribute to the 

decisions conceming Saint Patrick's? Murphy recalled some agitation ten years prior to the 

commencement of Saint Patrick's, with the final meetings being held in 1840 or 1841. The last 

3 84 Edward Murphy, "Questions submitted to Mt. John Kelly, a resident of Montreal since 1830, on the 
inception and building of Saint Patrick's Church of Montreal," March 1884, SPA. 

. . . . 
385 See Appendix 1. I. Cléophas Larnothe, mo ire  de la Corgoration de la C~te de Montréai depuis son . .  . 

-ne iusau'a nos i o u a  (Montreal: Montreal Printing & Publishing Co Ltd 1903), 459. 
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meeting, held at a hotel "was an inf'luentiai and large one, had a good effect as it soon after 

brought things to a crisis, as in two or three years after steps had been taken of the Fabrique to 

that end."3e6 The Irish Catholics, to Murphy's memory, did not participate afterwards. "Their 

[sic] was no public meetin9 calleé or p~panis sg t' 

St. ~atrick's."~" 

Hewitt recalls the same meeting, but with some differences. To Hewitt the meeting was a 

total disaster with no volunteers coming forward to form a committee. Also that "Sir Dominic 

[sic] [Daly] after consulting with a person who came with him to the meeting said 1 think the 

action in this &air is premature and the meeting broke u~."'~"o his recollection, there were no 

M e r  meetings.'" His memory appears to be a bit faulty, as he was listed as being in 

attendance at several of the following committee meetings in the Saint Patrick's Church 

Cornmittee Minute ~ o o k . ~ ~ '  

Kelly felt that the meetings held before permission to build was granted, were informal. 

. 'ne cry was loud and fiequent however among individual groups of Irish Catholics as the 

necessity of increased church accommodation before the St. Patrick's Church was 

commen~ed.""~ He also did not recall any M e r  meetings where the Irish Catholics were 

lH6 Edward Murphy, Memoranda # l  to Father Dowd, Montreal, 15 February 1884, SPA. 

387 Ibid. (Underlines by Murphy) 

jH8 Thomas Hewitt. Montreal to Father Dowd, Montreal, 24 Febniary 1884. SPA. 

389 Ibid. 

390 Saint Patrick's Church Committee Minute Book- [Dated] 1841, SPA. 

391 John Kelly, "Answers of Mr. John Kelly to the questions rubrnitted to him on the inception and 
building of St. Panick's Church Montreal.- the answers are nos 1 to 15 inclusive.-", SPA. 
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"called forth for the purpose of assistino the buildia the Saint Patrick's ~hurch."~" Nor did he 

recall the community abdicating responsibility in the &air or appointing anyone to act in their 

The positions of the Seminary and the Fabrique were questioned. Were they opposed to 

Saint Patrick's construction? Did they exclude the Irish Catholics h m  the process? According 

to Edward Murphy, the Seminary and Fabrique were at first opposed to the idea of building a 

church for the community, and it took the meeting of influential people to alter this opinion. 

Once their minds had been changed, it was 

the Fabrique [which] took the initiative and made al1 the 
preparations and encouragements for the building of St. 
Patrick's, and when ready through Father Phelan this then 
Pastor of the Recollet Church, who, after Vespers announced 
the arrangements had been made up for the erection of St. 
Patrick's and exhibited a mode1 of the church to the ~ongregation.~" 

Murphy stated positively that the Irish were not consuited in any way concerning any of the 

details of Saint Patrick's including size, plan, and site.jg5 

John Kelly remembered that the Serninary were opposed to the Irish building the church 

themselves. and had to direct the process themselves. He further stated that the Fabrique WU 

antagonistic, but that "the influence of the Seminary pre~ailed."'~~ The community was not 

- -- 

j9' Ibid. 

jg3 Ibid. 

39J M q h y  Mernomda # 1. 

395 Ibid. 

j96 "Answers of Mr. John Kelly. . ." 
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"consulted in any way regarding the plan, size, cost or site of the church dl those preliminarys 

[sic] were concealed fiom the Irish Catholics were denied the opportunity of an opinion 

respecting them."397 The cornrnunity was also "excluded" from later participation which caused 

"great dissati~faction."~~~ 

Thomas Hewitt did not write of any opposition to the founding of a new church nor of 

Irish participation. He did however paint the image of the poor Irish congregation worshipping 

outdoors, kneeling on the streets; and of an over-worked priest, a "an Irish-Christ loving his 

people."399 This priest was presumably Father Phelan or Father Richards. The image painted by 

Hewitt echoes the question posed by Dowd. who also described the Irish congregation in those 

type of ternis. 

The financing of Saint Patrick's was also important. How and by whom was the money 

raised, and who received the donations? Was the cost of the building in line with the 

cornrnunity's needs or desires? Edward Murphy recalled that his father gave his donation to 

Michael O'Meara. Murphy recalled that the list of collectors for the various areas were named 

from the pulpit of the Recollet church.'" When it came to the costs of Saint Patrick's. Murphy 

stated that it had: 

cost a good deal more than it should as the rnasonry and 
carpenter [sic] work was done by the day- Mr. Comte 
(iong procurator of that institution) Mr. Comte finished 

j9' Ibid. 

j9' tbid. 

399 Hewiît. 

400 Muphy Memoranda # 1. 



the Stone in the building from his au- . . . . In this way the 
work cost a great deal more than it would have cost had the 
building been erected by contract. . . . the cost of material 
and labour at t& tirne, the building cost a very large s~m. '*~'  

John Kelly paid his subscription at the Fabrique's office because of an assumption by 

Father Phelan. that this was where they should be paid."02 Mr. Kelly was a contractor so his 

answer to question fourteen, dealing with the cost of building Saint Patrick's was either based on 

his expert opinion, or his disappointment in not receiving the contract himself: 

1 frequently visited the building during its construction and 
fiom close observation 1 made up my mind that the work must 
have cost double as much - done as it was by the day, as the same 
kind of work could have been done by contract in a substantial 
and workmanlike manner. 
Personally there was no better man than Mr. Comte- but he had 
not the ski11 and ability nor yet the energy to conduct a building 
like St. Patrick's Church short of exorbitant outlay and Joe Otter 
who was. next, - under him- although a good mechanic was the 
most costly man that could have been selected. From these 
considerations 1 consider that the building of the St. Patrick's church 
must have êt leas? cost from aty to seventy percenl more than its 
reai value.403 

Saint Patrick's was to Kelly an extravagant gesture by the Seminary. He called the church "a 

*'put UD iob?' of the priests of the Fabrique?" 

The response by these three men formed the ba i s  of Dowd's argument to the Bishop of 

Montreal. However his memoir to Bruchesi was dated January 1884, so he was aware of his 

"O1 Edward Murphy, b'Mernoranda to Father Dowd. Memorandum #2," 2 March 1884. SPA. 

' O 2  **Answen of Mr. John Kelly" 

'O3 Ibid. 

'O4 Ib id. 
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results before he surveyed his congregation.. His arguments follow the lines of the questions: 

that Saint Patrick's was built by the Fabrique as a part of its reguiar duty to provide facilities for 

members of its congregation; that the cornmunity had no Say in its construction; and had the Irish 

community been allowed to build it themselves it would have been on a more modest ~caie. ' '~~ 

The response from Dowd and Murphy's survey merely reinforced his argument. 

Although, the questions of 1884 were posed in order to solicit the preferred replies. the 

historical evidence indicates that the powerlessness expressed by al1 three men during the events 

was only exaggerated. Father Dowd's appeal failed to prevent the Fabrique from shifiing the 

debt to Saint Patrick's Church. The debt itself was enormous, and it becomes understandable 

that Father Dowd tried to prevent it fiom being assumed by his Church. The capital amount 

owed was $ 124,390, with $ 102,390 of it bearing an interest rate of 4 !h %. or $4607.55 a year. 

The remaining $22,000 came from the Seminary without interest.'" 

Both Hewitt and Kelly used descriptions of the Irish as victims. Both described the 

conditions of worship prior to the opening of Saint Patrick's opening as a sort of victimization: 

the faithful irish suffering for religion. Hewitt further descrîbed the feeling that, as irish, thry 

were "foreigners to the Canadians yet they were Catholi~s.'"~' 

These recollections touch upon an image of the nineteenth-century Irish as victims. There 

were many instances through the period of study when the Irish and others were referred to as 

Patrick Dowd, ."Remarks on the petition of the Fabrique of Notre Dame. to his Lordship the Bishop of 
Montreal, pïaying to have the cosr of building S t  Patrick's Church transfemd from the Fabrique to the 
Parishioners," 12 January 1884, SPA. 

e of the Reverend F athers Dowd, 92. 

'O7 Hewitt. 
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victims, often when appeals were being made. The community may have resorted to the image 

of the victim, using instances of hardship as an example, but, as the evidence presented in this 

thesis indicates, never behaved like victims. 



APPENDIX 1 
DATA APPENDlX 

MONTREAL'S IRISH COMMIJMTY, 18 17- 1 847 

A denotes the donations made to the Building Fund of St. Patrick's, taken f?om the Cornmittee's minutes. 
Only those who appeared in another capacity in this chart have their donations listed. 

B denotes those who appeared in the newspapers as members of the Recollet or Roman Catholic Temperance 
Society, which was to become the St. Patrick Temperance Society. Membership in this society uidicates an 
adherance to the Roman Catholic hith. 

C denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers as members of the St. Patrick Society. 

D denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers as members of the Hibernian Benevolent Society. 

E denotes those whose narnes appeared in the minutes of the Cornmittee as either those in attendance or 
authorized to rcceive donations for the building fun4 184 I - 1843. 

F denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers as members of the Repeat Association in 184 1. 

G denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers as members of Irish Friends. 

H denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers as the Friends of Ireland in Canada in 1828. 

1 denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers as members of the Friends in Ireland in Montreal 
during 1829-30. 

J denotes those whose names appeared in the Archdiocese and Seminary records as members of the Recollet 
School Committee. 

K denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapers on the Recollet Committee. 

L denotes those whose names appeared in the ncwspapen as contributon to the United Irish and Scoitish 
Relief fund in 1847. 

M denotes those whose names appeared in the newspapen in connection with the Irish community. but not 
with any particular organization. 

N denotes those who signed the Petition of 1833 for the creation of St. Patrick's Church. 

O denotes those who appeared in the Vindi- as king responsible for the collection of rnonies to the 
building fund of the church. 

P denotes those who panicipated in the gifi of an engraved box to Father Phelan upon his leaving for Kingston 
in 1842. The source was the pamphlet: The Golden Subilee of the Rev'd Father Dowd..,. 

Q denotes those who signed the 1826 Petition for the expansion of the Recollet Church. 

R denotes other information found on the individuals in the various sources consulted. 



LEGEND 

Also Known As; Spelling Variations in Sources 
\= Bagly or Begley 
3= Brenan 
3= O'Callaghan 
4= Henratty 
5= McEIwee 

Employment Descriptions 
1 1 = Gentleman (Écuyer) 
12= Payrnaster for Public Works 
13= Soap manufacturer 
14= Potash manufacturer 
1 5= Editor, Vindicator 
16= Foundry owner 
17= Senator 
t 8= Executive Council 
19= Knight 
20= Hardware merchant 
2 1 = Advocate 
32= Tailor 
23= Alderrnûn 

24= Cashier, Bank of Montreal 
25= Sulpician, priest 
26= Fumiture merchant 
27= Businessman 
28= Dry goods merchant 
29= Carriage & caleche maker 
30= Lt. Colonel 
3 1= City Clerk 
32= Lawyer 
33= Hotelier 
34= Marguillier 
35= Physician 
36= Chief Justice 

37= Choinnaster at the Recollet 

Other Society membenhips, positions and relationships 
4 1 = President 
42= Secretary 
43= Catholic Orphan Asylum 
44= St. Andrew's Society 
45= St. George's Socieîy 
46= Father of Edward 

Religion, if stated in sources 
5 1 = Protestant 
52= Catholic 
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/ Patrick .Mooney 
Morin 1 capt. 
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MO rrow 1 R. L. 
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Bank of Montreal 
Bank of the People 

APPENDIX 3 
MAJOR DONATIONS TO SAINT PATRICK'S CHURCH. 184 1407 

Sir Cliarles Bagoc 
Miss Berthelot 
Olivier Berthelot 
Louis Bliirlciiarcl 
G.  Bostwick 
John Collins 
P. Courtenay 
Hon. Dominick Daly 
Peter Devins 
John Donegani 
Peter Dunn 
Albert Fumiss 
M i s s  Gibb 
Theodore Hart 
James Henderson 
Benjamin Holmes 
Hon. Joseph Masson 
Hon. Pctcr McGill 
Thomas McGrath 
Sir Charles hdetc;iife 
: lûii. Gcûrgc Mûffat 
John Moison 
Rev. P. O'Connell 
.'\ttimcy General Odgen 
Dr. 0' Meara 
Charles T. Palspave 
Ci3 Radenhurst 
William Kitchie 
HL Rous Sr 
Thomas Ryan 
Lord Sydenham 
John bIichael Tebin 

JO7 Saiiit Patïicfi's Ciiuixh Coiiuiiittiri: Miiuic: DwL- Imatd] i 84 1- SPA. 



U)8 Saint Patrick's Church Cornmittee Minute Book- [Datedl 183 1, SPA. 

, last narne - first name title address donation 
A friend $4 
Andrews ---- M r s 584 Dorchester St ~ O C  
Atty - T 661 Lagauchetiere $1 

Austin - 

$1 
Bahen J - -- - - -- p- - - - 
Bahen P - - .- -- - - ,  

19 St HY $1 
BaiIey Minnie 200 University -- ____ - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -- $2.60 
Baker -- - - -- - _- - _-.-ME ----,- 158 Vitre St - $7 
Barden M 699 St Paul $7 
------A-- ---- --. 

M _- - - --- -- !&KY _- - _ - 88 Cathcart St -- $ 1- 
John Mrs eany_ -- - - - - -- 520 Cadieux - $2 

Barry RC /=dieux $1 
John EG!!!--- - - - - ---- 

Barn John 
H Sarv - - -- - - - -- - - 

Bedford Mr & Mrs -- - - - ---. . - - 
Belisle .Henry 
Blanchfieid R 
Booth 
Boyle CA - 
Brady -- Mrs -- 
Brennan -- - O - 
Brennan E .. -- - - -- - A---- - -- , 

520 Cad$wc $5 
520 Cadieux $1 
520 Cadieux - $1 
1823 Ontario St $1, 
37 Hermine St $2 
60 Anderson St $1 
171 5 Ontario St $2 
5 Anderson $1 . -- 
38 St Alexander St ~ O C  
313 Roy St $2 
1 352 Ontario St - A $1 

@W Mrs 
Buckley L - --- 
Burke ---- --- Mt. 

$3 
16 Dowd St $7 - 
Mountain St -- $1 0 

Burns M -- - - -  ---- 
Byme - ---- Miss 

&!T!L--!!!!!~Y -- 

-- b!!%L- misses 
Callqhan Johanna - 

Cannon - Delia 
Cantwel t Thomas 

$2 
9 Oxenden Ave $5 
74 McTavish St -- $2 
792 Dorchester St $5 

$1 
57 Cathedral St SOC 
82 St Felix Street $2 



.Carney Marqaret J 
Carroll Mr 
Casey F 
Cashirn Elizabeth 
Cass Mrs 

,Cassiibr - -M~v -. 
Chisom C J  - --- 
Christy - T - - -- - 

R . C b ~ ! o f l - -  --- 
Miss C ! W ? n -  _ 

Daniel Mrs a t f ~ r d !  _ - - - - -- - - 

15 Brunswick St $ 1 
8 Drummond St $1 (1 

26 Hutchinson $5 
1633 Dorcfiester St $1 
567 St Paul St - $5 
150 Megl fe  st  $5 
77 Mackay St $5 

$5 . - 8 l e u ~ S L -  -- -- -- -- 

21 18 St Catherine~ -- $1 
306 P ~ A  st  - $4 
Mayor St $2 

Daniel Clif!ord_ - --- $5 
Clifford - Denis 

Mrs ~ o ! !  -- 

51 Aylmer $5 
20 Anderson St $1 

Collins- -- _ - . -- Miss --- 19 Latour St -- 2% 
33 St Alexander st SOC - - - - - - . -- -- 

Thomas C __-___- .. 818 Palace St $5 
W - - -- - - --- - 20 Desrivieres ---- $2 

31 St Agatha $1 
Considine Thomas 8 --- --- 
Conway Georgina F - 
Convuay - --- Mary F 

O 

~ E Y  -%!!? - -- -- --- 

conway - Bridget 
M r s C O O ! !  A - - 

Coonev_.-G-- 
Corbett P - - - - - -- 
Corcoran R - 

1 St Alexander $2 
31 St Ag-ha St -- $5 
37 Cotte St ----- $2 
7 Balmoral --:-- - - - -- 2% -- 

145 Mansfield St -- $1 

-- --- $20 
14 St Philip $1 
27 St Genevieve St - $3 - 

291 112 St Charles Boromes - $1 
Cotter - FW - 

Crites - Miss 
Cuddihy -- Mrs 

Cunnigham W H  -- -- Ald. 

&!Y-- J 
C ~ s a c k -  - -- Mrs 
Dean WiHiam Mrs 
Delahanty Michael 
Denning J 
Deolin Mrs 
Desrnond P - 
Dick -- Mrs 
Dillon Frank 
Dixen Mr 

95b Drolet St - $1 

.Ontario St $1 .50 
Cadieux St $4 

Bleury St - $5 
t 9 St Bernard St $1 
University Street -- $5 
10 Mackay St $2 
1 Jurors ST $1 O 
20 Hermine St SOC 
Hope Coffee House $5 
37 Balmoral 
828 Palace St $1 
-1 4 Devienne St $3 
45 Prince Arthur St $1 

Dodd J 1706 Lagaudietiere St $1 



Doherty C Hon. 
Donovan -- Mrs 
Dowd Francis 
Dowd Misses 

J k!!lin9- ---- 

Dowling William - ----- Mrs 
D o w l i n g  J -- - - 

!@!&!-__ - PS - . 

BJ Doyle + -- 

Drake Richard - 
Droyer A Miss 

D ! -  JJ 

- - -  

282 Stanley St $1 C 
65 St Philip St $2 
76 Aylmer 
18 Victoria Street $2 
-1 898 St Catherine St $1 
107Mountain St -- 
1898 St Catherine~ $1 

- 28 -- Park - -- Ave -- -- - - - -- --- $' 
596 St Urûain $1 
Hermine St $1 
Hope Coffee House $ 1 
269 St Denis â2C 

Duggan Michael 

!!K!!?- ---- Mrs 
Grace DK?phy- -- 

E a w  - - -Mar)! - - - - --- _--- - - --- 
Elliott P - -- -- - - - --- - - 

E ~ ~ ~ s o R - -  _- Mrs& miss 
Fahey Wiltiam 

3 E!!!?!L - - 

-28 St Philip St 5 1 
27 McGill Coltege Ave $2 
108 Drolet St $1 

! & W x S t  - -_ - $I_C 
16 Anderson St SOC 
47a Durocher $5 
1852 St Catherines St $5 
62 St Charles Borornes $1 c 

Faney Catherine 
MagGe FalmEL _ --- 

W!!!i'r - A n i  - 
~!!!?!!--- ---- Miss 

Patrick Farrell -- 

Feeley -- JH --. 
Feron - M -- 

Finnerty J - 
Fgibbon M 
Fitzpatrtck Jane 
Fitzpatrick - --- Miss 
Fitzpatrick - -- Dr & wife 
Flamie -- Mrs 

MJ Flanagan -- 
Flynn JBI 

m!!!!!-- Miss 

1 5 1 Cote des Neiges $1 
259 Bishop St 25c 

~ ~ > P _ Q E S L  -- --- 50c -- - _ -- 
828 Palace St $2 
28 Aylmer $2 
27 Balmoral 

80 St Antoine St -- $5 
67 St Charles Boromes $1 -- 
1 14 Ste Famile St -- $5 
240 Drummond St 
899 Sherbrooke $2 
55 Emily St 50c 
45 Universi ty $4 

95 Mance St $1 -- 
Haymarket $3 
109 St Urbain 25c 

Fogarty PW [257 St Urbain $1 
Foley Jeremiah Mrs 
Fowler J A 
Furlong G 
Ga herty J Mr 
Gallagher Mrs 

40 Aylmer SC $1 0 
Philips Square $25 
144 St Urbain $1 
-52 Hermine St $2 
L47 St Alexander St $1 

G G c k  AR Mr 158 St Urbain $2 



Gilligan J 
Gilpin Mary 
Gorden Mrs 

435 Lagauchetiere St $: 

567 St Paul St SOC 
SOC 

-@!E--  A Miss 151 Sanguinett $' 
Elizabeth Mrs LGE!L-- ------ 1120 Drolet St $' 
Richard Mr & Mrs Commissioners St braham- - -- - -- - -+ -4 $! 

Graham -- -- Michael 
Patrick Graham -- -- - - . 

Richard c?e?!L ---- 
G!a!am-- a James 

Commissioners St $' 

,Commissioners St $' 

Commissioners St $1 

Cornmissioners St - $1 
Graham - Mary Agnes 
-Graham Johanna Ma~gget 

P 

Greeval t __ Mrs 
Dr. g!!@!L - -  - - - - - - - 

.Commissioners St S 1 

Cornmissioners St 
+A-- 

$1 ----- 
11 Jurors ~ O C  ----- 
Doraester S t $2C - -- -_ --_ - - -_ 

-H!Jlf?- +- -- Mrs 
Hamilton John MeL - -- - 

Patrick Ham-mail - - - -  ---- 
Mrs Mrt - - -- - - - - ---- - 

&? -- A - --.!%!Y ---A. 

,Heams- - - - -- --- - _ - 

Hehol Anastasia - - - - - -- - - - -- - 
Susan _H_=ney -- 

Hewitt- - ---- T h o m ~  - _ - - - - 
J Higgins__- - - ___- -. 

Hing_ston - ---- - Dr 

Horan -!'!E- - - 

Horan JH -- -. 
Hughes - ---- -- S g t  
Humphrey Mrs 
Ireland . - - - - -- TM 
lmis -- -- - - Linie 
lrwrn . - E. -- 

51 Jurors St ---- -- $2 
S~--HYPP~!! !?S~- _ A - - A - - $-2 

--- -- - - - - --- - . - - $1 -- 
Cadiew St $C - -- 
-794 Dorchester St --- $1 

* 1_54 M t r e S t - A  - - -- $I 
271 _____-- St Urbain St 51.25 -- - -- -- - 

- - $1 
- 38 St Charles -- . Boromeo - $1 ----- -- 

46 St Bernard St SOC -- 
882 Sherbrooke St $1 5 
11 0 St Urbain St $1 
37 1 /2 St Alexander $1 -- 
73 Hippolyte Lane $4 

6 Durocher --.- -- $1 
1 Philips Square ----- $1 
32 Victoria St $1 
43 Belmont Park $5 

!%!Y- Mrs --- 
Kavanagh Mrs 
Kavanagh - ---- Katie 
Kavanam- Thomas T .-- -- 

Kavanagh Lizzie M - - 
Kavanagh Tessie -- - 
Kayanagh Dannie 

Sa Anderson $1 
149 St Antoine St 50c 
i 49  St Antoine St 2%_- 
149 St Antoine St 2% 
149 St Antoine St 2% 
149 St Antoine St 2% 
149 St Antoine St 2% 

l 

Kavanagh Frank 
Kavanagh Mrs 
-Kavanah Etla 

149 St Antoine St 25c 
15 Aylmer St $2 
1633 Dorchester St 2% 

Kelly Miss 130 Park Ave $4 



Marshall - f h ~ ~  65 St Antoine - $1 
Martin Daniel 89 Cathcart St soc-- 
McAndrew MJ 752 Dorchester $2 --- 
McAran Bridget 9 St Evans St $1 -25 
McArdle .Anna 393 Guy St 50c 
McBrearty J 77 St Alexander $1 
McCabe Katie 2720 St Catherinss $1 
McCaffrey Mary 107 University St 50c 
McCaLIum Kate $1 



,McCarthy F 
McClure Mr 
McComack James Mrs 
.McCormack James 
McConnack -- Miss -- a A 

!!!c?~sh~!- - M a r ~ ~ ~  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! '  P a t r i c k .  
McDonagh John 

.Mc?~~a!d- -.Sarah --- ---.- 

McDonald - -- - - - - - - - - - 
McOona_rb _!!Y-- - --- - ---. 
Mcmnald ---- C a m r -  - - 
McDonald ---- Anne 
McDonalâ- --Elizabeth - --A - 

f ' w o ~ l d  -- L%!!&' - - - - - ----y - - 
McOonnell . - Miss - - 

McE-cottE - -- 
McGarr - -!!E-__ -- - - - -- - 

McG+Tv~Y- - 0 ------- - 
McGoldrick P -- - - --- ---. 
Mwldr ick  M 
McGiath -- - - --Mary 

Ada Mcb!"-  - ------p---.p 

McGrath Therese ----- 
McGrath-- Agnes --- -- --- 
McGreevey ---  P - 

McGuiness -. Linie -- 

McGuire . W 

E!!!E- - -- Miss 
McHugh_- P -- - --...-- 

Mclnera- J -. 
William & family McKay -- -- 

!!!&!%Y ----- William 
McKenna A EM 
McKeown 

1 
Mrs --- 

534 St Dominique St $ ' 
77 St Alexander $ ' 

Lagauchetiere St $7 
585 Lagauchetiere $2 
149 St Alexander St - $; 

377 Mountain Street - $1 

, P!J lace St $2C 

&73 Sanguinet _ - -- $5 
Latour St $1 

50c ----- -- 
-- A-- $2 

-994 Sherbrooke $2 
11 01 8 Sherbrooke $1 

25c ----- --- 
1 7 8 - - -  - -  ~ O C  
+ 675 - Lagauchetiere - -- - - - - - -  $1 
57 Anderson . * $1 
-- 36 - - -- C i~ounc i l l o rs  _ -  St _ - _ _ a -5%- 
852 Palace ~t -- - $1 I 

$5 f 49 St Antoine St -- - --_- - 
,231 William St $1 - - - --y -- 

Hypolite St - $1 - 

239 University 50c - 
239 University St SOC 

~ O C  42 Lam* Ave ------__-p 

128 St Vitre ST -- - -- $1 
139 Metcalfe St $1 
16 Dnirnmond St --- -- $2 
11 Dowd St ---- $1 - 2 5  
22 Desrivieres - - 50c - - - - 

38 112 Dowd St - -- $1 
,72 Fortier St $2 - 
Fortier St $1 
12232 St Catherines _ - 50c 

$1 --. - 

McMahon Edward 
&Mahon Michael 
WcNally Mrs 
WcNally Miss 

,94 St Maurice St 5 0 ~  - 
96 St Maurice st --- $2 
60 Hutchinson St $2 
6û Hutchinson St $5 

McKernan - --- Bridqet 

~ c l a ~ g h ~ n  . Mrs -- 
McLaughlin - -- A Miss 
Mctouqhlin -- - Ann 

104 Crescmt St - $1 

$2 
4 Park Ave $1 

- $5 





0'Shaunessy9 J 
O'Sullivan H 

37 Hermine $2 
18 Aylmer St $1 

O'Sullivan M 
O'Toole Mr 

Eugene E!?L- 
Patterson Mrs --- -- - - -- - 

lsabella me ----- -- 
Phelan Willie 
Power - ---- - - Mrs B --- - -- 

P>wec-- - Bridqet 
Power J 

! ! ! ! ! !Y &!!Y 
Edith Eatt_-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ .  

- Pric!!L -- - Martin --- - -- 
PL!rce!L-- Max ----- 
Purcell - L - - - - - - - - - 

Norah Mary QU! @ a n  - --- 
Mr @in!!E-- 

Qu~nlan +L 
MA Miss Q u i n n - -  -- --- ------- 

Redmond George 
Reynolds Patrick 
Roberts Mary Jane ---- 
Bdden Thomas 
Rooney -- P - Mary A 
Rowland - - - - -- -- - Mrs 

!!Y*-- - William 
~n - Bridget Mrs 
&an -- Miss 

R ~ a n  . Mr 
EYY!L--- John 
& n - - - -  Mrs 
q e n  T 
- ----- 

Pyan - -- Mrs 
Bdlier Mrs 

Jane 
3eIby W 
Sel by Maria 
semple JH 
3hea brothers 
Shea Margaret Miss 
Khea Denis 

95 Alexander St $1 
15 Jurors St $1 
37 Cathcart St 2% 
20 Alexis St - $1 
1 09 Mackay S 1 
108 Drolet St - - - - - - - - $1 
172 St Urban St - $1 
1 125 Sherbrooke St $1 
75 St Alexander $1 -- 
75 Jurors St 50c - 

45 UniversiW $1 
78 Sanquinet $1 

$2 
47SL48xandem- - - - - - - $1 
97 Cathedra! St ---- $1 

8 S t a n l e y  - - -  $5 
97 Cathedra1 St $2 
. 1 7 a Anderson ---- -- $1 
,43 Aylmer St $1 
180 St James St $20 -- 
131 St -- George St SOC ----- 
31 Dowd St $1 
56 Beaver Haii Hill $1 
1 9  Latour St $1 

16 Victoria Square -- $3 
Chenevi He St SOC 
37 St Louis St $7 
19 Prince Arthur -- $2 

----.- 2% 
20 St Philip St $1 
73 St Charles ~ o r e r n e z t  ---- $1 
,43 Anderson 2% --- 
83 Union Ave -- $5 
290 Mountain $5 
20 Aylmer St $1 
20 Aylmer St 50c 
Sherbrooke St $1 O 
57 Barry St $20 

$1 
1 44 112 Dalhousie $5 

jlheehan Mrs 1 13 St Urbain 2% 



,Shelly Bridget Mrs 
Shephard J. 
Sheridan Winifred 
Sinnett Mrs 
Srnallshire fhornas 
Smith Miss 

240 Drummond St $1 

36 112 Hermine St $: 

$! 
9 Victoria Square $1 

-674 Dorchester St $1 
60 St tuke St $2 

Smith C 78 Durocher 

Sparks - - misses 101 St George St --- - -- $! 

P $i 
S t ~ h e E  - - -K . - - - - -7 St Alexander - $1 

Mrs Stevens--- -_ - _ _ _  -, -16 Brunswick SOC 

Thomas 47 Ourocher St $1 C 
Sullivan - - -!il!%!!!-- -- -- --, 

Sullivan - - - - -- -- Mrs 

Sullivan - S t e p h e n L  .---- - - 

* 44 1 19 Aylmer St $1 
44 Smil ips St $1 --- 
59 Aylmer St $1 

Miss SNi!!a_n - -- - -- -- - - --- - - -- ---- - 

J A M r s sweieir - - -- -- - - - -- - - - -  - - 

Tajbot - - &!cc - - - 
A L!fney--- , M c - - -  
E Mr fi!?h?~ - - .- -- - -. 

Miss TFYEL -- -- - - -  - 

w a k ! !  -- _ - ---- - Widow 
Walsh - -- - - - - Margaret - . - 
Walsh James J - 

Ksh--- --" M L  - - -  - 
Walsh William -- Master 

Michael w a ! s k  - 

9 Durocher $1 -_- - - - -  - --- - -- - - -- -. -- 

796 Palace St - -  --, $2 
, 25 Oowd St --- $1 
143 Bteury ~t -- s I 
920 Dorchester St - -- --- $1C 
75 Jurors St - -- 50c A 

AylmerSt -- - $1 
20 Mackay St $1 --- 
31 St Agatha $1 --- 
31 St Agatha 25c -..-- ------- 
31 St Agatha -- 25c 
84 St Antoine .-- St 5oc A 

Ward --- --- Mr. 
Ward -- --- Mrs 
Watt - -  E -  Miss 

.cnr Dorchester & St Alexander - $2 
31Dowd St --- SOC - 
56 St Bernard St -- $2 

W h ! a ~  - _ - - - -- Widow 1236 Amherst -- - 
Whelan - - PE ---- 
Wurtele lW 

1 142 Mignonne $1 ---- 
167 St George $2 



APPENDCX 5 
STATlSTlCS FROM DONATIONS MADE TO SAMT PATRICK'S CHURCH, 184 1 

1 30 identi tiable men on lists, with total donations of $3455.50. The average donations for men 
on list was % 28.79. 

177 identifiable women on lists, with total donations of $478.65. The average donations for 
women on list was $2.78. 

6 families on lists. with total donations of $ 18.50. The average donations for families on list 
was $3.08. 

102 with unidentifiable gender on lists, with total donations of 6 386.75. The average donations 
for unidentifiables on list was $3.79. 

Average donation for al1 groups on list was $10.85. 

Light Company: 
76 men Save a total o f f  6.2.6 = $34.50; an average donation of 32 $ 
Captain G.H. Smith's Company: 
82 men gave a total o f f  7.6.3 = $29.25; an merase donation of 36 g 
A Company: 
63 men gave a total off 5.12.6 = 4 22.50; an average donation of36 

Total 121 men gave 16 76.25; an average donation of34 #. 

Gnnd total of 62 1 people gave $44 15.65; with an average donation of 16 7.1 1. 

Conversion fiom pounds to dollars made on the assumption that one Halitàx Pound equals four 
dollars. Young, xviii. 20 shillings to a pound, and 12 pence to a shilling. 



ESTIMATES OF MIGRATION FROM IRISH PORTS TO 
CANADA, 1825- 1 850- 

4 W Donald Harman Alcenson, B e i m  Had: Hist~rians. Evidence. and the Irish in North Amerka (Pon 
Credit, Ont.: PD Meany Pub, 1985). 55 .  



1. Primary Sources 

Saint Patrick's Basilica: 

Minute Book [dated] 184 1.3 1 January 184 1 - 25 September 1843. 

Bamabo, Cardinal, "Becrerum, " 30 July 1 872. 

Bourget. [&mace, "Lettre I%storule. " 15 décembre 1 866. 

Connol ly, John Joseph, [attri buted to] Diary from 1 840- 1 844. 

Crav, Cardinal. "Decrefurn, " July 1 874. 

Dowd, Patrick, "Protestut ion de M .  Dowd contre le dCn~ernhrentent de Sr. Purrrce rr son 
rrection en puroisse. " 8 novembre 1866. 

. "Other Rrrnurks on the Replique rfthe Anonymous Curé und Mur,gzrilliers r,/' 

rhr Fuhriy ur of'NWe Dume. " 4 February 1 8&1. 

Hewin, Thomas, Lstter to Father Dowd, 24 February 1884. 

Kelly, John, "Answer-s cjj'hfr. John fi& tu rhe Quesr ions Subrnitted ro Him on the Inceprron und 
HiolJin~ oj'S~. Putrrck S ( 'hurch. Muntreul. " 1 8 84. 

. - Maurault, Olivier, La c o n m t i o n  irlandaise de Montréal. Corrected handwritten copy 
belonging to Gerald McShane, Rector of Saint Patrick's. circa 1922, np. (Was published 
in 1922 in Montreal by Rev. Trimestriele Canada). AMs. 

Murphy, Edward. "Questions sdrnitted to Mr. John Kel!v, a I~esiclen~ ofrllonlred Since IH30, 
on the inceprion und Building of 'SI. Patrick S church. h.lonrrroi. " Marc h 1 884. 

. ,~femorundu to Furher Dowd ", 1 5 Fe bruary 1 884. 

Rousselot, V., "Protesturion ", 8 novembre 1 866. 



Archives de la Séminaire de Saint Sulpice,  montrea al: 

S? 1 
12.75,Z juin 1 843, "Lettre de Mgr Ignace Bourget à Joseph-Vincent Quiblier.". 
12. 76, 19 juin 1843, "Lettre d' Alexis-Frédéric Truteau a Joseph-Vincent Quiblier." 
1 3.17, 1 8 novembre 1 845, "Lettre de Mgr Ignace Bourget aux Sulpiciens." 

Section 27, Voûte 2, T-94 
#3 17- Mandemant de Mgr J-J. Lartigue. . . à M. P. Phelan, 1839. 

Section 27, Dossier 3, T-95 
#34- Mémoire de M. JHA Roux, Superieur, sur le droit des Marguilliers de Notre-Dame 

à bâtir une autre église paroissiale, vers 1822, 10 pages. 
636- Rescrit de la congrégation des Rites qui permet de célébrer solennellement la 

Ete de Saint-Patrice dans l'église Notre-Dame, 14 mars 1822,2 pages. 
a47b- MCmoire des avocats Vallières de Saint-Réal, Louis Moquin et G. Vanfelson. pour 

M g  Plessis, evèque de Québec. qui corisulte sur la question de la reconstruction 
de I'Cçlise Notre-Dame, avec une note de Mr. Roux, 18 décembre 1821, copie 
non-certitlée. 

Section 27, Voùte 2, T-97 
d 165- Registre de l'église des Récollets, à l'usage de la congrégation irlandaise de 

Montréal. 1839, 8 pages. 
# 173- Cahier de Comte de l'église des Récollets au service des Irlandais de Montréal, 

1 830- 1 844,34 pages. 
d 187- Petition [copy] to J-J. Lartigue from Irish community, for a church, 1833. 
if 188- Petition to Quiblier and Seminary fiom Irish community, for a church, with 

community 's signatures, 1 833. 
f 189- Petition to Quiblier and Seminary from Irish community, for a church, 1833. 

Section 27. Voûte 2, T-98 
+!bis- Plan sommaire montrant le terrain de l'@lise Saint-Patrice de Montréal et sa 

situation sur cette [sic] temin, 184 1, 1 page. 
$5- Rapport d'un comité pour hâter la construction d'une église pour les Catholiques 

de langue anglaise de la Paroisse de Notre-Darne-de-Montréal, Robert James 
Beçley, 184 1,3 pages. 

$6- (duplicate) Lettre de Vincent Quiblier à M. AW Pugin, architecte London, pour lui 
demander des plans pour l'église Saint-Patrice-de Montréal, 1842. 

$9- Tableau des statistiques de la paroisse de Notre-Damede Montréal à 170ccasion de 
la visite de M g  Ignace Bourget, 1843,4 pages. 

d 10- Estimation pour saint-patrice, 7 1 mars 1 843. 
11 2- Requête des Marguilliers de Notre-Dame-de-Montréal demandant a Mgr Ignace 



Bourget, évëque de Montréal la permission de construire l'église Saint-Patrice, 
1 843. 

# 1 5- Lettre du Margui Il ier en charge de Notre-Dame-de-Montréal a Sir Charles Metcal fe, 
gouverneur, pour lui demander 17autorisation de vendre. . . @1843. 

. . et M.V. 

locataires de 

# 19- Dossier renfermant la correspondance entre Mgr lgnace bourget. 
Quiblier Supérieur . . . 1845. 

d39- Requête aux Sulpiciens de la part de paroissiens de Saint-Patrice 
Bancs, après la déplacement de la chaire, 1 847. 

Section 27, Voûte 2, T-100 
# 1 b- Notes de Jean-Baptiste Lame, pss, sur des propositions de Mgr Ignace Bourget, 

évêque de Montréal, relatives aux nouvelles paroisses canoniques, 1847. 
#2- Notes de A. Baile, Supérieur, devant servir à un mémoire contre l'érection en 

paroisse canonique de Saint-Jaques et Saint-Patrice, décembre 1 866. 
$32- Mémoire présenté au Saint-Pére par T. ryan et T. D'Arcy McGee, délégués des 

irlandais de Montréal, pour lui exposer la situation résultant de l'érection 
canonique de Saint-Patrice. suivi de l'acte de nomination des deux délégués et 
de leur certificat d'honorabilité, 5 avril 1867,8 pages. 

rt74- Observations adresske à la Propagande par Jean-Baptiste Lame, pss, sur la 
réponse des déléges de Mg Ignace Bourget. évêque de Montréal, aux mémoires 
des Catholiques de langue anglaise, paroissiens de Si-Patrice à Montréal, 5 
octobre 1 867, 14 pages. 

Section 37.4, Tiroir 103 
#5- Notes sur décret de la Propagande ordonnant qu'une nouvelle Fabrique soit instituée 

a Saint-Patrice, janvier 1874,4 pages. 
# 18- Lettre de V. Rousselot, pss, [Montréal] a GCdéon Oiumet, [Québec] premier 

ministre de la province de Québec, lui disant qu'un certain. . 2 5  fevrier 1874. 
$20- Mémoire de I'honnorable T. ryan, au nom de la congrégation irlandaise, adressk 

à la Propagande, en réponse au mémoire de Mgr J. ûeshautels, VG, du 12 
janvier 1874, sur I'qlise de Saint-Patrice. 

346- Sept lettres de V. rousselot, curé de Notre-Dame à J-B. Lame, pss, procureur a 
Rome, oii i l  est question . . .septembre 1874. 

$49- Documents relatifs à l'élection de Ed. Murphy, paroissien de St-Patrice. comme 
Marguillier de Notre-Dame, 1 3 sept-dec, 1 874. 

$107- Historiques des difficultés du Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice de Montréal avec Ignace 
Bourget, évêque de Montréal, de 1840 a 1876 (Dec. 1876)- 36 pages. 

Section 27.5, Tiroir IO4 
11 16- Rapport des arbitres Allard Dillon, & Morin qui ont évalué l'église Saint-Patrice, 

ses dependances, etc.. 4 septembre 1877,1 pages. 
$75- Requête [imprimé] de la Fabrique de Notre-Dame de Montréal à Mgr Fabre, 

Archevèque de Montréal, pour transférer aux paroissiens de Si.-Patrice la dette 



contractée par la Fabrique de Notre Dame pour la construction de leur église, 
déc, 1883,s pages. 

#76- Protêt dYEdouard Murphy, Marguillier de Notre Dame, s'opposant à ce que la dette 
de Saint-Patrice soit séparée de celle de Notre Dame et lui soit à charge, 
1 6 décembre 1 883,3 pages. 

it8 l -  Remarques de Patrick Dowd, pss, curé de Saint-Patrice, adressées à Mgr E-C 
Fabre, évSque de Montréal, sur la requète de la Fabrique de Notre-Dame de 
Montréal 3 1 decembre 1883, demandant que le coût de la construction de l'église 
Saint-Patrice soit transféré aux paroissienns de Saint-Patrice, 12 janvier 1884, 10 
pages. 

M9- Acte d'arrangement entre la Paroisse de Saint-Patrice et la Fabrique de Notre-Dame 
de Montréal ainsi que les Ecclésiastiques du Seminaire, concernant la dette de 
Saint-Patrice, avec d'approbation de Mgr Edouard-Charles Fabre, 35 avril 1884, 
6 pages. 

Section 28, Tiroir 107 
d 1 - Liste des dates d'ordination des Sulpiciens venus au Canada 1659- 1 899. 

Archiva de la Fabrique de Notre Dame de Montréal: 

Boite 3 
Chemise 4- Lettre de Ryan re ~ c o l e  aux Récollets, fev. 1 8 19. 
Chemise 17- Lettre du Irlandais 5 juillet 1826, re Récollet grandi. 

Boite 2 1 
Chemise 7- Doit la Fabrique de la Paroisse de Montréal à PL Morin, architecte &c, 1843. 

Boite 49 
Chemise 3- St-Patrice 1847 Bancs louis à Jas Morahan, Thos Burns & Edward Ferguson. 

Boite 50 
Documents 1 ibres et divers, 1844. 

Boite 5 1 
Chemise 1 - souscriptions des militaires (73r Reg) in fine St-Patrice, Marc h 1 84 1. 
Chemise 2- extrait du régistres de la Fabrique de Paroisse de Notre Dame de Montréal, 

1842. 
Chemise 7- travaux payés 1844. 
Chemise 10- résolution re ternin. 5 juillet 1846. 
Chemise I 1- obligations au Séminaire, 1 1 juillet 1846. 

Dkliberations des Assemblées de Marmillers: Livre "B" du 9 août 1778 au 15 décembre 1833. 
Vulgarisation du registre original par Roxanne Léonard, 1 984- 1 1 -M. 





RLL 5, 100- 103, Lartigue, Montréal, à Panet, Québec, 18 juillet 1829. 

WB 4 
278-230, Prince, Montréal à Signay, Québec, 10 fevrier 1847. 
34 1, Bourget a Dr. Crawford, Montréal, 22 octobre 1847. 

National Archives of Canada, Ottawa: 

C 71 8- Census Retums for Montreal, 1825. 

C 729- C 730- Census Returns for Montreal, 1842. 

MG 17 A5 Volume 3, Misc. J-J Lartigue. 

MG 17 A5 Volume 19, Lcttrr, Peter Haudrally [Handratty], Montreal to Ignace Bourget, 
Montreal, June 1843. 

MG 17 A5 Volume 2 1. Letter, Rawson d. Rawson, Kingston to Ignace Bourget, Montreal, IO 
October 1843. 

RG 4 B 19, Montreal, Lower Canada, Lists of Jurors, 1 8 1 1 - 1 835. 

Archivio Storico di Propaganda Fide, Rome: 

Piuonisso, Giovanni. "Calendar of Documents Conceming Canada in the Archives of 
Propaganda Fide." 

2 .  Printed Primacy Sources 

Montreal Gazettg 1 8 17- 1847. 

Montreal Tnnscript and Canada General Adveniser 1 837- 1 847. 

Irish Vindicator and Commercial Advertiser 1829-1837. 



Pu blis hed Paris h Sources: 

" 1847= 70'" Anniversary Number- 19 17" in Saint Patrick's Messagg Volume 11, #4, 17 March 
1917. 

Curran, J.J., ed. Golden Jubilee of the Reverend Fathers Dowd and Tou~in with Histoncal 
Sketch of lrish Community of Montreal. Montreal: John Lovell & Son, 1887. 
(CIHM 02743) 

. Golden Jubiiee of St. Patrick's Orahan Asvlum. the Works of Fathers Dowd, 
O'Brien and Ouinlivan with Biographies and Illustrations. Montreal: Catholic Institution 
for Deaf Mutes, 1902. 

Lipscombe, Robert. The Storv of Old St. Patrick's. Montreal Canada. Montreal: Helio Gravure, 
1967. 

Loye, John & Gcrald McShane. The Story of One Hundred Years- St. Patrick's Church 
ontreal 1847-1 947. Montreal: Plow & Watters Itd, 1947. 

Miller, Patricia. Montréal- St. Patrick's Basilica. Montreal: St. Patrick's Basilica, 1 996. 

Saint Patrick's congregation Cornmittee. The Case of St. Patrick's Conereeation as to the 
Erection of the New Canonical Parish of St. Patriçk's Montreai. Montreal: John 
Lovell, 1 866. 

Souvenir of the Golden Jubilee: St, Patrick's T.A. & B Society I 840- 1 890. Montreal: Dominion 
I l  lustrated Co, 1 890. 

Published Sulpician Sources: 

Gaultier. Henry. La com~amie de Saint-Sul~ice au Canada. Montréal: Seminaire de Saint- 
Sul picr, 1 9 1 2. 

Les oretres de Saint-Suloice au Cawda--gandes f ipes  de leur histoire. Sainte-Foy: Les 
Presses de l'Université Laval, 1992. 

Maunult. Olivier. L'oeuvre et Fabrique de Notre-Dame de Montréal. MontrdaI: Skminaire 
Saint-Sulpice, 1959. 

. La Paroisse- histoire di: I'éalise Notre-Dame de Montréal. Montréal & New 
York: Louis Camer & cie, Les Éditions du Mercure, 1929. 



- Grand Séminaire de Moniréal- album préoaré à l'occasion du centenaire 
1 840- 1940. np. 

. Le. Montréal: Seminaire de Saint- 
sulpice, 1925. (Extrait de la Revue Trimestrielle Canadienne, juin 1925). 

, ed. Le Troisieme Centenaire de Saint-Suloicg Montréal: [Le Devoir], 
1941. 

Pu blished Diocesan Sources: 

Le diocèse de Montréal a la fin du dix-neuvième sikcle. Montréal: Eusèbe Senécal & Cie, 
1900. 

L'&lise de Montréal ape-u d'hier et d'auiourd'hui 1836- 1936. Montréal: Fides, 1986. 

3. Seconda- Sources 

Cross. Dorothy Suzanne. "The Ir~sh in hhntreul 186% 1896. "MA thesis, McGill University, 
Montteal, 1969. 

Keep, G.R.C. "The Imh Immgrurion io Montreui: 18-17-186367 'M thesis, McGill University, 
Montreal, 1948. 

Ly ne, D.C. "The Irish in the Province ojX'unuda in the Decade Leuding io C'onjderufion. " 
MA thesis, McGill University, Montreal, 1960. 

Be-, Grrald. 'Y ( 'rltrcul P eritd in 9 Purrrck S P urrsh hlontrd- 1866-1874 " in Canadian 
Catholic Historical Association Remq XI ( 1944). 1 1 7- 128. 

Chaussé. Gilles. "l?oux. Jeun-Henri-Auguste " in Dictionan, of Canadian Biogaphy vol. I l (  
1 86 1 to 1 870. University of Toronto Press, 1987. 

Choquene. J.E. Robert. "Pjzeiun, Putrick " in Dictionnaire Bio v ~ h i a u e  du Canada vol. VI11 
de 1 85 1 à 1 860. Les Presses de l'université Laval, 1985. 
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politico-.~ociuie " in Revue d'Histoire d7Ameriaue Francaix 32 #4 (mars 1979). 
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Grenier, Hkléne. "Les iirungers sous Ir r&im I.'runquis " in W n a w c .  les exclus. et 
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Que: Fides, 1996. 209-244. 
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(1951). 512-520. 
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